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COMPARISON OF THE MEAN ACT SCORES WITH MEANS OF OTHER
GROUPS








































COMPARISON OF SCORES — This charts compares the ACT scores of Murray School System students, Kentuckystudents, and students across the nation. The mean national score totaled 18.5, the mean Kentucky score totaled17.7; and the mean Murray score totaled 20.0. Murray students ranked above the national average in every categorywhile Kentucky as a whole ranked below the national average.
Murray Students Above State
And Nation On ACT Test Scores
By KAYE PEEBLES
In a special report to the Murray
Board of Education on Thursday night,
Margaret Franklin, director of
curriculum, Geneva Brownfield,
Murray Middle School guidance
counselor, and Charlotte Barker,
Murray High School guidance coun-
selor, described the results of the most
recent complete test data for the
Murray City Schools.
The report, based on the Com-
prehensive Test of Basic Skills ad-
ministered to students in grades two
through eight and grade 11 in the fall of
1977, is the initial step in complying
with the newly-mandated Kentucky
Educational Improvement Act (House
Bill No. 5791 passed by the 1978 General
Assembly.
Information on this test data will be
presented at public hearings 'at each
school in November.
Identification of students scoring
significantly below grade level in any of
the basic skills and developrnent of
district educational improvement plans
for those students will follow.
Noting that Murray students have
traditionally scored high in reading,
language and study skills, Mrs.
Franklin pointed out that the Murray
schools have for a number of years
been concentrating on the im-
provement of these skills. Title I funds
have been used to employ additional
teachers to work with students scoring
below grade level in reading, and ad-
ditional classes in reading have been
added to the -high school curriculum.
Language curriculum guides have
been developed, and there has been
careful selection of basal reading texts
as well as additional enrichment
material. Well-equipped library-media
centers, staffed with certified
librarians at each school, contribute to
the high sceres in study and reference
skills.
School personnel have been aware of
the national trend of a decline in math
computation skills and spelling scores
and have found this decline to occur in
locally administered tests as well.
Students in the lower grades continue to
score on or above state and national
norms in these skill areas, but there is a
definite decline in the middle and
higher grades.
Several Steps have been taken by the
district to counteract this trend. New
math tests emphasizing computation
skills have been adopted. Math
curriculum guides detailing those skills
considered most important by the
National Council of Mathematics have
been completed by math teachers at
each grade level.
Murray teachers believe that
grouping students according to level of
skill, individualizing instruction, using
new enrichment materials and em-
phasizing student checking and
correcting of math problems will have
an impact on math skill development.
As a result of declining scores in
spelling skills, another national trend,
these skills are also being given more
attention in the Murray schools. Ability
grouping, individual instruction and
more emphasis on memorization and
drill are being tried with some success.
ACT tests administered to college-
bound llth and 12th grade students
continue to show these students scoring
above state and national norms in all
areas. Mrs. Barker stated that the test
results were similar to results over the
past few years.
Mrs. Franklin told the board, "We
have an excellent school system. Our
standards have been high. But even in a
good school system, there is room for
improvement. We intend to continue
our high standards in the areas where
we are doing well and improve those
areas where there is need for im-
provement."
-Board member Maurice Ryan echoed
Mrs. Franklin's comments by saying,
"The main thing I'm concerned about is
that we take this data and improve on
what we have, not just dwell on being
above the state and national averages."
City Board Acts On Several Items
Of School Business At Thursday Meet
By DEBBIE N. LEE
Staff Reporter
The highlight of Thursday night's
meeting of the Murray City Board of
Education was a report by Margaret
Franklin, director of curriculum, and
Geneva Brownfield and Charlotte
Barker, guidance 'counselors, on test
data for the city schools. See related
story on this page. '
Mrs. Barker pointed out to the board
inside today
that Murray High School has the lowest
drop-out rate of any school in the state.
In other action, the board accepted
the Food Service Audit for the 1977-78
school year presented by Bethel
Richardson of Richardson, Trevathan
and Howe Certified Public Accoun-
tants. It was brought to the board's
attention that the Murray Independent
Schools Lunch Fund served 337,879
meals during the school year ended
One Section — 16 Pages
The first meeting of the newly organized Murray
chapter of Parents Anonymous will be held this
Monday. The third in a series of articles by Dr. Mark
Singer about the organization appears on today's
Opinion Page, page four.
Also today, sports editor Tony Wilson takes another
look at tonight's clash between Murray High and
Mayfield in today's Sports Section,
sunny and warm
Partly sunny and warm today
with highs in the mid 80s. Partly
cloudy tonight and Saturday with
a chance of shotrers and thun-
dershowers lifers -tonight in the
mid 60s. Highs -Saturday in the
mid 80s Winds, southwest 5 to 10
miles an hour today Light and
variable tonight The probability
of precipitation is 40. percent
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The bid of Minter Roofing Co. of
Benton in the amount q $19,213 was
accepted for the repair of roofs for
Murray High School, Carter
Elementary and Robertson Elemen-
tary.
The board accepted the resignation of
DeFayne Stunson, speech pathologist,
effective Sept. 15. Mrs. Stunson cited
her husband's acceptance of em-
ployment out of state as the reason for
her resignation. Robert Glin Jeffrey,
superintendent, indicated that he is
presently screening applicants for the
position.
The board also approved the hiring of
Roxanne Maddix as girls assistant
basketball coach at Murray High
School. Ten aides for the Title I, Title
VIB and kindergarten program were
approved. Five more substitute
teachers were also accepted.
In other action taken in the city
school board meeting.
--Board members approved the budget
for the 1978-79 school year.
—The board named Eli Alexander,
assistant superintendent, as activity
accounts treasurer
L----1101ird members approved the Policy
and Procedural Manual for the Murray
City Schools' Exceptional Children.
--The board heard a progress report by
Jeffrey on the status of the im-
munization program. Jeffrey said that
he understood, after talking to R. L.
Cooper of the Calloway County Health
Department, that the program is going
well and that parents are complying
with the regulation.
-Board members decided to eat lunch
at Murray High School on Wednesday.
Oct. 4.
Delinquency Program Is
Funded At Calloway High
A $16,300 grant has been awarded to
the Calloway County Board of
Education to establish an intensive
guidance and counseling program for
juvenile offenders enrolled at Calloway
County High School.
The grant, awarded by the Kentucky
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Prevention Commission, was revealed
to the board at its regular monthly
meeting last night.
The Calloway school system is one of
four systems in the state of Kentucky
selected to receive funding for the
program according to assistant
superintendent Ron McAlister.
McAlister said that the program will
emphasize the "development of
positive emotional and attitudinal
concepts of the participants."
The program, which has a goal of
reducing delinquency at CCHS by 25
percent in 1979 when compared with
1978, will begin October 1 and continue
through May M.
McAlister said that participants in
the program will be students who
exhibit or demonstrate the following
characteristics:
— Excessive absenteeism or
truancy;
— Sub-par academic achievement;
— Chronic misbehavior;
— Status offenders;
— Negative attitudes toward home,
school, community, self and others.
McAlister told the board that the
program will allow the students to
continue in the mainstream of the
regular school program while par-
ticipating in the guidance and coun-
seling.
Under the guidelines, students may
be assigned to the program by either a
juvenile court officer or the high school
zprincipal.
Middle School Bids
The board discussed the proposed
new middle school and fieldhouse to be
located adjacent to CCHS at length with
architect Pat Gingles and mechanical
contractor Randy, Thornton prior to
authorizing Supt. Jack Rose to ad-
vertise for bids on the structures as
soon as all plans are approved by state
agencies.
Also at last night's meeting, the
board authorized McAlister and a
committee of faculty and ad-
ministrative personnel to continue with
a proposed revision of the board's
policy handbook. McAlister told the
board that the major fault with the
present book is that it combines board
policy and administrative procedure.
"The policy should tell only what the
board wants done," McAlister said.
"The administrative procedure.should
be separate and tell how the board
policy is to be carried out," he added.
In other business, the board:
— Abolished tuition payments for
students living outside the county
school district. Rose explained that the
system does not have to accept students
from outside the district whether or not
they pay tuition.
— Authorized the advertising of a
maintenance person position within the
school system.
— Voted to purchase eight new school
buses from $120,000 budgeted funds.
The new buses are to have automatic
transmissions.
— Approved the purchase of a nine
passenger Suburban vehicle for
transportation of special education
students provided the federal govern-
ment approves a pending grant for that
PurP0,se;
— Authorized the purchase of a
station wagon as the "board" vehicle
from low bidder Parker Ford.
— Was advised that Flav-O-Rich;
which has the contract to furnish milk
to the school ystem, has raised its
prices tvriee since the contract was
signed. Rose told the board that the
contract price of 10.75 cents per unit
was raised to 10.95 cents in August and
hiked to 11.15 cents per unit in Sep-
tember. Rose added that he does not
understand why the local producer's
milk prices are higher than those paid
by the Paducah School System which
buys its milk from a Nashville producer
at the price of 10.18 cents per unit.
— Was advised that the system an-
ticipates taking in $3.9 million in
revenue for the 1978-79 year.
Summit Meeting May Stay
In Limbo Until Next Week
CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP) — The
Middle East summit has produced
fresh Egyptian-Israeli contacts but is
approaching a deadline at sundown
today that could keep it in limbo until
New EPA Ruling Will Not
Affect Local Water Rates
A tentative Environmental
Protection Agency ruling that could
double the cost of water service in
Louisville is not expected to have any
effect at all on rates paid by customers
of the Murray Water and Sewer




A two-car accident on Highway 121
Thursday afternoon at 1:30 injured four
persons, according to the Calloway
County Sheriff's office.
Paul R. Glass, Route 1, New Concord,
was traveling south toward New
Concord on 121 when Willie H. Parker,
Route 1, Puryear, Tenn., pulled out of
the old Murray-Paris Road onto 121.
Glass and Parker were treated and
released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Two passengers in the
Parker car, Mary Parker and Curtis
Ray Crank, are listed in satisfactory
condition at the hospital. Mrs. Parker
has a fractured pelvis, and Crank has
abrasions to the head.
Henley, who has just returned from a
meeting in Washington, D.C., with the
Kentucky congressional delegation,
said today that the EPA ruling only
applies to water systems that serve
75,000 or more persons and that do not
draw their water from wells.
"As far as Murrray is concerned, this
rule will have no effect," Henley said
because of the population served by the
local system and because Murray's
water comes from deep wells.
...tlenley did said that the proposed
EPA regulation will require systems
such as Louisville's to install activated
charcoal filtering systems to remove
chlorinated hydrocarbons from their
water. Engineers with the Louisville
system have estimated that the in-
stallation of the filters will cost $108
million and annual maintenance will
amount to $28 million.
"To put this in perspective," Henley
said, "the Louisville system only took
in $72 million during the past year."
Henley, as well as several other
water system and municipal officials
from across the state, were asked to
meet with the state's delegation in
Washington by the Louisville system in
an effort to halt implementation of the
new regulation.
next week.
Pursuing his middleman role,
President Carter met twice Thursday
with Egypt's Anwar Sadat, who later
conferred with Israeli Fore ii Minister
Moshe Dayan.
The summit press office announced
belatedly that Ezer Weizman, the
Israeli defense minister, also met with
Sextet on Wednesday aiatt.
Although Carter has not brought
Israel's Menachem Begin and Sadat
together at the conference table since
Sept. 7, it was apparent that all three
delegations were involved in a busy
round of meetings.
But spokesman Jody Powell said
"more progress and more flexibility
are essential" if the parley is to suc-
cc.ed-
Powell, the White House press
secretary, said Thursday that Carter's
strenuous effort to win Israeli-Egyptian
agreement on a "framework for
reaching peace" in the Mideast has yet
to succeed.
However, Powell seemed to drop a
hint that participants remained hopeful
of fashioning a comprehensive
See SUMMIT,
Page 11, Column 5
Voter Registration
To Close October 11
Voter registration books for the Nov.
7 election will close Oct. 11, according
to Marvin Harris, county clerk.
To be eligible to register to vote, a
person must have lived in the county 30
days and be 18 years of age by the
November election.
The county clerk's office is located on
the first floor of the courthouse.
TEST PRESENTATION — Mrs. Margaret Franklie, director of curriculum for the Murray City Schools, presented the
results of the most recent test dat I for the schools at Thursday night's Board of Education meeting. Shown listening
to Mrs. Franklin's presentation are, left to right, Maurice Ryan, board member, Robert Gfin leffrey, superintendent,
and Bill Adams, board member.
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Jackson Purchase Society
Tour Planned On October 7
Fort Massac in Illinois and
New Harmony, Indiana are
the sites to be visited on the
21st annual Jackson Purchase
Historical Society Tour,
Saturday, Oct. 7.
Dr. and Mrs. Hunter
Hancock of Murray will be
hosts for the trip. New Har-
mony was visited in 1966 but in
the 12-year interim many new
features have been developed
according to the Hancocks
who have already made a
preliminary run by car.
Ft. Massac at Metropolis
was built by George Rogers
Clark „and the Kentucky
Militia t when the Northwest
Territory was won for the
United States. New Harmony
was the scene of two world-
famous experiments in
communal living. The first by
the Rappites was to prepare
for an expected Millenium;
• 1 I I I I  I 1 I I I 11111 MI• MI1;11; -Mt
"Dealt -A1311.
Gr'andmaWantsTeens
To Put Off Wedding
By Abigail Van Buren
, 1$75 by Ceucago 1rd3une N V Nevis Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: I have a wonderful 18-year-old grandson I'll
call Sonny. who is going to marry an 18-year-old girl he's
known two months!
Sonny was graduated from high school with honors, and
got a job right away as an apprentice with a good company.
They are sending him to school two nights a week. He makes
good wages.
The girl he's marrying had a baby four months ago by a
man who skipped the state. She and her baby ire living with
her parents. Sonny had dated her only a few times when he
asked her to marry him. Her people grabbed on to him fast.
hired a hall and made plans for the wedding which is coming
off in two weeks.
My grandson never smoked, drank or messed with girls.
He is an inexperienced kid, and I think he's being taken
advantage of.
How, can I break them up? Not forever, but just long
enough for Sonny to get to know the girl better? Its all
happening too fast.
. GRANDMA
DEAR GRANDMA: Where are Sonny's parents? If he
has none, and you are looking after him, enlist the help of a
minister, doctor, or a trusted friend to help the boy realise
the importance of a marriage commitment. IH Sonny has
parents, they should guide him.) If he's not being takeRr‘
advantage of - and sincerely loves the girl- accept her, aad
hope tor the best.
and the second by Robert
Owen and McClure was
dedicated to the betterment of
mankind by universal
education.
A banquet meal at the new
Shadblow in the heart of the
historic community will end
the day's activities, according
to President William E.
Wilson, chairman of the
Department of English at
Marshall County High School.
Cost of the tour is 820.50
covering travel by air-
conditioned bus with rest
room, box lunch, admission
fees,-dinner 'tax and gratuity
included) and incidental
expenses for the bus driver.
Reservation with check
must be received by the
secretary Maagaret • Heath,
1202 Joe Creason Drive,
Benton, Kentucky, 42025 by
Sept. 27. If seats are not filled
by then, notices of can-
cellation will be mailed to
members.
As in the past, non-members
will be accepted only if
reservation is covered by
check in case of possible
vacancy. Please state full
address so refund can be
made easily. No reservation
may be cancelled for refund
after Sept. 27 unless a
replacement is available or
obtained.
The bus will leave Benton
from the parking lot of the
First Missionary Baptist
Church at 6:15 and leave the
Murray bus station at 6:55
a.m.; leave Mayfield bus
station at 735 a.m.; and leave
-Paducah bus station .at 8:15
a.m.
Since the Society now has
about 300 members, an early
reservation for the 43 seats is
recommended if you wish to
make the October 7 tour,
Wilson said
NEW OFFICERS Of the Distributive Education Classes of the Murray Vocational
School were recently elected. Elected for the morning class were, top photo left to
right, front row, Brigitte Bynum, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. lames Bynum, vice-president,
Frieda Ahart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joy Ahart, treasurer, back row, Glynis Tabers,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Tabers, president, Lisa Valentine, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Louie Valentine, secretary, and Tammy Pate, daughter, of Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Pate,
reporter. Elected for the afternoon class, bottom photo, were, left to right, front row,
Jennifer Billington, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dan Billington, treasurer, Amanda Prescott,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Robertson, reporter, back row, Lisha Bucy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Bucy, president, Jeanne Schroader, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Schroader, vice-president and Sharon Boggess, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Boggess,
treasurer.
-V-
I HOSPITAL NEWS I RCS Stay Well Dr. F .J .L . BLASINGAME 
DEAR ABBY: I kept my mother in my home for nine
years. She is senile, babbles endlessly and messes the floor,
her clothes, and her bed regularly. What a chore!
When I told my sisters and brothers, who all live out of
town. that I wanted to put Mom in a nursing home, you
should have heard the howl!
They reminded me of how mother took care of me when I
was a helpless baby, now it was my turn to take care of her.
Abby, to compare a child with an elderly senile person is
ridiculous.
A child can be diapered in public in.a stroller. An elderly
person cannot.
A child can be left in a playpen. An elderly 'person cannot.
A child learns and matures in time. An older person
becomes worse.
It's easy to get a babyaritter. but just try to get someone
to stay with an old person. Even relatives won't help.
So I went out and found the cleanest nursing home I could
afford and took my mother there. I said goodbye with tears
in my eyes to someone who didn't even know me.
Then I went home and started being a wife and mother
again. I thanked my husband for his willingness to pay for
the care of my mother. Its not cheap.)
Then the letters started to come from my brothers and
sisters who had never kept Mom in their homes for one day.
They said. "YOU put Mom in a nursing home! How could
you?"
I don't need an answer, Abby. I know I did the right thing.
I just had to get this off my chest. If you print this, I'll carry
it in my wallet forever.
HEAVY-HEARTED IN N.J.
4
DEAR HEAVY: Here's something for your wallet.
CONFIDENTIAL TO " SHOULD Ir No. Don't put him
on the spot by asking him to tell you in Bo many words.
When a boy stops calling a girl, he is silently telling her that
We all over. Accept it, and turn your attention elsewhere.
If you need help in writing letters of sympathy, con-
gratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to W rite Letters for all Occasions." Seed $1 and • long,
stamped (28 cents) envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Bever-





Baby Boy Hale (Nancy), 918
N. 18th, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Rhonda K. Darnell and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. C. Ann McKee! and Baby
Boy, 1500 Henry, Murray,
Mrs. Kimberly Adams, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn., Miss Deanza
Hudspeth, Rt. 6-Box 184A,
Paris, Term., Mrs. Gloria S.
Jennings, Rt. 1-Box 71, Henry,
Term., Mrs. Judy C. Merrell,_
300 Woodlawn, Murray, Miss
Kellie L. Overbey, Rt. 7 884
Camelot Dr., Murray, Johnny
E. Robbins, Rt. 1-Box 675,
Murray, Mrs. Mae R.
Sheridan, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Mrs. Sadie N. Waters, 1397
Johnson Blvd., Murray,
William L. Wilson, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Gale J.
Chambers, Rt. 8, Benton, Mrs.
Charldene Hurt, Rt. 3, Benton,
Orville Anderson, 500 N. 6th,
Murray, Mrs. Eula M. Arm-
strong, Murray Manor Apts.
J-1, Murray, Dave C.
Burkeen, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Annie B. Hendon, Rt. 5,
Murray, Miss Linda M.
Jackson, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Melba I. Landers, New
Concord, Mrs. Notie E. Miller,
Box 141, Hazel, Vernon C.
Moody, Rt, 8-Box 110, Murray,
Rufus A. Slinker, Rt. 7-Box 68,
Murray, Mrs. Vada E. Smith,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs. Cathina
Willis, 103 Chestnut, Murray,
Mrs. 4ue J. Mohiuldro, Rt. 8-
Box 300, Murray, Laverne W.
Wallis ( Expired), 303 N. 16th.,
Murray.
Weight Reduction In Controlling
Diabetes Mellitus
Q. Ms. F. F. writes that
her mother, who Is in her
early 50s, and moderately
stout, had a checkup for
fatigue and itching of her
skin. She was told that she
had sugar diabetes, a con-
dition of which she was
unaware.
Ms. F. adds, "I am
amazed that her physician
said that all she had to ao
was to reduce her weight
and increase her exercise.
I thought insulin is needed
when the blood sugar is up
and when a urine test is
positive for sugar. Would it
not be safer and easier for
my mother to take the
proper amount of
Insulin?"
A. It is fortunate that
your mother has discov-
ered her diabetes mellitus
so that she can bring it
under control by appropri-
ate treatment. She should
feel better and live longer
by doing so.
In my opinion, your
mother's physician -- in
-07'm
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Billy Ledford of Murray
was dismissed Aug. 30 from
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
starting her on a weight
reduction program rather
than using pills or insulin
this early in her manage-
ment - has given her sound
advice.
Your mother may find
that reducing her weight
and maintaining it nearer
normal will not be easy,
but it may be effective in
helping her avoid pills or
insulin in controlling her
diabetes.
Studies show that about
a.
rep Club At East
Elects Officers
The Pep Club of East
Calloway Elementary School
held its first meeting on
Thursday, Sept. 7.
An election of officers for
the year was held with Jeff
Garrison, eighth grade,
elected as president; Sharon
Williams, eighth grade, vice-
president; Rick Wagoner,
eighth grade, secretary-
treasurer; Gina Kirk, eighth
grade, publicity director.
Named to the financial
committee were Karen
Adams, Kristie Arnold, Tina
Bogard, Jeanetta Geurin,
Toni Goff, Dawn Hale, Gary
Henry, Vicki Houghton,
LeAnna Key, Tammy Lusk,
Amy McCage, and Tresa
Rushing.
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115 percent of new cases of
adult diabetes mellitus are
overweight. When the
weight is lost, their avail-
able insulin is adequate in
about half the cases to
bring the level of blood
sugar to normal, and sugar
disappears from the urine.
If the blood sugar does not
return to normal by weight
reduction, it usually re-
duces the amount of insulin
which is required.
The thin patient with dia-
betes almost always re-
quire,s _insulin and cannot
benefit from weight reduc-
tion. The overweight per-
son with diabetes deserves
a trial on weight reduction.
Let me repeat that about
half of the overweight pa-
tients with diabetes will
control it by reducing their
weight. It is worth the
effort for all overweight
persons, but especially for
those with diabetes mel-
litus.
Goshen United Methodist Church
Women Hear Rath Wilson Speak
The Goshen -United
Methodist Church Women
met at the church on
Wednesday, Sept. 6, at seven




program on "Prayer and the
Prayer Life Of An
Individual." She based her
remarks on excerpts from
the pook, "The Power of
Positive Prayer" by John
Bisagno. She said that in
order to find answers to
one's prayers, one should
pray, believe, then act in
positive faith.
The devotion was given by
Agnes Watson. She used
Psalm 105 for the scripture
and gave some comments on
the uses of the tongue.
Sue Anne Hutson presided,
Glenda Wilson read the
minutes, and Anna Wright
gave the treasurer's report.
Orlean Parker, chairman
of the nominating com-
mittee, presented the slate










 Frances Drake 
FOR SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARLES TA:A(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 -
Take a look at others around
you, noting their methods and
know-how. You don't have to
imitate, but a few pointers
never hurt.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21
Some people have no
respect for consequences, so
be on guard against those who
try to influence you. You will
face more distracting in-
fluences than you expect.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)n 4-
Put your ideas in order and
then express them discreetly
but firmly. A day of positive
action could unearth some
uneXpected geths.
CANCER
iJune 22 to July 23) Q30
Stellar influences now favor
the novel, the unusual, maybe
even the outrageously dif-
ferent to gain attention for
your considerable talents.
LEO
(July 24 to Augs/23)124 12
Good influences encourage
your enthusiasm about things
as they are. Your skills should
be keyed to work toward
further progress on the right
road.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Be careful about revealing
any secret plans to anyone. All
personal relationships are
under some form of restric-
tion.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 2:1)=='' —
Your personality is honed
for a day of self-expression to
break down opposition that
has lately been constricting.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 il, e4it'
Above-average influences
offer some opportunities, but
you may have to seek them
out. They won't be handed to
you.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Not a day to let tension or
pressure get you down. Take a )
break if an explosion appears
imminent.
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 61•(
Your doubts could stop this
potentially fine day in its
tracks. Have a little more
faith in yourself and those
around you.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) --
Try an orderly run-through
of a forthcoming event to
make certain that all of the
details have been accounted
for. Arguments today lead
nowhere.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) Cf
Some progress can be made
today, but there are areas that
need a rest. Distinguish
between the two and your
efforts will not be wasted.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly versatile individual
who sometimes is so quiet in
your ways that few recognize
your many talents - your
tremendous potential for
success. But with a little more
aggressiveness in letting
others know what you have
"on the ball," you could be a
statesman, diplomat, a
brilliant teacher — especially
along science lines — or a
highly successful writer.
Another exciting outlet for
your talent is the theater
where you could shine as
actor, director, producer or
playwright. Traits to curb are
moodiness and intolerance of
the imperfections of others.
Birthdate of Lauren Recall,
James Coburn, Peter Falk,
stige, film and TV stars.
Hello, stranger
Searching for answers to all those who/what where
questions about your ,new city?
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringingyou some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very
first nice things to happen when you're new here.
liffkpmAyit


















Hand pick your Christmas
diamonds now from our
gigantic 5 store inventory
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Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have its monthly
carnpout at Piney Cam-
pground, Land Between the
Lakes, with Hugh and
LaRue Wallace as wagon-
masters. A business meeting
will be on Friday evening
and a sandwich potluck
supper on Saturday evening,
along with other activities of
the Campers Fair.
Shower for Ronnie Beane
family who lost home and
contents by fire will be held
at the Ronnie Beane tool
shed on Beech Grove Road
at 7:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes,
activities will include
Campers Fair at Piney
Campground through Sun-
day, and moonlight
discovery walk at Center
Station at eight p.m._
Annual Murray' State
Farm and Land Appraisal
Day will start at one p.m. at
the West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center,
sponsored by Murray State
and Murray-Calloway Board
of Realtors. This is open to
all licensees and free of
charge.
Saturday, September 16
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Nursing Home workshop,
open to the public, will be
held from 8:30 a.m. to
twelve noon at the Westview
Nursing Home, sponsored by
the home and Murray-
Calloway Ministerial
-Association. This is open at
no charge.
Rummage sale by 16
parties, sponsored by Harris
Grove Homemakers Club,
will be held at the home of
Eleanor Cavanaugh, 1408
Dudley Drive, Murray,
starting at eight a.m.
Murray Shrine Club will
have a barbecue supper at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Todd at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, September 16
First fall meeting of
Chapter M of P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will be a lun-
cheon at twelve noon at the
home of Mrs. Harry Sparks
with Mrs. L. J. Hortin as
program leader.
Land Between the Lake
activities will include
Campers Fair at Piney
Campground, open to the
public from ten a.m. to five
p.m., Era of Iron Revi
at Center Furnace at wo
p.m., Leave It to Beaveer at
Center Station at three p.m.,
.gind Dried Plants Workshop





the Eastern Star, will start
at 2:30 p.m. at the L P.
Miller Farm located at




will have a salad supper at
5:30 p.m. at the church.
Spring Creek Baptist
Church will have its annual
homecoming with the Rev.
Glen Armstrong as speaker.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for
Girls will have its in-
stallation of new officers at
the lodge hall at two p.m.
:This will be open to the
public. 6
St. Leo's Catholic Church
will have its annual picnic
at one p.m. at the New City-
County Park. Each family is
asked to bring at least two
dishes.
Mr. and Mrs. Corbit C.
Farless will be honored on
their 50th wedding an-
niversary with a reception
at the home of the Rev. and
Mrs. Robert Farless, 1712
Magnolia, Murray, from two
to four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo N.
Apperson will be honored on
their 50th wedding an-
niversary with a reception
from two to four p.m. at the
Holiday Inn, Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Latus York
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Hardin
Baptist Church from two to
four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Euel L.
Kimbro will be honored at a
reception on their 30th
wedding anniversary at the
Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan,
Seventh and Main, from two
to five p.m.
Kirksey United Methodist
Church Men will hear Gus
Robertson, Jr., speak at
their breakfast at seven
a.m. at the church.
Land Between the Lake
activities will include
Campers Fair at Piney
Campground from ten a.m.
to five p.m., Dried Plants
Workshop at Empire Farm
from ten a.m. to four p.m.,
and slide show on snakes at
Center Station at three p.m.
Dr. Ronald Boud, a faculty
member at the southern
Baptist Seminary, Louisville,
will present a piano recital
at three p.m. in the Recital
Hall of Fine Arts Annex,
Murray State.
Newman Club will meet at
Gleason Hall, St. Leo's











Examination will be at
Calloway County Health
Center and persons may call
753-3381 for an appointment.
Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa will meet at
the home of Crystal Parks
at seven p.m.
Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of
Ruth Parker, 108 North 14th
Street, at 1:30 p.m.
Calloway County Humane
Society will meet at Com-
munity Room, Federal
Savings and Loan, Seventh
and Main, at 7;30 p.m. A




meet at Peoples Bank
Branch Bank community
room at seven p.m.
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad supper at the
club house at 6:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet
at the Health Center, ,North
Seventh and Olive Streets, at
7:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at' the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and
Main, Murray, at 7:15 p.m.
Bluegrass CB Club :ill
meet at the lodge hall at
seven p.m.
Past Masters Night will be
held by Murray Lodge No.
105 Free and Accepted
Masons at 7:30 p.m.
Garland Family Holds
Reunion At Local Park
"OPPORTUNITIES FOR OUR CHILDREN" were discussed by guest speakers, left to
right, Margaret Trevathan, librarian, Geneva Brownfield and Joy Waldrop, guidance
counselors at Murray Middle and Calloway County Elementary Schools respectively at
the meeting of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club held at the club 
house on Sept. 5. A box lunch meal was served with Mrs. Joe Ward giving the devotion
and Mrs. Tommy Starks as program leader introducing the speakers. Mrs. Bob
Billington gave a report on the club house facilities. Mrs. Rex Galloway, department"
chairman, presided. Plans for the coming Haunted House to be held Oct. 24 to 26 at
the Carman Pavillion were discussed.
Delta Gamma Chapter Has
Installation Of Officers
The Delta Gamma Chapter
of Phi Beta Lambda at
Murray State University had
its installation of officers'
meeting on Sept. 13 in the
private dining room of Win-
slow Cafeteria.
The new officers for the
upcoming 78-79 school year
are: Helen Wilson, Fancy
Farm, president; Sara Kirk,
Benton, 1st vice-pres.;
Lawana Duncan, Puryear,
Term., 2nd vice-pres.; Annette
Hall, Bloomfield, Mo., sec.;
Kim Tucker, Benton, treas.;
Sherry Young, Grayville, Ill.,
reporter; Elaine Thomas,
Owensboro, historian; and
Tom Wilson, Fancy Farm,
Local Agent Says---
Don't Put Off Painting
Your House; Hints Given





Don't Put It Off
If your house needs
repainting, do it this fall.
When you wait too long to
repaint your house, wood rots
and some metals rust. The old
coat of paint can deteriorate
so much that it has to be
scraped and sanded off before
you can do a repaint job that
will last and protect the way it
should.
So you're risking costly
damage to your house and
you're making the repainting
and repairing job much
tougher than it would have
been earlier.
If you already have window
sills that need replacing and-
or paint that has blistered,
cracked and peeled, the
sooner you start to repair your
house and prepare it for
painting, the better. Then
when the weather turns
cooler, you'll, be ready for
painting.
Don't paint in hot, humid
weather, the surface won't be
dry enough for a satisfactory
job, and the paint may quickly
start to peel.
Best time to paint is when
the weather.is clear, dry and
the temperature is above 40














yourself painting on a warm
day, be sure to/ paint on the
shady side, away from the
sun.
Here's a check list of things
to do before you paint your
house:
Make sure all surfaces are
dry and clean.
Nail down all loose boards
and replace badly - damaged
ones.
Repair or replace
deteriorated window sills and
frames.
Coat all knots or sap streads
with a fast-drying oil-based
sealer.
Remove loose and scaling
paint by scraping or wire-
brushing it.
Go over all glossy areas
such as under eaves, on
cornices and porch ceilings —
to help new paint stick better.
Remove any mildew or
fungus growth. Brush it off,
then wash down the areas with
a paint cleaner. Rinse and let
surface dry.
Remove all loose putty on
window glass. Prime exposed
wood and apply fresh putty.
Seal all crackes, unless you
have an old house with blown-
in insulation added later in the
outside walls. Than it's good to
leave those cracks between
siding planks to allow
moisture to escape. Other-
wise, it can condense on the
inside of the exterior wall and
cause the wood to rot.
Painting a house is a long-
term investment. So do a good
job, or hire it done by a
reliable professional with
good references. Get several
estimates and find out exactly
what those estimated include
in the way of preparation and
finishing work and materials.
Some people paint their
wood-exterior houses every
three or four years. But that's
viot necessary — not if you
prepare the surface well and
use a high-quality paint. In
that case, every six years
should be often enough.
Theta Department
Plans Supper Meet
The Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
will open the new dub year
with a salad supper at the
club house on Monday. Sept
18, at 6:30 p.m.
Hostesses for the evening
will e Mrs. (71iff Campbell,
chairman, Mrs. Z. C. Enix,
vice-chairman, Mrs. Howell
Thurman, secretary, and
Mrs. A. I..'Hough, treasurer.
Parliamentarian, and also
State PBL Parliamentarian.
The advisors are Dr. Gary
Brockway, Dept. of
Marketing; and Dr. Buddy
Krizan, Dept. of Office Ad-
ministration.
Guests from Western Ky.
Univ. attending the in-
stallation were: Briggs Stahl,
PBL State Pres.; and Dr.
Marvin Albin, former PBL
advisor and professor at MSU.
Betty Haley, Exec. Sec.
Marshall CO. Chamber of
Commerce, also attended.
After the meeting, the
Advisory Board met with the
PBL officers at DeVanti's.
The Advisory Board's function
is to serve the chapter in an
advisory capadity, aiding
chapter officers, members
and advisors in assuring
worthwhile, and successful
chapter activities to best
serve the school and the
business community.
The Advisory Board in-
cludes: Patsy Ward, FBLA
Advisor at Fulton Co. Area
yoc. Center; Roger Perry,
Attorney at Law, Benton;
Betty Haley, Exec. Sec.
Marshall Co. Chamber of
Commerce; James Johnson,
Murray Chamber of Com-
merce; Dr. David Eldredge,
Dean of College of Bus. and
Pub. Affairs.
PBL is a natio-vial
organization for all college
students enrolled in business,
office or teacher education
programs. It gives students a




and compete with other
students in competitive
business events at Con-
ferences. This summer, MSU
won more national awards
than any other PBL chapter in
the nation.
The next regular meeting
will be Wed., Sept. 27, at 4:30
p.m. in Room 306 in the
Business Building. Mem-
bership is open to any MSU
student studying in a business
area.
A reunion -for the family of
Lucille Garland and the late
Bert David Garland was
held Sunday, Aug. 27, at the
City-County Park, Murray.
This was the first time
that the entire family of
seven sons and one daughter
had been together since 1960.
A potluck dinner was ser-
ved.
Attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Garland,
Geneva and Mark Allen, Joe
Bailey Garland, Kimberly,
Tammy, and Robin, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Garland,
Rhonda and David, Mr. and
Mrs. Dickie Garland, Timmy
and Kevin, Mr. and M.
george-dwrIand, Laura and
Rachel, Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton Garland, Michelle
and Scotty, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Rains, Karen, Kathy,
and Johnny, Mr. and Mrs.
PATIENT AT MAYFEELD
Shannon D. Beale of
Murray was dismissed Aug.
31 from the Community
Hospital, Mayfield.
Bert Junior Garland,





Immanuel lAithei an Church
Ladies will meet Tuesday,
Sept. 19, at 11:00 a.m. for a
salad luncheon and meeting in
the church lounge.
Guest siraker will be Dr.
Mark Singer from Murray
State University. Other
special guests include ladies
from Christ Lutheran Church
of Paris, Tenn., and Rev.
Raymond Gage of that parish.
Ladies of Immanuel are all
invited to attend and each is
asked to bring a salad, ac-
cording to Dolly Lorenz,
president.
Workshop dates to complete
the comforters for Lutheran
World Relief will be an-
nounced. Plans to complete
craft items for the Bazaar in
November will be discussed as
well as Christmas gifts for
convalescents.
LOUISE RUSSELL, right, coloratura soprano, and
Richard Fredricks, baritone, will be featured in the
concert by the Murray Civic Music Association on April 3
at 8:15 p.m. at the Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. Both singers are well known and praised for
their performances. This concert will be one of those
presented by the MCMA during the coming season.
Membership tickets for the season may be purchased this
week at the headquarters in the Bank of Murray
downtown branch during business hours or following one
of the mini-concerts this week at various places. For
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= Cuban President Fidel
Castro's out-of-the-blue offer to
free as many as 1000 political
prisoners and allow them to
leave Cuba and come to the
United States is an intriguing
development.
If officials at the White
House, or the State Depart-
ment, or the Justice Depart-
ment which will screen the
prisoner applications for entry
into the United States) have
any firm theories on the mat-
ter. they'ri keeping them to
themselves.
Nevertheless, the cautious
consensus seems to be that
Castrd, concerned that his role
as provocateur in Africa and
elsewhere has so infuriated the
Carter administration and
Congress, is trying to make
amends.
Only a thaw in the frigid U.S.-
Cuban relations will bring Cuba
the U.S. trade the island badly
needs. The brutal truth is that
Cuba needs U.S. goods far more
than the United 'States needs
Cuban friendship.
It strikes us that the Carter
administration has handled this
Cuban overture in just the right
manner: low-keyed, cautious,
no leaping to conclusions about
a new day dawning in the
Caribbean.
Trust everybody,we say, but
always cut the cards.
haseduricoons/Med outlines produced Iss the Cornnuttre onthe Urnfr,rrnTyrnes and used by permssoon
Resources For The
Disciplined Life
Knowing that the forces of evil are
unrelenting in their opposition to those
who are striving to do the will of the
Lord, it is a great encouragement to
every child of God to know that
adequate resources are available to
enable any believer to live a fictorious
and useful Christian life
The Holy Spirit
Galatians 5:254:1
Paul informed the Galatian
Christians, who had been born from
above and were indwelt by the Holy
Spirit, that the Spirit of God was the
source of the strength which they
needed to overcome the lusts of the
flesh, if they were willing to receive and
to use that power. The flesh and the
Spirit are sp completely opposite that if
a child of God is walking in the Spirit he
will not be under the control of the flesh
at the same time. A person who lives
and walks in the Spirit is one who yields
himself intelligently, willingly, and
cheerfully to His control and direction.
Paul urged his readers to refrain from
glorying in things that are empty, and
from indulging in the sinful practices of
provoking and envying one another.
In the first verse of chapter six Paul
set forth the duty of a ,Christian toward
a child of God who has been guilty of a
breach of conduct. When a believer in
Christ yields to temptation, and is
guilty of wrongdoing. a true Christian
has a splendid opportunity to prove the
genuineness of his *rituality by his
attitude and his behAnnr toward the
fallen one. Instead of rejoicing over the
--fact that his brother has been guilty of a
breach of conduct and has fallen into
sin, or of displaying a spirit of
arrogance toward him, it is the duty of
the Christian to deal tactfully,
carefully, sympathetically, meekly,
prayerfully, and lovingly with him,
both for the sake of the offender and lest
he fmcl himself in a similar position. A
Christian should speak to the
wrongdoer, about his besetting sin, in
love point out to him the error of his
way, and emphasize the provision
which God has made whereby
forgiveness may be received and his
life rnee.,ne_transformed into a vic-
toriouir one.
If a believer suddenly or unin-
tentionally falls into sin, regardless of
the cause, he needs to be forgiven and
restored to fellowship with his Lord and
with his fellow-Christians. The word
"restore" is a surgical term, which
means "to reset': The !nought is that
such a "dislocated" person is
spiritually out-of-joint. The process of
"resetting" Or "restoring— Is a delicate
one It requires such skill that only
those who are spiritual should attempt
the task
The Armour of God
18-I8
If Christians are to overcome the
world, the flesh, and the devil, it is
imperative that they be equipped with
the proper armour for protection from
their numerous, cunning, and powerful
foes. God has the exact armour which
His children need. To refuse to wear it
will spell detest, mod to use it will mega
victory.
1. Part of this armour is defensive
A girdle was a siring bolt hada tie
ordinary Oriental attire in place,
preventing it from flapping about the
feet. Thus a child of God should be
encased in the truth and have his life
regulated by it. The breastplate of steel
was a most important part of a
warrior's armour. Far more essential
than the breastplate of steel is that of
the righteousness of God. If a soldier is
to endure the long marches over rough
ground, he must be well shod. A
believer's feet must be shod with the
gospel of peace which Christ gave.
When a knight entered a battle, he held
in front of him a shield that protected
his body from the fiery darts which
were flying thick and fast. If the
Christian is to withstand the fiery darts
of Satan, he must have as his shield a
strong faith in God and His Word. The
helmet is for the head, which is the seat
of intelligence. The assurance of
salvation is a wonderful protection for
the mind. Both the salvation and the
assurance of it come from the Lord.
2. Part of this armour is offensive.
The sword is a great weapon for
conquering. The Word of God is to be
used offensively in putting the enemy to
flight. There is a grave danger that the
Christian will be so occupied with the
defensive armour that he will neglect
the use of this valuable offensive
weapon, the sword of the Spirit. Instead
of merely talking about this sword, let
us really wield it frequently and
skillfully.
Prayer is vital to right living and
Christian service. The hosts of
wickedness are delighted when they
can keep Christians from Using the
spear of prayer. Being utterly
dependent upon God for both guidance
and strength, each of us needs to pray
for himself.
From the rising of theto t going
down of the same. — Psalm :3.
Throughout each day, as oppOrtunity
serves, praise is approved. Not 'done in
words hut in patient dealings, Merciful
attitudes and the service of loving
hearts, let His name be praised.
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PARENTS ANONYMOUS:
The First Group Meeting
I This is the third in a series of articles
on child abuse by Dr. Mark Singer,
assistant professor of Social Work,
Division of Social work Department of
Professional Studies at Murray State
University.)
The Parents Anonymous Chapter of
Murray, Kentucky is scheduled to begin
Monday, Sept. 18, at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at 15th and Main kom
7:15 to 9:15 each Monday evening.".
This community service is open to
any parent desiring an opportunity to
dialogue and share ideas relating to
parent-child concerns with which they
may be having difficulty. Under these
circumstances it may be helpful to our
readers to understand the direction and
focus of a first Parents Anonymous
meeting.
Chapter meetings of Parents
Anonymous, naturally, differ in their
development and overall movemerAi
There are, nonetheless, a number of
common features of a first meeting
which can be identified. As a rule, first
meetings start in a low-key, casual
manner. First meetings act as an initial
• 'getting to know you" period. Often-
times, name introductions are avoided
for the obvious reason that parents
come knowing and expecting that they
will remain anonymous.
First meetings may not necessarily
focus on the specific problem areas of
parents, since many parents concerned
about abuse would rather not be
thought of in terms of their problem
alone. Most parents, want more than
anything, to first be seen and accepted
as people. Parents need to be viewed as
whole persons.
This does not mean that the subject of
abuse is in any way avoided or
dismissed, but is discussed when
members begin to feel comfortable in
the sharing process.
At 'first meetings it is important for
parents to simply talk about their own
feelings of anxiety in a new social
situation, and be assured that P. A. is
not tied in any way with a social
agency, the police or some form of
authority that will in some way
threaten them. Allowing parents an
opportunity to realize that their
anonymity and privacy will be
respected is an important aspect of
early meetings.
Another focus of the first meeting is
to expire with parents what they hope
to gain from the P. A. experience.
There are many different ways in
which a P. A. group can help individual
members.
• A common misconception is that P.A.
is only for parents who physically abuse
their children. This is not a factual
EARTIIN
4-4100
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Headline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTIINE: I am going to start
drawing my Railroad Retirement
benefits very shortly. I am also plan-
ning to work parttime. I have always
read about the earning restriction on
people drawing Social Security, but I
never see anything on people drawing
Railroad Retirement. Can you tell me
anything about this? — E.Q.
The earning restrictions for someone
on Railroad Retirement benefits is the
same as that for a person on Social
Security benefits. Annuitants age 65 or
over can earn $4,000 in 1978 before work
deductions are made; for annuitants
under age 65, earnings of $3.240 in 1978
are allowed before deductions are
made. For annuitants over age 65, the
annual exempt earnings amount in-
creases to $4,500 in 1979, $5,000 in igeo,
$5,500 in 1981, and to 86,000 in 1982.
HEARTLINE: My father is going to
be 65 years old in September of this
year. He will be retiring and going on
Social Security and Medicare. My
father has a heart problem which
requires that he go to the doctor quite
frequently. I have read that Medicare is
not adequate coverage for retired
people. Yet, I do not know much about
purchasing a health insurance policy
for someone on Medicare. Can you give
me any advice? — J.B.
There are many different types of
Medicare supplemeet • insurance
policies that are offered by many in-
surance companies. A person shopping
for this type of policy can usually get
one to pay any of the deductibles under
the Medicare program. Listed below
are the most beak types of coverage
offered by Medicare supplements:
1 Pays the first 8144.00 of your
hospital stay which Is not covered by
Medicare Part "A."
es Pays the Part "A" 838.00 dedut
tible per day from the 61st through the
90th day of hospitalization.
3. Pays the Part "A" $72.00 deduc-
tible per day while you are using your
90 Day Lifetime Reserve.
4. Pays so many dollars a day from
the 90th day on (for a certain number of
days) in the hospital.
S. Pays so many dollars a day from
the first day of hospitalization above
and apart from the deductibles.
6. Pays the $60.00 deductible on your
doctor and medical bills which
Medicare Part "B" does not cover.
7. Pays 20 percent of the reasonable
charges of your doctor and medical
bills after your $60.00 deductible, since
Medicare will only cover 80 percent of
the reasonable charge.
Remember that not all Medicare
supplements pay all that is listed
above. Some supplements pay a few of
these. Very few, if any, pay all of them
and a policy with all of the above
coverage would be extremely ex-
pensive. Mostt, supplements offered
contain the coverage listed in numbers
1, 2 and 4 above, 4 being the most im-
portant supplemental coverage. It
would also be wise to get one with the
coverage listed in number 7 above.
For people who need health in-
surance, Heartline has written a book
to assist you in purchasing your policy.
Heartline's Guide to Health Insurance
can be ordered by sending $1.50 to
Heartline, P.O. Box 11934, Chicago, Ill.
mill. Please allow 6 weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE I My 12-year-old
daughter is permanently disabled. I
would like to know if she is eligible for
Social Security benefits. If so, when And
for how long? — G.W.
A person disabled before age 22 may
get benefits on the beset-of a parent',
work record beginning with the month
the parent starts receiving retirement
or disability benefits or the month the
insured parent dies. However, no
determination of disability is necessary
until your child is within three months
her leth birthday (or age 22 if she is
still in school) because she would be
eligible for benefits In the above
situations under those ages as a
dependent child.
protrayal of P. A., however. A great
deal of child abuse is not of a physical
nature, but of an emotional or verbal
type. Children can be abused by a
parent's continued hostile or
demeaning remarks or critical or harsh
tone of voice. Parents can show
emotional neglect of children and not be
able to supply a sense of nurturance.
In addition, some parents may not be
physically or emotionally abusing a
child, yet could have potential abusive
tendencies because of having been
abused as a child or an adult them-
selves. The P. A. group is set up to meet
all these different need areas.
Most of all, the first meeting of P. A.,
along with subsequent meetings,
provides parents with a situation where
people sharing some of the same
concerns listen to one another. Here
parents will have the opportunity to
express themselves without fear of
censure or rejection.
The atmosphere of P. A. groups is
non-judgemental and supportive rather
than critical The parent has the time to
define his or her need or concern and
becomes accustomed to interacting
with others. Utlimately, parents are
helped to feel that what they think does
matter, and what they want is possible
for them. In time parents learn to meet
their needs and overcome the feeling
that they are powerless to do anything
for themselves.
Parents Anonymous begins giving
parents the idea that there is a better
way to handle relationships with their
children and family — it gives parents
the notion that there are alternatives to
abuse and child-parent conflicts.
Our next excerpt will involve a
detailed discussion of these alter-
natives and explain how parents can
heighten the quality of their relation-
ship with their children.
Those people wanting further in-
formation about the P. A. group are
advised to call 759-1792.
NEW YORK (AP) — Ineptness in
dealing with people is emerging in
recent years as the fatal flaw for cor-
porate chief executives, although a
decade ago it was hardly even men-
tioned as a weakness. '
The assessment comes from an
analysis of top executive changes in the
the nation's 500 largest industrial
concerns by Euguene. Jennings, ardong.
other things a confidential adviser to
presidents and chairmen:
A chief executive fired for "people
ineptness" also has the most difficulty
finding another job. Jennings found.
mainly because he is branded as having
a character deficiency nearly im-
possible to overcome.
Being fired for this reason was
almost unheard of in the 1960s, said
Jennings, who has spent more than 30
yeats studying corporations and'
executives, and who has written many
basic volumes about them.
In recent years, he observes, respect
for authority has diminished in the
corporation as in some 'other in-
stitutions, while respect has grown for
exeetitives-whe lead by cooperation and
team-building.
The problem isn't uncommon, and it
isn't necessarily limited to the cor-
porate institution. "If Jimmy Carter
were a corporate president he'd get
fired," said Jennings
Jennings, a Michigan State professor,
came to his conclusions about chief
executives after studying the annual 12
percent egression rate of top people in
tlie nation's 500 largest industrial
Mrs. Olga Freeman, retired English
teacher at Puryear High School, and
now librarian at Hazel and New Con-
cord Schools, was honored at a special
lea given by the Hazel Woman's Club at
the home of Mrs. Harold Wilkinson.
The Rev. Vaughn Funs of Nashville,
Tenn., will be the speaker at the revival
services at the Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church Sept. 16 to 22,
according to the pastor, the Rev.
Harold Estes.
Mrs. Celia Crawford, retired school
teacher, has been named to receive the
Woodmen of the World Service Award
by the Jessie Houston Service Club of
the WOW.
Buddy Hewitt won the championship
of the Fourth Annual Inner-City Golf
tournament played at the Oaks and
Calloway Country Clubs.
Showing at the Capri Theatre is
"Bonnie & Clyde" starring Warren
Beatty and Faye Dunaway.
20 Years Ago
Jerry M. Ford, Interior Com,
munications Electrician, third,,, class,
USN, and H. L. Ford, Machinist's Mate,
second class, USN, sons of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry L. Ford of Murray both served
aboard the dock landing ship, LISS
Carter Hall, participating in an am-
phibious training exercise in San Diego-
Camp Pendleton, Calif., area Sept. 2-14.
Deaths reported include Loyell
Farmer, age 65, and C. A. (Bert)
Purdom, age 82.
Prof. John C. Winter of Murray State
College will be general chairman of the
workshop for piano teachers of Murray
and adjacent area at the Fine Arts
Building, Murray State, on Oct. 1.
The Calloway County Bow Hunters
will meet Sept. 18 at the Enix Carpenter
Shop on the New Concord Road.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre IS
"The Key" starring William Holden
and Sophia Loren.
The Senior Girl Scouts will sponsor a
tour of homes in the city on Sept. 29 and
30 and Oct. 1. These will include the
homes of Dr. Ella Weihing, Dr. Ralph
Woods, T. C. Doran, 0. B. Boone,
William James, Autrey Farmer, J. H.
Shackelford, Dr. C. S. Lowry, Maurice
Crass, Rev. George Bell, Dr. Rob
Mason, Seiburn White, Don Snyder, Dr.
Robert Hahs, H. B. Bailey, Sr., Lonnie
Shroat, Baptist Student Center, Joe
Lassiter, Fred Workman, Dr. R. T.
Wells, Dr. Ora K. Mason, Mrs. W. S. '
Swann, H. T. -Waldrop, Nat Ryan
Hughes, Robert Huie, and Dr. 0. C.
Wells.
Deaths reported include I. T.
Crawford, age 61.
Fred Faurot, head football coach at
Murray State College spoke at the
meeting of the Murray Lions Club held
at the Murray Woman's Club House.
New officers of the Lynn Grove High
School Chapter of the Future Farmers
of America include Gerald Dunaway,
Earl Spann, Bobby Eaker, J. D.
Howard, Bobby Wilson, and Ted
Howard. Hilton Williams is chapter
advisor.
Miss Ruth Garcia, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Manuel Garcia of Buenos
Aires, Argentina, was married Aug. 31
to Hugh T. McElrath, son of Dr. and
Mrs Hugh M. McElrath of Muray, at
the First Baptist Church, Bristol, Va.
companies.
About half left involuntarily, he
estimates, although various reasons
were given for their departure. Jen-
nings grouped the firings into six
categories, of which people-ineptness
was the most serious.
Such people, he said, cannot un-
derstand how to build a cohesive team
or resolve conflict. In fact, they have "a
marvelous capacity for offending
everyone eventually, and then claiming.
they get no support."
When dismissed, such a person also
spends the most time finding another
job, takes the biggest pay cut, and is
more likely than others to be rotted into
accepting a job at a mucfi- smaller
company.
In contrast to being people-inept,
those fired betause of conflicts over
corporate strategy,ln effect because of
their strong convictions, find little
difficulty in landing on their feet.
"It's the classiest way to go," said
Jennings. "It's almost a sign of com-
petency." s
Nothing, stands ,out as a greater
tragedy than the firing for being inept
in dealing with. people A person so
branded, said Jennings, never loses the
reputation and sometimes slides
toward oblivion.
Their problem is not one df general
ineptness, and in authoritarian times
they succeeded. Their firing, Jennings
!stated, "reflects the importance now
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Carroll Orders 'Cushion' Dropped From Contract
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Gov. Julian Carroll says
he has ordered his finance
secretary to- eliminate a
$219,500 "cushion" in a
personal service contract
with a Los Angeles con-
sulting firm.
The reference was to an
$800,000 contract with SUA
Inc. which took effect July 1
and has been criticized by
members of the Personal
Service Contract Review
Subcommittee.
Two FBI agents were
observers at the group's
meeting last Tuesday.
The FBI also has repor-
tedly been investigating
another contract in which
former state Democratic
chairman Howard "Sonny"
Hunt allegedly played a role.
„
The legislative panel had
declined to approve the
$800,000 pact, and instead
asked three state officials to
appear next month to ex-
plain why the extra $219,500
was allowed even though the
firm did not request it.
The subcommittee has no
power in the long run to
block any contract. The
panel was created by the
1978 Legislature as a kind of
monitor over such
arrangements.
Carroll made his remarks
Thursday in a letter to
Finance Secretary Roy
Stevens.
"I share the sub-
commtlee's —Zoncern —
especially with regard to the
question of whether the
(SUM contract's maximum
dollar amount is fully
justifiable," the governor
said.
"While I am not aware of,
and was not consulted about,
the details, I can advise you
that as a matter of general
policy I would not support
any maximum amount




setting up a centralized
property inventory and the
selection of two sites, among
other tasks.
"If there is indeed a
$219,500 'cushion,'...I want
you to take action im-
mediately to eliminate that
'cushion,— Carroll told
Stevens.
He said he helped draft
Clay Boren, 11, of Cadiz, gaits across an open field during a horsemanship demon-
stration conducted by the Trigg Co. Riding Club at Empire Farm, located in the nor-
thern section of Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration
and recreation area in western Kentucky and Tennessee.
Sollscribers who have not
received *stir home-delivered
copy of The lawny Ledger S.
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday-
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. on Satyr -
bays are erred to call 753.1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
IderWley-fridely, or 3:34 p.m.
OM 4 p.m. Serterdsys, to encore
delivery of the newspaper. Cols
most be placed by 6 p.m.
weekdays or 4 p.m. Unwary'
genresnoe delivery.
Stansbury Investigation
Remains Blocked By Order
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A temporary restraining
order blocking the alder-
manic investigation of
Mayor' William Stansbury
has been replaced by a
temporary' injunction, but
the effect is the same.
Announces The Opening Of His Office At
Offering
General Optometric Care
Specializing In Contact Lenses
Of FOCI HOURS 9 5 T.*, ktivrcl Mixt 9 Sol CLOUD MONDAY
or spend additional public
funds in the investigation,
which began after Stansbury
admitted publicly lying
about his whereabouts on
the eve of a city firefighters'
strike in July.
The temporary injunction
resulted from a hearing
Thursday before Jefferson
Circuit Judge George
Kunzman, who issued the
original restraining order
after Stansbury filed suit to
block the probe Tuesday.
Attorneys for the aldermen
say a bearing without
testimony and evidence does
not constitute a real hearing,
and they will chalkenge the
temporary injunction before
the -Kentucky Coiirt of
Appeals.
S. Arnold Lynch, attorney
for the aldermanic inquiry
committee investigating
Stansbury's official conduct,




#cheduled for that motion.
In the meantime, however,
Joe Leary, the Frankfort
attorney representing
Stansbury, filed a motion for
a temporary injunction for
the duration of the case.
After a bench conference
and indications that Kunz-
man might grant a con-
tinuance — leaving the
temporary restraining order
in effect — Lynch requested
that the injunction be
granted immediately so he
could appeal.
You are invited to join us in celebrating our
25th Anniversary as v4 welcome back our
second minister.
9.130 a.m. Bible Classes
10:30 a.m. Worship
12:00 Noon Church-wide
— Dinner in Annex ..
PAUt Nom'
6 00 p.m. Evening Worship.
The University
Church of Christ
the bill which led to




The governor said there is
"sister legislation" in the
form of a "citizen-donunated
contract review body now
known as the Professional
Employment Conuni.ssion."
In fact, he said, he views
the subcommittee's questions
about the SUA pact "as an
excellent example of how
our new laws and statutory




PRICES GOOD FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY ONLY
SEPT. 15 -16





"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Have your picture taken free
with a new Polaroid SONAR
OneStep camera.
Saturday Sept. 16th 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Polaroid SX-70 SONAR OneStep camera.
The world's finest instant camera, now
with remarkable "sonar" focusing.
• Automatic and precise focusing in any
light conditions.
• Automatic single-lens previewing.
• Manual focusing capability, too.
• Built-in low-light indicator.
• Compact, lightweight. Folds to
appromimately 1 x4x9"
4Automatic time exposures to
14 seconds.
• Never needs batteries.
• Elegant chrome finish and fine leather.
Theporld's simplest camera
• Aim-and-shoot (no focusing)
• Motorized and fully automatic
• Least expensive camera for
SX-70 pictures.
• Never needs batteries
Polaroid's Pronto! SONAR OneStep.
The simple camera with automatic focusing.
• Aim-and-shoot (automatic "sonar" focusing).
• Sharp, clear pictures from 3' to infinity Wash to 12')
• Motorized picture ejection
• Built-in low-light indicator.
• Beautiful SX-70 color pictures every 1.5 seconds.
• Never needs batteries.
Bet-Air Shopping Center
Polaroid's MinuteMaker.
The least expensive instant camera
for the least expensive instant color.
• Takes 60-second color pictures in
two sizes.
• Automatic exposure control
POlaroid•s Colorpack Camera 
Promotion
PO Box 2527. 
Reicisolle, NC 27322Plead, s•nd.th• free film and flashcubes to the
address 
Indicated below. Enclosed is the sales
of and warranty card train my 
MinuteMaker Land
(,,ifnera (Polaroid s Reporter Land camera afx quaff
hes tor toss offer) 









OtteLexpires January 31 7979 Anow 30 days for ciehvery
Vo,d w4ere 
proht.ted Polarcud
9-9 Mn.-Sat. 753-8777Equal Opportunity employer
1-6 Sunday Limit Rights Reserved- Acres of Free Perking Murray, Ky. lovitAtininow,




"It was the best game
played here in many a day,"
read the Times-Herald, a
weekly newspaper in
Murray, in 1928, speaking of
a game Murray High
dropped 7-0 to Mayfield on
Saturday, Oct. 4, and the
first recorded (newspaper
wise) Tiger-Cardinal clash
1 7th Victory, But...
JUdging By Past Scores, It's In The Cards For Mayfield
ever.
50 years later, the 45th
renewal of the annual
classic is set for 8 p.m. at
Ty Holland Stadium tonight,
and Murray High will at-
These were the heavfliees in 1965, only the second time since 1961 that Murray High has bootee
Mayfield in a football game.
tempt to improve on its
dismal 10-33-1 series record.
Not that the Tigers
haven't had their moments.
They whipped Mayfield 12-7
in 1976, breaking an 11-game
losing streak against the
Cards. Lindsey Hudspeth,
now a Murray State
tailback, scored one touch-
down, passed for another
and rushed for 135 yards to
spark the triumph,
In 1965, the last win for
Murray since 1976, the
Tigers edged the Cardinals
1342. Murray's Charlie
Robertson caught a 15-yard
scoring pass from J. L.
Burnett, and John Hutson
sacked a Cardinal in the end
zone for a safety to aid that
win.
The only win streak
against the Cardinals
Murray ever owned was
from '60-'63, when the Tigers
Just One More Time:
Most Hope For All Win
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW ORLEANS — There
has to be one final
minuscule miractie left in the
magical, almost mystical
We of Muhammad All.
. Realism dictates "no."
Sentimentality screams
"yes." In a world where
make-believe sometimes
transcends cold logic, where
people worship at the
shrines of Cinderella, Taman
of the Apes and Superrnan,
we have to cast a vote for
the latter.
No Superman, but one
seemingly kissed by the
gods — the puckish, fat-
faced, little educated
Louisville kid who licked a
hostile world and dazzled
pharaohs and kings, • Ali
must be conceded a last
hurrah.
Don't ask how or why, just
accept it. Muhammad All to
win in eight.
Money changers in Las
Vegas make him a 2-1
favorite, but they're swayed
by the man's magnetism —
the belief he wasn't trying
when he lost to Leon Spinks
in Las Vegas last February.
The public is in All's corner.
But most of the hardened
fight writers pick the
younger Spinks to win the
return battle tonight at the
Supeidome.
Their reasoning is sound.
This is an aging, punch-
weary All giving up 11 years
Menne Nigh freshmen quarterback David Schmalte,cellilibe signals as the Tigers battled Heath








to a fearless, street-tough
kid with a seemingly
inexhaustible store of
stamina and guts.
The All whose "float like a
butterfly and sting like a
bee" wizardry baffled the
awesome, heavy-handed
Sonny Liston in Miami
Beach in 1964 is a dim
memory. He hasn't danced
in three years not since
his brutal victory over Joe
Frazier in the Battle of
Manila in 1975.
Abnormal punishment
from the fists of peers and
inferiors alike has damaged
his nerve tissue and dulled
his reflexes, He remains a
striking phsical specimen on
the surface but on the inside
he. is a tired, battered old
nmm
They seized his title and
called him a traitor in 1967
when he refused to go into
service and for 3z#: years,
shorn of his livelihood, he
was put away to nat.
"He can never come
back," they predicted.
But he did. Joe Frazier
beat him. Ken Norton broke
his jaw. He avenged both
defeats, not once but twice.
He regained his title from a
heavily favored George
Foreman in a predawn fight
in darkest Congo in 1974.
The "Thrilla of Manila"
Oct. 1, 1975 was undoubtedly
his finest hour. It was like
death," Ali said afterward.
Could that have been the
final miracle? There must
be just one more.
Sox, After Losing
Lead, Have To
Have Three' In NY
By the Associated Press
The schedule maker
couldn't possibly have known
BULL RIDING
100 Head Of Stock
Friday & Saturday
Sept. 15 & 16, 8:00 p.m.
Fairgrounds - Paris, Tenn.
Sponsored By Th,e
Henry Co. Fair Assoc
Tennessee's Only Bull Riding
First Time Ever East
Of The Mississippi
Open To: I.R.A., P.R.C.A.
And Individual Cowboys
Specialty Acts Included
Stock Contractor...H-Bar-H Rodeo Co.
Entries call 901-642-7098 and 205-379-7771
Adults...$3.00 Children...$2.00
$500 ADDED PRIZE MONEY
it when he did his work so 
manymonths ago, but he
set a virtual "do-ordie"
scene this weekend for the
second-place clubs in both
American League divisions.
The Boston Red Sox, who
have lost 12 of their last 15
to fall lk.2 games behind the
Eastleading Yankees, limp
into New York for a three-
game weekend series. And
the California Angels, bat-
tling to stay within 31,4
games of the first-place
Royals, visit Kansas City to
start their crucial weekend.
"At this point," said Red
Sox Manager Don Zimmer,
"we have to have three." He
meant victories over New
York, which sends Ron
Guidry — the fellow with 21
victories in 23 decisions —
against Luis Tiantr 10-7.
"We've got to do it our-
selves over the weekend, one
_of - ruirithar"  
Zimmer. "We can't *ait for
somebody else to do it."
In other AL games
Thursday night, Loa Angeles
beat Texas 164, Kansas ctty
downed Oakland 51, the
Milwaukee Brewers trimmed
the Baltimore • Orioles 4-3
and the Chicago White Sol
nipped the Seattle Mariners
64.
took 20-13,64, 32-0 and 27-6
decisions, respectively. That
victory in 1961 was part of a
season in which Murray won
first state title, a Class A
14-12 triumph over Lynch in
the finals on Thanksgiving
Day.
Robertson was again a
factor in the '61 victory over
the Cards, scoring on a 10-
yard run. Jimmy Rose
picked up a Mayfield fumble
and raced in for the score.
Murray took victories in
Pirates Romp
Past Freshmen
Heath leading 12-0 at
the half, scored three
second-half touchdowns to
whip the Murray High
freshman team 30-4)
Thursday evening at Ty
Holland Stadium.
The Pirates frosh, now
3-0, "beat us physically
and mentally," said Tiger
Coach Mark Brady. "But
they were a fine ball
club."
"They had already
played two games (wins
over Calloway and
Ballard Memorial) and
this was our first one,"
said Brady. "I was
It's Slew Vs.
Affirmed
NEW YORK — Seattle
Slew, the 1977 Triple Crown
winner, hasn't had a stakes
tnumph in 15 months, and
since then both his trainer
and j key have been fired
amid controversy and
myst ry.
Tt Bold Reasoning colt,
wh place in equine
his fry is somewhat in
qu stion despite becoming
th first Triple Crown
cjampion to win it with an
beaten record, faces a
f test Saturday when he
Oposes Affirmed, the 1978
Triple Crown winner, and
seven others in the $300,000
Marlboro Cup at Belmont
Park,
pleased with the effort of
our guys, but the fun-
damentals are really
going to have to be In-
proved"
"But we will get better.
It will just take tame,"
Brady said.
The Tiger freshman
trave to Benton Thursday
for a 6:30 p.m. contest.
1956 and '53, by 33-20 and 14-
13 scores, respectively.
The '53 win was the first
since 1944, When Murray
won 19-0. The series was
halted for two years (at
least not reported) in '45
and '46, in the midst of
World War II,
The Tigers took a 14-13
decision in 1540, "on Clayton
Williams' running," the
newspaper said.
-Mayfield won 7-6 in 1934 —
arid in succeeding years
until '40 — but not because
Murray didn't receive any
support. Two days before
the '34 game, the newspaper
read: "May the best team
win, and we hope its the
Tigers." The post-game
report stated that
"Dynamite' Dunn ran his
heart out", but to no avail.
The only tie in the series
occurred in 1932, when the
two teams battled to a 6-6
standoff.
ogN me was played in
1930 (again, at least it
wasn't reported), but
Murray won 13-0 in 1930,
their first victory over the
Cart nals.The biggest margin of
victory for either team came
in 1939, when Mayfield
romped 46-0. The Tigers
came close to eclipsing that
dubious mark last season,
losing 42-0 to the eventual
Class AA state champion
Cardinals.
Murray's best outing was
in 1962, that 32-0 drubbing.
Mayfield has scored 827
points against Murray, to
386 for the Tilers — a
victory margin of 18.8-8.8.
A prediction for tonight?
One can be sure it will be
the best game played in
many a day...
salemmor 
Your Small Truck Headquarters. . .
Hatcher Auto Sales
Now Has
Toyota Trucks on SALE
Up To $1 00000 Discount
See and Drive one of these before you buy...
*Long Bed Pickups — 4 wheel drive
*Short Bed Pickups — 4 wheel drive
*Standard Pickups - 2 wheel drive
•SR5 Sports Trucks
All KINDS AND COLORS








12th & Chestnut 12th & Sycamore
•
12th & Main
Donate What You Can
Your Donations Support These Fine
Volunteers in Protecting Our County From Fire
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re it will be
! played In
Steve Blivin (23) got a hand on this third-quarter pass, but the Heath, receiver caught it and
raced in for the score, helping the Pirates to a 30-0 victory over the Tiger frosh Thursday night.
At left is Randy Halley. Stan Photos by Tony Wilson
Murray State Golfers
7th In Sycamore Classic
Senior Tom Fischer fired
a 27-hole total of 120 to pace
the Murray State golf team
to an eighth place standing
after the first day of corn-
petiton of the Sycamore
Classic in Terre Haute, Ind.,
Thursday.
• The field was orginially
scheduled to play 36 holes,
but rain washed out the final
nine. Only' 18 holes will be
played today to complete the
classic.
SIU-Edwardsville leads the
13-team. field, and Edwar-
dsville's Tom Gehrig heads
in the individual competition
with a 116 total.
MSU Coach Buddy Hewitt
cited the course as being
extremely tough. The lowest
18-hole total on the par-72
Hulimn Links course was
only 74.
Jerry Stone shot a 121. for
second among Murray
golfers, followed by Tim
Jackson, 122; Larry Patton,
130; and Brian McDonald,
133.
The teams in order of
standing and their scores
are:
SIU Edwardsville, .468;
Indiana State_"A", 482; SIU-
Carbondale, 484; Misouri, 485,
Illinois State, 486; UT-
ChattanOoga, 487; Murray;
489; Western Kentucky, 494:
Indiana State "8", 497;
Bradley, 502; Northern Ken
lucky, 507; Missouri-St. Louis,
512; St. Louis, 542.
Eastern Ky. To Tackle Troy
State; Morehead Faces KSU
By the Associated Press
Eastern Kentucky will
be in Alabama this weekend,
looking for a quarterback as
well as a victory .in its first
football game of the season.
Eastern, figured to give
preseason favorite Tennessee










The price is good Ow value is
terrific. This is a RU'. seeders tree-
tor - the Case 444 14 horses
tough with hydraulic drive,
kdsaulic attachment ttft,_ high
clearance, accepts biggest at-
*tarldrents. 4,11- mover,-64'; blade
411"' snowblower, 41- tiller, t'orre
in for a dertionst r
Get a great deal d get tough!
it;o:
Special prices .o4,'oIl remaining
modals in stock_
M cK e e I tel-V
Equipment
Co. Inc.















Saturday night at Troy
State.
The visiting Colonels will
be directed by quarterback
Bill Hughes, a junior wh
has been relegated to bent
duty his two previous
seasons. That's because
Eastern had Ernie House,
one of the QVC's premiere
quarterbacks.!
.Hughes can count on being
pressured by Troy State,
which fashioned a 6-4 record
last year under former
University of Kentucky
Coach Charley Bradshaw.
In other games Saturday
involving OVC teams,
Morehead State opens at
home against unbeaten
Kentucky State, Western
Kentucky travels to Illinois
State and Middle Tennessee
entertains Tennessee-Martin.
Morehead, with OVC of-
fensive player of the year
Phil Simms at quarterback,






W L Pet. GB
88 57 107 -
67 59 .506 I",
85 61 578 4
81 86 555 Vos
78 67 538 10
64 81 441 24










Cleveland 4, Boston 3
New York 4, Detroit 2
Milwaukee 4. Baltimore 3
/Woes City 5, Oakland 1
-Cialforrila 16, Texas I










• Oakland o Norris 0-4 and Broberg 18.11
at TIMUIS 4Alosawler 24 and Comer $-4i.
2, (till
Detroit ( Romma 7-101 at Cleveland
(Reuschel 2-2r, In)
Toronto (Clancy 10.11) at Baltimore
4Palrner 16-12 In)
Boston !Tient 10-71 at New York (Guid-
ry 21-21, In)
Minnesota lErickson 13-11) at Mil-
waukee (Travers 1044. t
California (Awn 164) it Kansas City
f Galt 144 or Pattin 3-21,




Boston at New York
Chicago at Seattle, ‘ril
Oakland at Texas, In)
California at Kansas City, (n)
Minnesota at Milwaukee, (ii)








W L Pct. GB
Philadelphia 81 65 555
Pittsburgh 77 69 527 4
Chicago 73 73 500 8
Montreal 70 78 473 12
St 1.ours 62 86 419 U
New York 60 87 408 21%
WEST
IS 56 • 605 -
61 66 4 551 g _
80 66 546
-12 72 114 1356
67 73 462 21
Atlanta 65 82 442 24
Tinuedey's Games
Atlanta 4, San Francisco 1
Philadelphia 11, Chicago 5
Pittsburgh 7, St.Lotus 4
New York 7, Montreal 6
San Diego 11, Cincinnati I
Los Angeles 2. Houston I
Midday's Games
St I.oitis o Martinez 64, at Chicago
, Krukow 7-21
New York iKoosman 3-15, at Phila-
delphia o Kaat 7-5 ), In
Montreal (Fryman 7,10i at Pittsburgh
o Bibby 8-71, (111„
Houston (Rkhard 16-111 at San Diego
Rasmussen 14-12), in)
Atlanta (Solomon 44) at Lea Angeles
, Sutton 14-101, iffi —
Cincinnati (Seaver 13-14) at San Fran-
cisco IBitie 1641. (n)
Saturday's Games
Montreal at Pittsburgh
St Louts at Chicago
Cinctruiati at San Francisc,,
New York at Philadelphia. n
Houston at San Diego, In
Atlanta .1 1404 Angeles, 1111
Sunday's Cmmes
Montreal at Pittsburgh
New York at Philadelphia
St Louis at Chicago
Atlanta at Los Angeles
Hoiwton at San Diego






PI 7. z a
-lila. Monday thru Friday
10:30 a.m. til 2 p.m.
12th 81 Chestnut
759-4646 ,-









SUPITEMF; *  "$ 1 .59 $1.21
$2.19 Super Style CAVATINI r .4 ,„, „.. ,.„.
i
vlith Meat Sauce ....... . 0 1.421 4 I NU
THICK
SPAGHETTI.ith Walhalla  $1.59 $1.29
$2.19 Regular SPAGHETTI
$2.59 Super Style SUPREME: ...... $1.49 $1.19
Extra Ingredients Mt Each
. _ 
Ythet.Z1  $1.29 .99 
\
Newport Tests Toe-Ranked
Highlands In AAA Prep Action
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Top-ranked Fort Thomas
Highlands and third-ranked
Newport Catholic might just
settle who will win the state
Class AAA football title
when the two northern
Kentucky powers collide
tonight. But that won't be
known until NOvember.
The immediate goal for
the teams is winning neigh-
borhood bragging rights.
"We're located on the
edge of Newport and they
are just down the road,"
said Newport Catholic Coach.
Bob Schneider. lot of our
kids live in their district."
The playoff implications of
the game cannot be
overlooked in view of the
district's record ---in cham-
pionship games. Erlanger
Lloyd won the 1976 title and
Highlands won the title last
year. Along the way,
Highlands defeated Catholic
25-6.
"I think Highlands and
Catholic are going to have a
lot to do with who's going to
win it" in 1978, Schneider
said.
Highlands and Catholic
each bring 2-0 records into
Friday's game. Highlands
stopped Covington Catholic
26-14 last week while
Catholic blanked Covington
Holmes 21-0.
In another headliner in-
volving northern Kentucky,
No. 3 Boone County of State
AAAA entertains fifth-ranked
Lexington Tates Creek.
Boone County will be
4Joking for its fourth
"Atraight win against a Tates
Creek club attempting a
comeback from its first loss
of the season.
Boone County remained
unbeaten .last week with a 7-
3 squeaker over Boyd
County. Boone triumphed
despite the injury of tailback
George Rudd, who damaged
a knee during a 217-yard
performance against
Erlanger Lloyd two weeks
ago.
Tates Creek slipped three
spots in the State AAAA poll
after dropping a 3-0 decision
at Greenup County last
week.'
In other games involving
topranked teams, No. 1
Trinity of Jefferson County
AAAA is at Westport,
Bowling Green of State
AAAA :hosts Owensboro
Apollo, and Paintsville of
State A entertains Jenkins.
Top-ranked Corbin of State
AA is idle.
In other games involving
ranked teams:
—Jefferson County AAAA:
No. 2' Bishop David is at
Western, No. 3 St. Xavier is
at Seneca, No. 4 Stuart
entertains DeSales and No. 5
Ballard is at home against
Waggener.
—State AAAA: No. 2
Greenup County hosts
Wheelwright and Richmond
Madison calls on fourht-
ranked Lexington Henry
Clay.
—State AAA: No. 2
Russell entertains Mon-
tgomery County, No. 4
Danville is at Lincoln
County and fifth-rated
Meade County hosts Blatt
Central.
—State AA: No. 2
Mayfield vista archrival
Murray, thirdranked
Jenks Low Scorer In First Day
Of World 3-Day Championships
By the Associated Press
LEXINGTON, KY. —
Story. Jenks didn't feel good
at first about the dressage
ride he was getting from
Toughkenamon during the
opening session of the World
Three-Dape Event Cham-
pionship at the Kentucky
Horse Park._
-Actually, it felt pretty
bad," Jenks said. "But as





where he was lotuid by
Jenks, .brought the 20-year-
old Chadds Ford, Pa., rider
the low score among 24
competitors Thursday in the
first day of dressage.
The final 23 riders —
including 1976 Olympic gold
medalist Tad Coffin of the
United States and West
Germany's Otto Ammer-
mann, who had the best
dressage score at the same
Olympics -- were to com-
pete today.




"The I endurance) test will




Davidson, who had the low
score of the day until Jenks,
Davidson's pupil, received
only 57 penalty points on the
next-tolast ride.
James Wofford, a surprise
nominee to the four-member
U.S. entry that will compete
_ for the team title, had a




Fora, Pa., 57, 2,, Bruce
Davidson, Might Tanlo, USA,
Unionville, Pa., 61,4, 3, James
Wofford, carawich, USA,
Upperville, ' Va., 62.2. 4,
Caroline Treviranus, Comic
Relief, USA, Berryville, Va.,
63. 5, Harry Klugman,
Veberot, West Germany, 63.4.
6, Huuv Janssen, Kimbel,
Holland, 65. 7, Joanne
Ridgman, Bandolier, New
Zealand,- 68.2. 8, Torrance
Watkins, Red's Door, USA,
Boyce, Va., 68.6. 9, Mark
Ishoy, Law and Order,
Canada, 68.8. 10, Martha-Anne
Shires, Belfast Road, Canada,
69.8. 11. Lucinda Prior-Palmer,
Village Gossip, Great Britain,
70.4. 12, Mary Anne Tauskey,
Marcus Aurelius, USA,
Hamilton, Mass., 73. 13,
Herbert Blocker, Albrant,
West Germany, 73.4. 14, Mike
Huber, Gold Chip, USA,
Norman, Okla., 75. 15, Desiree
Foxie, USA, Bluemont,
Va., 77.2. 16, Danielle
Bergeron, Gold Patch,
Canada, 77.8. 17, Ralph Hill,
Sergeant Gilbert, USA, Lincoln
Univerity, Pa., 78.6. 18, Chris
Collins, Smokey VI, Great
Britain, 79. 19, Mary
Hamilton, Vladivostok, New
Zealand, 80.4. 20, Andrew Hoy,
Davey, Australia, 83.6. 21,
Pedro Mercado, Cafayate,
Argentina, 87.6. 22, Carlos
Rawson, Kielin, Argentina,
88.4. 23, Juliet Graham Bishop,
Sumatra, Canada, 90.6. 24,
Carol Harrison, Topic, New
Zealand, 93..4.
Team standings are
calculated after final day of
dressage.
Bouton Shuts Critics,
Giants In 4-1 Win
By the Associated Press
Jim Bouton's
Four" made a lot of people
mai when it was -a best-
seller in the 1960s, but some
got even madder when he
was promoted, to the major
leagues earlier this month.
Manager Sparky Anderson
of the Cincinnati Reds, for
, one, protested to Baseball
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn,
and outfielder Reggie Smith
of the Los Angeles Dodgers
called it — in so many
words — a disgrace.
Now they, among others,
might, have to reconsider
their hasty judgments.
The 39-year-old Bouton
showed Thursday that he
still had something left in
his right arm after an eight-
year absence, pitching the
Atlanta Braves to a 4-1
decision over the San
Francisco Giants with late
relief help.
Elsewhere in the National
League, the Dodgers mo;ed
closer to the Ni West
pennant with a 2-1 victory
over the Houston Astros; the
San Diego Padres stopped
the Cincinnati Reds 84; the
Philadelphia Phillies trim-
med the Chicago Cubs 11-5;
the Pittsburgh Pirates
defeated the St. Louis
Cardinals 7-4 and the New
York Mets edged the
Montreal Expos 7-6.
Somerset, which was top-
ranked until a 15-0 loss to
Henry Clay last week, at-
tempts to rebound against
Warren Central, No. 4 Heath
is at Fulton County and
fifth-rated Middlesboro is It
home against Laurel Coun
—State A: Second-ratki
Harrodsburg hosts Bo
County, Covington Catho c
is at thirdranked Bellevik,
fourth-rated Nicholas County
is at Beechwood and No. 5
Fort Campbell goes outside
























Arstiwirried Ihrti tataltit Center
!ARM'S
SERVICE CENTER
639 S. 4th St.
Phone 753-9868
2-01-918's FAVORITES
The Ford Thunderbird And Ford Fairmont















Come By And See The Remaining
1978 New _Cgs When
Prices Are -Their Lowest
Parker Ford Inc
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ROCKEFELLER STARTS AN ART BUSINESS — Former
Vice President Nelson Rockefeller carries a reproduction
of a 19th century hand-hammered copper racehorse
weathervane at his office in New York City. It is a
reproduction of one of the art objects in his personal
collection. He is starting a mail order Art reproduction
business based on items in As collection.
(AP Ltserphoto)
NA In Lieu Of Tax
Payments $80 Million
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— The Tennessee- Valley
Authority plans to pay
nearly $80 million in lieu of
property taxes among the
seven states covered by the
nation's largest utility.





Of the $79.872,152 total,
Tennessee is to receive
about $50 million, TVA




Now you can give
your kitchen a bright,
new look—easily and
inexpensively—with a
n e w GlamourTop",
Brand counter top
Select from the de-




have a new look in
your kitchen at a
fraction of rernode -
mg prices.
Come in today for tie
full story. See now
GlamourTop' v Brand
can make beautiful use




South 4th St. Al Murray
Drive-In Theatre.
Glatiourlfep
In line for the next largest
sum, he said, is Alabama,
which will get $19.2 million,
followed by Kentucky with
$5.8 million.
The amounts are based
on how much power
property the TVA has in
each state as well as on its
revenues from customers in
each state," Gwin said. "As
a government-owned utility,
we don't have to pay any
property taxes. However, the
federal TVA Act requires
that we make these
payments instead."
He said this year's
payments are nearly $12
million bigger than last
year's. Freeman also ap-
proved repayment of $82
million to the U.S. Treasury.
The sum is an annual return
on federal appropriations
invested in TVA power
facilities, Gwin said.
The formula and the
amount of the payment are
assigned by law and he can
defer them if he wants, but




Freeman was a $1 million
agreement with Combustion
Engineering Inc. of Windsor,
Conn., for equipment to test
an improved method of
storing scrubber sludge.
"The sludge is a
byproduct from scrubbing
systems which remove
sulfur oxide from power
plant stack gases," Gwin
said. "The scrubbers
produce a slurry that goes
into a pond, eventually
filling it. The experimental
program hopefully will
convert that slurry into a
more stable substance,
making it easier to handle
and requiring less land for
storage."
The TVA serves industrial





ON THE GULF OF MEXICO
FORT WALTON BEACH, FLORIDA
• Directly on the Gull of Mexico • Over 600 feet of clean,
white uncrowded beach • Spacious, well appointed units con
fain living room, bedroom completely equipped kitchens and
bath • Two large, fresh water pools and two wading pools
• Restaurant and lounge (nitely entertainment) • Game room
ter the kids • Weekly rates It stay is five days or longer • Golf,
tennis, amusement part and other attractions iust minutes




Fort Walton Beach, Florida 3t548
Phone Area Code 904/213-3114
Fat People Can't Blame Ancestors
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Fat
people can't blame their
problem on their ancestors
anymore, according to a
medical research team that
says there is no scientific
evidence to blame obesity on
heredity.
The team says It found a
person's environment plays
the biggest role in obesity.
"People want to hear that
it's all genetic so they can
go out and eat their cake,"
Alfred A. Rimm said. 'The
study shows that you can't
use your heredity as an
excuse."
Rimm, a professor of
preventive medicine at the
Medical College of
Wisconsin, referred to an
extensive three-year study
that he undertook with
assistant professor Arthur J.
Hartz and mathematician
Eldred E. Giefer.
They said the discovery
that environment — in-
cluding the diet of people
when they are young —
plays the major role in
determining obesity runs
counter to the idea that
weight is governed by genes.
"There is a genetic
component," RUT= said,
"but in most cases, it is
minor compared to the
environmental factor."
Parental guidance in
selecting foods accounted for
about 32 percent of the
variations in the obesity of
children in thousands of
families monitored by the
researchers, they said, while
only 12 percent appeared to
have been influenced by
heredity.
"These results suggest
there should be a
modification of child-rearing
techniques of obese women,"
Hartz said. "This involves
guiding children in the
choice of food, feeding in
$100 
YARD OFF
ALL THE MOST WANTED
FALL FASHION FABRICS!
SAVE $1.00 A YARD!
REGULAR $2 88 A YARD WASHABLE
SUPER SUEDE KNITS
• 60" wide, Full bolts
• Arnel and Nylon iit
• Fall Fashion Colors 
$1811• Hurry, Limited'Quantity
H20 WASHABLE WOOL
• 54" wide, Full bolts
• 70% Wool 30% Nylon
FIRST• 50% Polyester, 50% W001 IICALITt
• Solids, Plaids, Stripes etc
SAVE $1.00 A YARD!
REGULAR $4.88 A YARD "ROSEWOOD"
PRINTED WOOL CHALLIS
• 60" wide, Full bolts
• 85% Polyester, 15% Wool
• Newest Designer Prints
• Compare at 00 a yard
FIRST
011 /111Ti
SAVE $1.00 A YARD!
REGULAR $2 88 A YARD 16 OZ SOLID
ACRYLIC DOUBLE KNITS
• 60" wide. Full bolts
• Machine Washable
• Heavy Pant Weight
• Fall Fashion Colors
I 1Iisl
ill al lilt
infancy, the introduction of
solid foods or breast feeding,
the kinds of snack foods,
and encouraging activity in
children."
"Diet without exercise is
an odd couple," Rimm said.
The conclusions are drawn
from a study that the
researchers say was
probably the biggest of its
kind ever undertaken.
It involved collecting
statistics on 254 families
with 546 adopted or other-
wise non-related children,
and comparing them with
10,337 having 25,554
biologically related children.
The subjects were drawn
from a list of 73,532 women
who, in 1969-70, had enrolled
in a Milwaukee-based
weight-reducing
organization, TOE'S 'Club Inc.
(Take Off Pounds Sensibly).
The researchers said they
concentrated on families
having at least two children
each, ages 4 to 11. Data
Included the parents' height 1'
weight, number of children
and obesity history.
Free For The Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
SAVE $1.00 A YARD!
REGULAR $2.88 A YARD, SOLID COLOR
• 45" wide. Full bolts
• Polyester & Cotton
• Pinwale. Midwale. Widewale
• Newest Sportswear Colors
Mt,
PI at T1
SAVE $1.00 A YARD!
REGULAR $3.88 A YARD, "CROMPTON"
PRINTED CORDUROY
• 45 wide, Full bolts
SrO8
• Polyester & Cotton
• New Children's Prints
• Hurry. Limited Quantity
SAVE $1.00 A YARD!
REGULAR $3.88 A YARD "KLOPMAN
BRIGHT CLOUD QIANA
• 60" wide. Full bolts
• 100% Nylon Oiana
• 'Newest Fashion Colors
• Hurry for best Selection'
CREPE DE CHINE
• 45" wide. Full bolts
• 100% Polyester
• Solids 4nd Prints 41% $288• Compase S5 00 a yard YD.
HURRY, SALE ENDS WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20TH!































Your Authorized STARCRAFT# Dealer
Hwy. 94 East (4 mi. East) of Murray 753-0605
etohmanh
Bibles S. Church Supplies
Reference L Inspirational Books













• Complete Avroinork Traesmission Sorvics
',Front End Moment
*Complete Twin-vp & Renoir Service




100 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Fri. It Sin.









Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1 1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1489
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Motel















*Ski Beat and Pontoon Beat Rental
Ky. lake State Park Pls. 474-2245
Kettmelui Thai Ckieket
"It's Finger Lidtin' Good"
Try Om Dolicassis IWO and Nam Soodwidim





South 12th St. - Murray















Merrwy's Most Complete Deportment Store
,mF Stokes Tractor 8. (RAF
1--1 Implement Co. I" 
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Rood Phone 753-1319
Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.
"Go To Church Sunday"
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Comlitiowing Ihisrimg Cosnaisecial lisIriperstios
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE










Marwhig Worddp 1046 amt.







Morning Worship 11 . 00 a .m.













Singirig, Evening Wors 5 30,6:03p.m.
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship 11- 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6.30p.m.
KIRKSIT BAPTTST
Morning Worship 11:00 a m
Evening Worship 7.30 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10-50 a .m
Evening Worship 6.00 p.m.
NEW MT. CARNEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 : 00 a .m.
Evening wordy p 7:00 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Evening Worship 6.45 p.m.
amity CORNER
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
ELAII GROVE
Morning Worship 11:11a. m.
Evening Worship P m
SALEM RAPTIST
Morning Worship II :00 a In.
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
SUGAR CRIER
Morning Worship 11-00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p.m.
OWENS °UHL
Morning Worship 1100 a.m.
Fivenuig Worship $ 30pm 56 00pm.
MOONT NORIO FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School 9 30am.
Worship 11 00 a.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday 2.00 p.m.
3rd Sunday 10.30 a.m.
NOLL TOP RAPTIST
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Worship Service 11 00a.m.
Evening Service 6 00 pm.
COLD WATER
Morning Services 11 00 a.m.
Evening Services 600 p.m.
fAITII BAPTIST
Morning Worship 1100 a.m.
Evening Worship 6.30 pm.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship 11.00 a m




Sunday School 10.00 a .m
Morning Worship 1100 a.m.
=School "17011.m.
LIENITTER MISSIONARY
11:916 Ie 600 pin.
Wednesday night 7:00 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
BAPTIST 01011101
Morning Worship 11 00 a in
EvimillgWorship 7 00 p in
IT. JOINS earnsT (mutat








Tiny Tot Day Care






















lewa▪ saig▪ Service 6:00 p.m
OltIROI Of 15US CRUST
Of LATTIII DAY SAINTS
Woodman of World Bldg.
Sasiday School 10:46 a.m.
Evening Service 4:30 p.m.
ST. LEO CAT/1041C
meat
Sunday Masai a.m., 11 a m., 4 30 p in
Satirday Mass 6:30 p.m
CRINSTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave and 17th St., Murray. Ky.






Worship Hour 9. 45a.m.
Church School 11 COa.m.
11111MANUEL LUTNERAN
Sunday School 1- la m.
Morning worship 14 Main.
KRIM DAY ADVIIITNT
Saibluith School Sat 11.31a.m.





Evening Worship 6.30 p.m
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship 6-00 pm
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study 10 a .m
Worship Service 10: 45 a.m. & 6 p.m
Wed Worship 7:30 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship 1050 a.m.
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
ONION GROVE
Morning Worship 10:10 am
Evening Worship CM p.m.
SEMEN & POPLAR
Worstii. p Service 10:40 a.m.
Evening Worship COO pin.
NEW CONCORD 












Sunday School 111:01 a.m.






































It is Imam nature to wed &kw eeue.....y• I. fark th*"thaw we oast Imam as smoll eldidem Is to mewoms ow Mame .001-
ow derby to lame Map war way.
1171aeo we become Wm Clisim
ism ere kora Moro I. • boar wry
is I. dimip . . God'• way. Be
lawirs us to *Mk of dr mods el
Wham aa ale ow ow. A. (SAM





Surday 9:45 a .m
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
N.Y PS Worship 5:15p.m.






WY P S Worship 5-00 p.m




&Imlay School 10 00 a m
Worship Service 11 00 a m
INNEN PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9 45 a in
Worship Service 11.00 a m
OAK GROVE
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worship Services 11 a m ,7pm
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 7 00 p.m
FIRST PRESSYTERIAN
Church School 9 Ma in
Worship Service 10 43 a m
Pentecostal
ALM NININTS




Worship Services 11.00 am., 0:10 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 111:01am.
Worship Sorrier 11:11 am., 7:M pm.
FIRST AEU/ANT
-S®
Sunday School 111. 00 a m
Morning Worship 110a.m
Sunday Evening 7:110 p.m
Nit, 760 p.m.
UNITED, 310 MAN AVE.
Sunday School 10: 00 •.m.
Evening Worship 7 00 pm.
DENIMS CHAPEL
Sunday School 10 00a .m
Worship Service 11-00* in
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m
FIRST MOS
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. 117:N p.M.
Tues. !Thurs. 7:40p.m.












Noram Illossidor Gremlin Mop Pam. Wow
Tmi Flamilty Used Cars
Phew' 753-4446
Murray Electric System












Sunday School 10-00 a m
PALESTINE UNITED









Sunday School III: NI am
Morning Wordily 11:01a.m
UMW UNITED
Sunday School 10:110 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 IA a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
COLDWATER NUTS
Worship Service 11 00 am lit & id
Sunday. 10.00 am. 3rd & 4th, Sundayw
10:00 a.m. 1st 111 2nd Ssaday.11:110






Your Consplett Tire Service Cotter
"We Service Thom All - Large or Small"
Max Keel













Service & Sales Ports








Flowers For All Occasions
Funeral Arrangements - House Plants
500 N. 4th - 753-3251 - 753-8944
Curtis & Mays Studio
"Distinctive Photography
with a touch of Class"
384 Main St. - 753-7360
Captain D's
seafood
111 PE 12th 753-9383
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertlizer Needs"








(larch School 10 45 a.m
GOMM NETWODIST
Church School 10:008.m
Worship Service 11 00 a .m
Evening Services Worship 6 so p.m
COLE'S CAMPGINNIND
Worship Service 10:so a.m
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School 1000 a .m
Worship 11:00a.m., 6.00 p.m
MT. NEURON
Worship Service 10.00 a.m lot Sunday &
11 00 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday School
11.00 a.m. 1st Sunday -- 10:00 a.m. 2nd.
3rd, & 4th Sunday
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10 00 a in 2nd Sunday;
11:00 a .m 4th Sunday, Sunday School




Morning Services 10:45 a.m
RETNEL UNITED
Morning Worship ci 30 a in
Sunday School 10 30 a m
1st & 3rd Sunda) Night C QUo M
BROOK'S COMPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 a .m
Morning Worship 11 00 a in
2n1& 4th Sunday Night 7 p m
SOUTII PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School 9 stem.
Morning Worship 10 stain
Evening 7 00 o m
STOUT'S ClIAPSI UNITED
Sunday School 10 00a m





RCA VICTOR FRIGIDAIRE MAYTAG
403 Maple Phone 753-1713
West Ky. Rural Telephone
..Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager
Soraing- Calkiwary, Marshal; Carrels (missies in Ky. sad
New, Cs., Seiko.
753-4351 or 20-4350
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
Famous Fish Dinners
on Hwy. 68 at Aurora
Ph. 474-2202
Joe Todd's Motor Sales
Quality Used Cars
Reasonably Priced
Joe Todd and Larry Hale
5117 Pin 19th 753-2814




753-8302 MURRAY, 104 N. 5th ST.
102 N. 4th
The Rusinessman•s Choice
For Fine Printing" 753 5397
8
Murray Warehouse Corp., hic.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Noinms Ohs, Mgr. E. W. Outland, Sept.
Plume 7534270
of Murray
Sunday Buffets - 11 to 2
641 South 753-5986
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners





Ferry on Myr,. al
Aurora, Ey. 474-754
Authorized Mercrniser Sales & Service
1
D's SHIRTS n' things
OPEN ALL YEAR
Tops& Jeans For the Family
Hwy. MI, Ave.,. - 4744190
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
Fast Main Street 753-3540
Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Servonq fermi Families Since 1 9)6
Indo ten& Id 753 2124
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup 8. Delivery
Opole 6% al Chou I 1 00 psis
Soniley Op,* 140 a.m. Close 1040 p.m.
Simi% 1216 Pismo 753-9131
*FIREPLACE
SHOPPE
Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky. 753-4150
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1:110 - CUL el Soper
/needs
9,110- Sone 's AM Star
10:30- Pink hetet
11:00 - Weekead Sp.
11:30- Ilaedstead
12:30- NCAA , Sayler
at Ga.














1:00 - Soperf needs





12: 30 - NC.A A Foe stall
Penn St at Ohio St.
4:00 - Wore of Sets.
5:30- News
6:00- Lawrence Welk



















6:00 - Suomi Sem.
700 Popeye: - 
, 100 Begs Ilimay
930- Tanen
I 1:00 - Tow. Coosa
12:00 - Fyn City 5
12:30- SPoThelll




4:00 - World Emig.
5:00 News
S:30 - Candid Camera





11:55 -She Sh No Ne
12:25- News
12:55-Movie
2:55 - Sir Off
WPS0-6
6:15- Weather































12:30- Price is Right






1:00- Major L. 11 1110011














4:00 - Dr011 1T
4:30-Porter Wegener
S:00- Pop Gen tall Ca.
5,30 - Nell. Music
6:00 - Scene of 6
6;30 - Itert`s Nuns
7-00- Ceps
1:00 - Movie
10.00- Scene at 10
10 30 Set Night 1.;ve
1200-- Movie

















7:30 -Jeff' s Collie
1:00 - Beaver




1 1 s00_ Mee the Fore„
11:30- Peek Afton
12:00- NFL Football
3:00 -Seek 6 earn
4:00- NE New





















10,00 - Clienged Lives
50:30-Accept
11:00- Met the Press
















7:00 - Nemo Dim.
7:70_ Nereid
1:00 - Mr. Magee
8,30- Owe Chit
9:00- lit goo.
10:00 - Cameo 3
10: 30 - gm, the ow"
11:00- This is the Life


















11,00 - Issues & Ans.11 3(1 - kids an
1, go _ Directies
1:30-Most.









9:00 - Oral Italterts










11: 30- Flee the Nation




11: 30 - Cap. News
Conf.




2:30 - lerreeet Welk
3:30 - Award Movie
5:30- Wail Kiagdison
6:00-Lassie, pt. 1
7:00 - Battle Star
10-00 -Newsweek




DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2




7 .°° - G." 996r11 At.


















6:00 - Ilfeakfest Skew
7:00 - News
cog_ cso. Kangaroo-hi,
1:30- 6filell Acres -
9:00- S20,000 PrI.M11
1: 311-14•111,4144 S14-







0:00- Alen1411P 4" 9
1:311-Jernes•Wild





9:00-AS W the Fem.
9:30 - Price is Right
1030- love ef Life
10100 - Nappy Days
10:30 - Fernay Food
11:00-Edge of Night
/ 1;30 - Ityan's Noe





12:00- Al M Chie.y
One Lif •
7:1111-Ges. lespital
In_ 040 if mot
3: 30 -BI- Th MG AI
Meets-
3:30- F-An:hies
4,00- F • Modern Ahem-
"
1:30- Todey
9,00- Plod Donee 11:00-Young




12:30- Deys of OW
Lives
1:30 - Doctors
9:30 - Price is 1149t
50:30-Love of
if Yell-De Nein
11:0 0 - Yee•• 1,
Restless
I I : 30- Smack for Tem.
12:06- Tell the Trent
12:30- Wail Tenn
I: 30 Goading Ligh t
-








10:55 - Mews &
Restless




1:30 - GOAN, Light
2:10- M•A•S'N-Settle of the
Keats
4:01 - 4 Male S Mee
5:10
4:30-Flee Trees ,200-AnotherWorW







3:30- My 3 Sons
4:00- Pertridge Featl y
300 _ 100,* G.,"
3:30- Tell The Treill







6:30 --Scene at 6
4:00- fileetters
4. 30 - Adheres Feely
5-00 - Carol & Frien 
5:30- News

















7:30 - Op. Petticoat
1:N- NFL: inn. at
less bog.
10:45-Newsweek
11 :15 - Celep Foistedl
11:45-See of the-Gty
13:15- PR Choi '
2:15- Newsiratch/li.
Griffin: IOW










7 00- Little House
1-00 -Noes, M vie
10,00 Scene at 10
10,30 - Tonight
12- 00 Tomorrow
7: 00 -- WKR P In Cin.
7:30-People
1:00 - Roi• A•S•li
1:30 - One Day
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TV GUIDE FOR TUESDAY
WNGE-2
7:00 - Nom Days
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10:30 Mary T. Moore
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8 p.m. NPR Recital Hall.
Organist Robert Anderson
performs his own Canticle of
Praise and works by other
contemporary composers.
Saturday, Sept. 10
10 a.m. Bluegrass Horn-
book. Jeth Mill hosts a
program featuring Jim and
Jesse McReynolds.
11 a.m. National Town
Meeting. "Dog Days in
Washington,- with Diana
McClellan, gossip columnist of
the Washington Star, Phyllis
Richman, restaurant critic of
the Washington Post, and
Mark Russell, Washington
political satirist.
1 p.m. World of Opera.
Roger Sessions' Montezuma
performed by the Opera
Company of Boston Orchestra
and Chorus, conducted by
KEEPS HIS PROMISE
TORONTO (AP) —
Producer Leo Rampen of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
returned to a Mayan Indian
community in Guatemala
after promising residents he
would show them a film he'd
made in part there last
year.
Only about 2 percent of
the Indians had been out of
the small community, so the
film introduced them to
cities, and Rampen said
they were boisterous and
excited.
TUT PHONE
NEW YORK (AP) — A
special line to provide in-
formation on the for-
thcoming "Treasures of
Tutankhamun" exhibit at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art
has been established by New
York Telephone.
Information on the King-
TutLine is prepared by the
Metropolitan Museum and
recorded by actress Beatrice
Straight. The mesage tells




8 p.m. Cruisla' Main Street.
Two hours of music from the
50s and Ms.
Sunday, Sept. 17
8 a.m. The Early Com-
posers. MSU music faculty
member John Hancock
presents music from the
medieval, renaissance and
baroque eras.
5 p.m. Voices in the Wind.
Oscar Brand hosts this
program spotlighting creators
and performers in the arts.
6 p.m. People and Ideas.
-Teaching Management Skills
as an Alternative for the
Future."
8:30 p.m. Folk Festival
U.S.A. "The Fourth Annual
Women's Music Festival,










6:00 Advances in Medi-













Awards To Be Aired
WKMS-FM Radio at Murray
State University is one of 215
National Public Radio (NPR)
member stations which will
carry a live broadcast of the
first annual Kennedy Center
Friedheim Awards from
Washington, D.C., on Sunday,
Sept. 17.
Prize-winning works by five
of the finest contemporary
composers in America will be
heard during the three-hour
program to begin at 7 p.m. Co-
hosts for the concert and
awards presentations will be




The five major symphonic
works under consideration for
the top three awards will be
performed by the Peabody
Conservatory Symphony
under the direction of
Frederik Prausnitz.






8:04 a.m. The Kennedy
Assassination hearings
continue this week through
Friday, beginning each
morning at 8:06. The hearings
are expected to focus this
week on Oswald in Mexico (9-
18), secret service (9-19), FBI
(9-20), CIA (9-21), and the
Warren Commission (922).
7:31I p.m. The Spider's Web.
Tonight marks the first in a
series of five nightly portraits
of women in American
history.
Tuesday, Sept. 19.
7 p.m. The Aldrich Family.
A weekly family series from
the golden age of radio stars
Ezra Stone, America's eternal
teenager.











Wa0hington De- Panarane 19 Murray
bates: Taxpayers' Outdoors 
Wednesday, Sept. 20
7 p.m. NBC University
Theatre. "Madame Bovary"
by Gustave Flaubert.
8 p.m. MIK Symplisay.
Bach: Brandenburg Concerto
no. 3 in G major; Tchaikov-
sky: Symphony no. 6 in B
minor (Pathetique), and the




8 p.m. Jazz Revisited.
Young singers such as Lena
Horne and Kay Starr who sang
with the Charlie Barnet Or-
chestra.
8:30 p.m. All That Jazz.
Mark Welch spotlights some
of the jam sessions at the 1977





Revolt: Are Can- A Changing
stitutional Lim- Society
its Desirable? 
Barbery Hlouk 014=A111 










Kathy Luber, Miss MSU












1.. Dr. Gene Garfield—Political Science--MSU
2. Dr. Anita Lawson—league of Women Voters
1. Bbok Review: Fred Cornelius, MSU English Dent , rdvievs &Oki 
2. Weekly Shopping Basket: DECA Vocation.al
3. History Commentary: MSU History Department
1. Dr. Dan Harrison, MSU Economics Department
2. Futeign Language Presentation, MSU Department
1. Margaret Trevathan with Library Corner
2. Frank Brett, Ministerial Association
pianist, the awards will be
made to American composers
for meritorious achievement
in symphonic composition.
Prizes of $5,000, $2,000, and
$500 will be awarded to the
winners. The five symphonic
works are:
— "Odefonia" by Marc-
Antonio Consoli.
— "Concerto for Or-
chestra" by Henri Lazarof.
— "Concerto for English
Horn and Orchestra" by
Vincent Persichetti.
— '`Ricercari Notturni" by
Stanislaw Skrowaczewski.
— "Adios" by Aurelia de la
Vega.
Judges for the Friedheim
Awards represent the Music
Critics Association. Each of
the composers will be in-
terviewe4 during a program
interrniss on.
WKMS, the public radio
voice of Murray State,





The menus for the various
lunchrooms for both the
Calloway Coounty and
Murray City School systems
for the week of Sept. 18 to
22 have been released by
Joanna Adams, foods
supervisor, Calloway County,









pizza, sloppy joe; Thursday,
hamburger, ham and cheese
sandwich, beef stew; Friday-
-hamburger, lasagna, bar-
becue sandwich. A variety of
salads, vegetables, bread,
desserts, ice cream, milk,
Iced tea, lemonade, and an






fries, taco salad, corn;
Wednesday--hamburger,
fries, chicken, fried steak,
rolls; Thursday-hot dog,
fries, beef noodle bake,
french bread; Friday-
hamburger, fries, corn dog,
slaw. Milk and a variety p(
vegetables and fruits arid
dessert are served each day.
MURRAY CITY
MURRAY HIGH-Monday-
hamburger, hot dog, ham
sandwich, barbecue beef
sandwich, salad bar, fruit
plate; Tuesday-hamburger,
hot dog, pizza, lasagne,
salad bar, fruit plate;
Wednesday-hamburger, hot
dog, beef stew, ravioli, salad
bar, fruit plate; Thursday-
hamburger, hot dog, taco,
pizza, salad bar, fruit plate;
Friday-hamburger, hot dog,
chili with pimento cheese
sandwich, salad bar, fruit
plate. A variety of fruits and











steak, fruit pudding. A
variety of fruits and













fish, french fries, slaw, and
cookie.
GOOD RATING
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) -- Oper-
ators of a local cable television
company were uncertain wheth-
er anyone was watching the
early morning movies.
So, at 2:30 one morning, they
halted a film and ran the
weather signal along with a
sign to the effect that viewers
should telephone if they wanted
to see the film to its conclusion.
Immediately,the switchboard
lit up with calls. Since then, the
company has been satisfied it












All The Newest Releases First!
And The Lowed Prices Ii, Town.
iLarge Selection of Country










"Fork on the Road-
The Lorgest Soloction of Topes ond Albums in this area
TV Service Center
Catalyst Shops* Center 733-5S65
R.
R V f? i{k t )( Rs V i
IN WHAT DIRECTION
ARE WE HEADING?
Being sick has become a lot more complicated
than it once was But then our chances for recovering
or being cured have also taken a sharp upturn.
Diagnosis is more accurate, treatment is more
effective and medicines are certainly more specific.
Your pharmacist has also taken on an
increasingly new role. Where once most of the time
was spent actually making up your medicines, now he
or she must spend a great deal of time studying about
the drugs he dispenses.
Your pharmacist must be able to give each
patent important information about the medicines
they take. We enjoy this new role.
"A GREAT MANY PEOPLE ENTRUST US with their
prescriptions, health needs and other phornee6,
products. We consider this trust a privilege and a duty.






W. Want To Be Your Drug Store
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DR CHARLES McARTHUR, Regional Director of the
Mental Health and Retardation Association, spoke to the
Murray Lions Club about some of the services available
through the local Murray-Calloway County Association.
He also talked about some of the typical problems en-
countered by the local and regional associations. The







































































Answer to Thursday's Puzzle


































38 Mount (abbr )
39 Eager
40 Macrame









































...NEWS IN BRIEF... Restraining Order Halts Posting
Of Commandments In ClassroomsWASHINGTONWASHINGTON (AP) -- A
two-month-old clerks' strike
against a Virginia-based
railroad has escalated into a
bitter, industry-wide dispute
that company officials say
might lead to a nationwide
rail shutdown. On Thursday,
rail management asked a
federal appeals court for an
injunction to block the
clerks' union from striking
or picketing 72 major
railroads, and the court
agreed to review the appeal.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Supreme Court soon
must confront an emotion-




whites when they give
special preference to
minority workers?
The decision last June
ordering Allan Bakke ad-
mitted to a California
medical school was based on
a federal law dealing with
discrimination in education.
NATIONAL
,CAMP DAVID, Md. (AP)
— The Middle East summit
has produced fresh Egyp-
tian-Israeli contacts but' is
approaching a deadline at
sundown today that could
keep it in limbo until next
week.
Pursuing his middleman
role, President Carter met
twice Thursday with Egypt's




CICERO, Ind. ( AP) —
Newcomer James Peachey
wanted to meet some of his
fellow townsfolk, so he
decided to throw a little
dinner party.
Well, hardly so little.
Peachey invited the entire
town, with personal in-















" AND IF You CAN

















I THINK liVE DISCOVEREC
HOW MANY NOTCHES
YOU CAN CUT INTO A _
DOGHOUSE BEFORE THE...








assault today on the city of
Leon. But the rebels there
and in two other northern
cities appeared to be holding
on as Managua braced for a
possible attack to coincide
with the country's in-
dependence day.
Leon, Nicaragua's second
largest city with a







(AP) — Prime Minister Ian
Smith has branded Joshua
Nkomo a "monster" for the
deaths of 48 persons after
the downing of a civilian
airliner Sept. 3 and ruled out
any further contacts with
the black guerrilla leader.
Speaking at a news con-
ference Thursday, Smith
also announced a crackdown





RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) —
A ruling is expected by
Tuesday in Madison Circuit
Court on a lawsuit aimed at
stopping a local option liquor
election.
Judge Edward Jackson,
serving in the absence of
Judge James S. Chenault,
has granted a temporary
injunction to owners of eight
liquor stores who filed the
suit.
Jackson could dissolve the
injunction and allow the
election to proceed, or
permanently enjoin the
election board and cancel
the election, which is
scheduled for Sept. 30.
In their lawsuit, the liquor
store owners claimed they
would suffer immediate and a
irreparable injury and


































FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Franklin
Circuit Judge Squire Williams has
tsued a temporary restraining order to
keep the state from implementing a
new law requiring that copies of the Ten
Commandments be posted in every
Kentucky classroom.
Williams's action came Thursday
after five Louisville residents filed suit
challenging the law.
The suit said the action by the 1978
Legislature violates both the state and
federal constitutions. It also sought an
injunction against implementation of
the act.
State Rep. Claudia Ruler, D-
Louisville, sponsor of the legislation,
responded that the constitutionality of
the law already has been upheld and
that the plaintiffs constitute "an ex-
tremist group out for publicity."
The five are Sydell Stone, a
Unitarian; Judy Matheny, a Quaker;
Anne Bowers, who described herself as
a no-if-believer in organized religion,
and Martin Perley, a rabbi.
The fifth plaintiff, Patricia Ann
Brickey, represents parents whose
children would be affected by the law.
Mrs. Brickey was identified not by her
religion, but as a mother of three.
The suit contended the law violates
Section 5 of the Kentucky constitution
"in that it constitutes the giving of a
preference by law to a religious sect,
society, or denomination, particular
creed, mode of worship or system of
ecclesiastical policy."
They asserted the act violates the
First Amendment to the U.S. Con-
stitution because it makes a law
"respecting an establishment of
religion by prohibiting the free exercise
thereof."
The suit said the posting of framed
copies of the Commandments would
mean the state legislative body prefers
one religious doctrine over other
religions or non-religious doctrines.
"The Ten Commandments are
historically a Judeo-Christian
document and as such, posting or
requiring posting of reproductions
(discriminates against) religions which
do not recognize such commandments
as an integral part of their religious
beliefs," the suit said.
Superintendent James Graham was
named defendant because under the
law he is responsible for getting the
Commandment copies distributed
whenever money is raised privately to
do so.
He has appointed Shirley Williamson
of the state Department of Education as
coordinator of the project, and the five
Louisvillians noted that the salaries of
both are paid by the state.
They sought a permanent injunction
against enforcement of the law and a
declaration of unconstitutionality.
The attorney general's office said in
an opinion last week that the Ten
Commandments law is valid, but ad-
vised Mrs. Ftiner, who sought the
opinion, that the best method of funding
is locally — with the money going to
school districts directly rather than
using the Education Department as a
link in the process.
Opinions by the attorney general are
advisory an without force of law,
although local and state officials often
use them as guides.
Mrs. Riner initially told newsmen she
intended to appear today at a meeting
in Louisville of the Kentucky Heritage
Foundation, which was created to raise
money fo --stixtribution of the Ten
Commandments copies in schools. But
she said later Thursday that she was
cancelling the appearance.
"If the Ten Commandments were to
be declared, unconstitutional, then we
— also would have to (invalidate) the 'In
God We Trust' on coins and the 'under
God' portion of the Pledge of
Allegiance," Mrs. Rifler said.
"I believe the law will hold up."
She cited two attorney general's
opinions — the one last week plus
another issued in 1971 which upheld the
constitutionality of the Ten .. Com-
mandments on a stane monolith which
was erected near the executive man-
sion here.
Mrs. Rifler said those promoting the
distributing of Ten Commandments
copies are bypassing the state as
suggested in the most recent attorney
general's opinion.
Nicaraguan Commandos Press
Leon But Rebels Holding Line
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) —
Nicaraguan commandos backed by
armored cars and machine gun-firing
helicopters pressed their assault today
on the city of Leon. But the rebels there
and in two other northern cities ap-
peared to be holding on, and Managua
braced for a possible attack to coincide
with the country's independence day.
The Venezuelan government,
meanwhile, dispatched four warplanes
and a military transport to Nicaragua's
southern neighbor Costa Rica.
Venezuelan President Carlos Andres
Perez, who has called for international
mediation of the Nicaraguan conflict,
denied any hostile intentions, however.
The Venezuelan planes — two Can-
berra light bombers, two OV-10 fighter-
Summit...
(Continued From Page One)
blueprint for continuing negotiations
after Camp David.
Acknowledging that a proposed
summit-ending document was being
sidered, he said, "It is certainly
more than three or four paragraphs, I
can tell you that."
Sen. Richard Stone, D-Fla., chairman
of the Senate Mideast subcommittee,
said in a telephone interview that he
has kept in touch with the talks in-
directly and declared. "I have not been
dampened in my optimism."
Declining to speculate on how or
when the talks will end, Powell said he
was trying to "strike a balance" bet-
ween optimism and pessimism.
"An extreme in either direction is
simply not justified by the facts of the
matter," he said. "It is a very difficult
situation in which we have to deal with
a considerable amount of uncertainty."
Reminded that he had said 24 hours
earlier the summit was in its "final
stages," Powell, who is spokesman for
all three governments, said:
"How long the final stage will last is a
matter of some conjectut-e. The final
stage could be the longest stage."
An American official, who asked not
to be identified, said the conference
could continue beyond the Jewish
Sabbath, a 24-hour period ending at
nightfall Saturday.
Responding to a question, Powell
acknowledged that "it would be very
difficult to end it" before Sunday, at the
earliest, should the conference continue
beyond sundown today.
Adding to that possibility was the fact
that Saciat and his countrymen planned
to interrupt their deliberations today
for prescribed observances of the
weekly Moslem day of prayer.
Hams And Cheese
Stolen From Firm
Five or six country hams and some
Cheese were stolen Wednesday night
from Gibson's Frozen Food Locker on
North Third. The theft was reported to
city pollee Thursday. •
In other incidents. more hubcaps
were stolen. Murray Datsun reported
the theft of onekubcap on Monday. Two
hubcaps were stolen from a car
belonging to David Lyons of 1401
Johnson on Tuesday. Lyons riported
the theft Thursday. ./
No arrests have been made in the
cases, and police are continuing the
investigations
bombers and a C-130 transport — were
reported to have arrived Thursday in
San Jose, capital of Costa Rica, a
democratic nation without armed
forces.
Perez also sent his foreign minister,
Simon Alberto Consalvi, to San Jose.
Political observers in Caracas in-
terpreted the Venezuelan move as a
show of support for tiny Costa Rica,
whose airspace was violated earlier
this week by Nicaraguan forces pur-
suing guerrillas. But there was no in-
dication the Venezuelans would become
directly involved in the Nicaraguan
fighting.
Leon, Nicaragua's second largest
city with a population of 100,000, has
been occupied since Saturday by
Sandinista guerrillas seeking the
overthrow of President Anastasio
Somoza. The leftist guerrillas and
ordinary citizens supporting them also
hold two other major cities in northwest
Nicaragua, Esteli and Chinandega.
The rebels have lost control of the
southern city of Masaya and reportedly
were repulsed in an attack on Penas
Blancas on the Costa Rican border.
However, they were still entrenched in
Diriamba, 20 miles south of Managua,
Jinotepe, five miles south of Diriamba,
and Rivas, 55 miles further south.
Somoza has mobilized reserves of the
national guard, the nation's army, to
counter the rebel attacks, declared
martial law and placed Managua under
8 p.m. to 5 a.m. curfew. The Red Cross
estimates 500 persons have been killed
in the week's fighting nationwide, but
Somoza admits to only 30 guardsmen
slain.
Some 38 truckloads of troops rolled
into Leon Thursday and surrounded the
town. National guardsmen and the
guerrillas were shooting at virtually
anything that moved.
A small plane flew over the city late
in the afternoon warning by loud-
speaker that "the national guard is not
responsible for what happens if you
leave your houses."
Helicopters flew over the city
pounding rebel positions with machine
gun fire. The streets were barricade]
and the fire was being returned.
Two armored vehicles, which carry
the same weapons as a tank but have
tires instead of treads, were parked in
front of the national guard garrison
Guardsmen had been pinned down
there for days exchanging shots with
the rebels.
Journalists returning from Leon said
a Red Cross ambulance was machine-
gunned on the highway outside of town
and that two Red Cross workers were
killed. The Red Cross in Managua
confirmed an ambulance was machine-
gunned, but said further details were
not available.
National guardsmen on the outskirts
of town said they knew the rebels had at
least one .50-caliber machine gun.
The soldiers said 500 troops had been
rushed to Leon, many coming from
Masaya, where the rebel uprising was
crushed Tuesday and Red Cross
workers were burning decomposing





WASHINGTON (AP) — The diesel-
powered Volkswagen Rabbit provides
the best fuel economy of 1979-model
year cars, getting an estimated 41 miles
per gallon, the Environmental
Protection Agency announced today.
The No. 1 ranking, which the Ger-
man-made Rabbit also held last year,
came as the EPA published its annual
fuel economy ratings for new
automobiles.
Diesel-powered Volkswagen models
held the first three places in the ratings.
The Japanese-built Datsun 210 posted
the best mileage for gasoline-powered
cars by obtaining an estimated 35 miles
per gallon.
All of the top-ranking cars are
classified as subcompacts.
The EPA estimated the annual
driving cost of the top-ranked
Volkswagen at $220. This calculation
assumes that the car is driven 15,000
miles per year, with an average diesel
fuel cost of 60 cents a gallon. For annual
driving costs for gasoline-powered
vehicles, the per gallon cost is 70 cents.
The agency changed its mileage
ratings .list this year in response to
complaints that average drivers rarely
obtained ,the estimated fuel economy.
In previous years, the EPA gave
three mileage estimates to reflect city
driving, highway driving and combined
highway and city conditions. This year,
it gives only one mileage figure --- the
figure used for city driving in previous
years.
The city figure is belic4ed to reflect
the mileage that most new-car buyers
can expect to receive.
Part of the reason -for the disparity
between actual and estimated mileage
figures stems from the fact the tests are
conducted by professional drivers
under laboratory conditions. The EPA
estimates do not reflect the wide dif-
ferences in driving habits, maintenance
procedures, road, traffic and weather
conditions.
Volkswagen's 41 mpg represents a
one-mile-per-gallon increase over its
1978 model.
The Dodge Colt hatchback posted the
best mileage by a U.S. automaker,
getting an estimated 34 mpg and
ranking fifth overall.
For those to whom fuel economy
means little, the EPA said owners of
Cadillac limousines can expect to get 10
mpg and pay an estimated $1,050 a year
for fuel, the highest cost except for two
Jaguar models and an Aston Martin
All of the top five cars --- the
Volkswagens. Datsun and Colt hat
chback, are four-cylinder autos
equipped with manual transmissions
The EPA published two sets of
mileage figures. One category its for
Ws sold in 49 states and the other is for ,
cars sold in California. which requires
stronger emission controls that
sometimes results in a loss in fuel
economy.
Some autos were not included in
today's list because the new models
have not yet been tested These oars
will be included in an updated fuel
er-ocanny list to be published early next
year.
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
LEGAL NOTICE TO
PUBLIC AND MEMBERS OF •
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
Take notice that West Kentucky Rural Electric
_Cooperative Corporation will on September 28, 1978 at
9 a.m. Eastern Daylight time at the office of the
Public Service Commission of Kentucky, 730 Schenkle
.Lane, P. 0. Box 615, Frankfort, Kentucky, appear at a
..public hearing for the purpose of complying with the
fuel adjustment regulation contained in 807 KAR2:055.
The purpose of the hearing is to adopt as a part of the
tariffs of this Cooperative a standard fuel adjustment
clause which is required under the regulation
aforesaid.
All members of the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation and the public should be
aware that the Cooperative will also request per-
mission to deviate from the standard fuel adjustment
clause in order to prevent a rate increase for certain
-classes of members. If the deviation is not allowed,
then the following classes of members will have their
rates increased as a result of compliance with the
standard fuel adjustment clause. ,
The classes of members if deviation is not granted is
as follows; residential, outdoor lighting.
The tariffs are as follows:
'4)SC Requirements:
RESIDENTIAL RATE - SCHEDULE RS-6
Availability
::-This rate shall apply only to electric service to a
-single family dwelling and its appurtenances, where
the major use of electricity is for domestic purposes
such as lighting, household appliances, and the per-
'sonal comfort and convenience of those residing
-therein. Any such dwelling in which space is oc-
leasionally used for the conduct of business by a
:person residing therein may be served under this rate.
AWhere a portion of a dwelling is used regularly for the
Itonduct of business, the electricity consumed in that
-twortion so used shall be separately metered and billed
.under the General Power Rate; if separate circuits
:"are not provided by the customer, service to the entire
-4.premises shall be billed under the General Power
.:Rate.
,.Character of Service
;;Alternating current, single-phase, 60 hertz. Voltage
...supplied shall be the discretion of Distributor and shall
LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
be determined by the voltage available from
distribution lines in the vicinity and-or other con-
ditions. Multi-phase service shall be supplied in ac-
cordance with Distributor's standard policy.
Base Charges
Customer Charge: $2.60 per delivery point per month
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 2.447 cents per
kilowatthour+
Additional Kilowatthours per month at 2.445 cents per
kilowatthour+
+As increased or decreased in accordance with
Appendix 1 to the Schedule of Rates and Charges
Minimum Monthly Bill
The customer charge constitutes the minimum mon-
thly bill for all customers served under this rate
scheduled except those customers for which a higher
minimum monthly bill is required under Distributor's
standard policy because of special circumstances
affecting Distributor's cost of rendering service.
Payment
Bills under this rate schedule will be rendered mon-
thly. Any amount of bill unpaid after due date
specified on bill may be 'subject to additional charges
under Distributor's standard policy.
Single-Point Delivery
The charges under this rate schedule are based upon
the supply of service through a single delivery and
metering point, and at a single voltage. If service is
supplied to the same customer through more than one
point of delivery or at different voltages, the supply of
service at each elivery and metering point and at
each different voltage shall be separately metered and
billed under this rate schedule.
Service is subject to Rules and Regulations of
Distributor
GENERAL POWER RATE — SCHEDULE GS-6
Availability
This rate shall apply to the firm power requirements
for electric service to commercial, industrial, and
governmental customers; institutional customers in-
cluding, without limitation, churches, clubs, frater-
nities, orphanges, nursing homes, rooming or boarding
houses, and like customers, and other customers ex-
cept those to whom service is available under other
resale rate schedules.
Character of Service
LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
Alternating current, single or three-phase, 60 hertz.
Under A below power shall be delivered at a voltage
available in the vicinity or agreed to by Distributor.
Under B below power shall be delivered at a tran-
smission voltage of 161 kV or, if such transmission
voltage is not available, at the highest voltage
available in the vicinity, unless at the customer's
request a lower standard voltage isUreed upon.
Base Charges
A. If the customer's demand for the month and its
contract demand, if any, are each 5,000 kilowatts or
less:
Customer Charge: $3.60 per delivery point per month
Demand Charge:
First 50 kilowatts of demand per month, nnemend
charge
Next 50 kilowatts of demand per month, at $2.10 per
kilowatt
Excess over 100 kilowatts of demand per month, at
$2.20 per kilowatt
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatts per month at 3.879 cents per kWh+ Wh+
Next 14,500 kilowatts per month at 2.979 cents per
kWh+
Next 25,000 kilowatts per month at 2.044 cents per
kWh+
Next 60,000 kilowatts per month at 1.794 cents per
kWh+
— Next 400,000 kilowatts per month at 1.694 cents per
kWh+
Additional kilowatts per month at 1.654 cents per
kWh+
NAIL IF DOWN
4.If you're thinking of advertising in the
local newspaper to boost sales ... you've
hit the nail on the head! A constructive
ad program here can effectively remedy
your business' lagging sales problem in-
expensively. Try newspaper advertising!
Murray
the
 Ledger & Times
103 V 4th St
*INCREASE'? SALES
Ph_753-1919
-As increased or decreased in accordance with
Appendix 1 to the Schedule of Rates and Charges.
B. If either the customer's demand for the month or
its contract demand is greater than 5,000 kilowatts:
Customer Charge: $1,000 per delivery point per month
Demand Charge: $1.91 per kilowatt of demand per
month
Additional charge for any demand in excess of
customer's contract demand: $1.91 - per kilowatt per
month.
Energy Charge: 1.600 cents per kilowatthour per
month for first 20,000,000 as increased or decreased in
accordance with Appendix 1 to the Schedule of Rates
and Charges.
Facilities Rental Charge Applicable Under B Above
There shall be no facilities rental charge under this
rate schedule for delivery at bulk transmission voltage
levels of 161 kV or higher. For delivery at less than
161 kV, there shall be added to the customer's bill a
facilities rental charge. This charge will be 20 cents
per kW per month except for delivery at voltages
below 46 kV, in which case the charge shall be 55
cents per kW per month for the first, 10,000 kW and 30
cents per kW per month for the excess over 10,000 kW.
Such charge shall be applied to the customer's
currently effective contract demand and shall be in
addition to all other charges under this rate schedule in-
cluding minimum bill charges.
OUTDOOR LIGHTLNG RATE — SCHEDULE LS
Availability
Available for service to street arid- park lighting
systems, traffic signal systems, athletic field lighting
installations (during prescribed use-period), and
outdoor lighting for individual customers.
PART A — CHARGES FOR STREET AND PARK
LIGHTING SYSTEMS, TRAFFIC SIGNAL SYSTEMS,
AND ATHLETIC FIELD LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS
I. Energy Charge: 2.608 cents per kilowatthour as
increased or decreased in accordance with Appendix 1
to the Schedule of Rates and Charges
II. Investment charge:
The annual investment charge shall be 12 percent of
the installed cost to Distributor's electric t,system of
the facilities devoted to street and park lighting ser-
vice specified in this Part A. Such installed cost shall
be recomputed on July 1 of each year, or more often
if substantial changes in the facilities are made. Each
month, one-twelfth of the then total annual investment;
charge shall be billed to the customer. If any part of
the facilities has not been provided at the electric
system's expense or if the installed cost of any portion
thereof is reflected on the books of another
municipality or agency or department, the annual
investment charge shall be adjusted to reflect properly
the remaining cost to be borne by the electric system.
APPENDIX 1
(Appendix to Schedule of
Rates and Charges)
The base energy charge in the designated rate





Additional kWh Add (100 X A)
Add kWh Sales Add (.829 X A)-.488
+Exempt kWh is defined as 550 kWh multiplied by the
total number of residential customers served by
Distributor during June preceding the beginning of
each fiscal year (October 1-September 30) of ,ap-
plication.
The amounts applicable for ''A" under Energy Charge
per kWh shall be determined for each month by ap-
plying data from TVA's actual operations to the
following formula. These calculated amounts will be
published on or about the 15th of the month preceding
the month ofapplication- and will beirpplicable to bill
rendered from meter readings taken for TVA and
Distributor monthly billing cycles scheduled to begin
on or after the second day of each calendar month
beginning July 2, 1977.
A-
C( B-0.750e + F( E-0. 750e )
LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
Where:
- Amount of increase or decrease in cents per kWh
for the month of application for changes in the cost of
the fuel and of power and energy receipts from other
electric power systems.
B - Fuel expense in cents per kWh for net commercial
thermal generation for the second preceding month.
C - Total net generation from commercial thermal
generating units in kWh for the second preceding
month.
D - Total sales of energy in kWh during the second
preceding month.
E - Expense in cents per kWh of purchased power and
interchange (billed economy and nonreplacement
energy) received for the second preceding month.
F - Total amount of purchase power and interchange
(billed economy and nonreplacement energy) received
for the second preceding month.
G - Total amount of exempt energy sold under
Wholesale Power Rate WS during second preceding
month.
(1) The fuel clause shall provide for periodic ad-
justment per KWH of sales equal to the difference
between the fuel costs per KWH sale in the base





Where F is the wholesale cost fuel in the bass' (b) and
current (m) periods, all as defined below:
(2) FB-SB shall be so determined that on the effective
date of the commission's approval of the utility's ap-
plication of the formula, the resultant adjustment will be
equal to zero (0).
Deviation Requested:
APPENDIX 1
(May 1977 Appendix to
Schedule of Rates and Charges)
The base energy charge in the designated rate
schedules shall be adjusted as follows:






General Power Rates - GS Series
Enery Charge
Per KWH
Add (1.00 X A)
Add (1.10 X A) - .648
Customers billed under Part
First 15,000 kWh Add (1.08 X A) - .636
Additional kWh Ad44)4P3 X A) - .607
Customers billed under Part "B"
First 20,000,000 kWh Add (1.03 X A) - .107
Additional kWh Add (1.00 X A) - .6110
Outdoor Lighting Rate - LS, Part A Add (1.06 X A) -
.624
+Exempt kWh is defined as 550 kWh multiplied by the
total number of residental customers served by
Distributor during June preceding the beginning of
each fiscal year (October 1-September 30) of ap-
plication.
The amounts applicable for "A" under Energy Charge
Per kWh shall be determined for each month by efi-
plying data from TVA's actual operations to the
following formula. These calculated amounts will be
published on or about the 15th of the month preceding
the month of application and will be applicable to bills
rendered from meter readings taken for TVA and
Distributor monthly billing cycles scheduled to begin
on or after the second day of each calendar month




A - Amount of increase or decrease in cents per kWh
for the month of application for changes in the costs of
mei and of power ana energy receipts from other
electric power systems.
B - Fuel expense in cents per kWh for net commercial
thermal generation for the second month.
C - Total net generation from commercial thermal
generating units in kWh for the second preceding
month.
D - Total sales of energy in kWh during the second
preceding month.
E - Expense in cents per kWh of purchased power and
interchange (billed economy and nonreplacement
energy) received for the second preceding month.
F - Total amount of purchased power and interchange
(billed economy and nonreplacement energy) received
for the second preceding month.
G - Total amount of exempt energy sold under
WhOlesale Power Rate WS during second preceding
month.
(1) The fuel clause shall provide for periodic ad-
justment per kWh of sales equal to the' difference
between the fuel coats per kWh sale in the base period •
and in the qurrent period ,according to the following_
formula:
Adjustment Factor-
- Ftrai - F(b) -
S(m) - S(b) -
Where F is the expense of fossil fuel in the bale. (b)'
and current (m) periods; and S is sales in the base
(b) and current (m) periods, all as defined below;
(2) FR-SB shall be so determined that on the ef-
fective date of the commission's approval of the
utility's application of the formula, the resultant ad-
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I. LEGAL NOTICE I. LEGAL NOTICE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court
Coombe' land Valley Metals, Inc.,
Plaintiff
Versus






By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of
the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the. May
26th Term thereof, 1978, in the above cause, for
the sum of Forty-five Thousand Seven Hundred
Sixteen and 13/100 Dollars ($45,716.13), with in-
terest at the rate of Ten Percent (10%) per an-
nom from the llth day of March, 1976, until paid,
and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 25th day of September,
1978, at 1:00 o'clock, p.m. or thereabout, upon a
credit of six months, the following described
property, to-wit:
Tract 1.
BEGINNING at a stake at the Northeast In-
tersection of .a 40 foot road running East and
West and the State Highway just East of and
paralleling the railroad adjoiniag the City of
Murray, Kentucky; thence East with North edge
of said road 363 feet to an iron stake; thence Nor-
th 100 feet to an iron stake; thence West 363 feet
to an iron stake in the East edge of Highway;
thence South with said Highway 100 feet to the
point of beginning.
Tract 2.
A part of Section 26, Township 2, Range 4 East.
Beginning at a stake in the East edge of In-
dustrial Avenue, the Northeast corner of Gran-
tee's present lot; thence North with said
Avenue 86 feet to a stake; thence East 363 feet to
a stake; thence South 86 feet to a stake at the cor-
ner of Grantee's lot; thence West with their line
363 feet to the point of beginning.
These parcels being the same land conveyed to
L. D. Miller to Buel E. Stalls by deed dated Mar-
ch 10, 1970, and recorded in Book 143, Page 309 in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
Tract 3.
The South half of the North half of Lot No. 149 in
Bolen's Enlargement to the Town of Murray,
Kentucky, plat of same recorded in Deed book
"P" at Page No. 117 in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court. The alley on the nor-
th side of the lot herein conveyed' and described
to stay an open alley. Said lot herein conveyed
being sixty (60) feet, running north and south,
and about 275 feet, running east and west.
This tract being the same land conveyed by
James Robert Streff and wife, Owen Jeanette
Streff to Buel E. Stalls and wife, Mildred K.
Stalls, by deed dated April 2, 1966, and recorded
in Deed Book 125, page 545 in the Calloway Coun-
ty Clerk's office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bid-
















$28.00 per hour. C811753-6311
NOTICE
The annual Stockholders meeting of
The Calloway County Soil Improvement
Assn. (Coop) will be held at 6:30 p.m. at
the Colonial House Smorgasbord on Sep-
tember 18th, 1978. Tickets can be ob-







GLASS WORK. Auto glass
installed, store front work,
custom made picture
frames, tub and shower
enciosurers, storm doors and
windows repair or replace.
Plate glass, window glass,
plex a glass, insulated glass
and mirrors. Patio doors
repair or replace. Also small
home improvement work. M
G Complete Glass, 816










AMVETS POST 45 will have
their family picnic Sunday
afternoon Sept. 17. Bring a
covered dish
FINANCE MANAGER
Opening in local area, for experienced
loan manager, 3 years minimum ex-
perience. Full insurance program,
profit sharing, bonus and retirement.







I LARRY L. WILSON, am no
longer responsible for any
other debts than my own as








Joyce Mayer is now employed
at the Beauty Box, Dixieland
Center. She invites all her .
friends to call for an ap-
pointment.
753-7132
WHAT WE do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.
























. CARD OF THANKS
OUR HEARTS were over
whelmed at the many cards,
gifts and visits of friends at
our golden wedding an-
niversary celebration on
Sunday, Sept. 3. Thank you
for making it such an en
lovable and memorable day.
The
Tappan Co.
is now accepting applications for hourly employees. Must be willingto work any of three shifts and be able to preform a variety of job
skills.
Persons interested should apply in person at the Personnel Office of
the Tappan Co. Apply Monday through Friday 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. to 12 noon.
The
Tappan Co.
Appliance Group Murray Operation
Murray, Ky. 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer. M/F
"THE CLASSIFIEDS
S. LOST & FOUND
"LOST" mans' 1977
CallgwaY County High senior
ring? If found call 753-57011.
There is a reward.
LOST, Black male hound
with white chest. Call 753-
0755
6. HELP WANTED
BRICK LAYERS. 10 Jour-
neyman Masons for concrete
block work. Chestnut Hill
Shopping Center,- Murray
Ky. First building will be a
K-Mart, pay 50 cents per
hour above union scale. Call
759-4590 between 7 am and
3:30 pm.
CAREER MINDED lady




routine and a history of
stable employment. Good
commerce and office skills
and or strong management
experience. Cali for an ap-
pointment at Ky. Candy Co.,
753-4953.
DESK CLERK, full or part
time, all shifts open. Apply in
Person at Regal 8 Inn, 517 S.
12th. No phone calls please.
GENERAL SALESMAN
needed at local store.
Benefits include com-
mission, paid insurance, paid
vacation, etc... Send resume
to P.O.Box 32 Y, Murray, Ky.
42071.
GENERAL WORKERS and
food service Permanent, full




be in good health. Apply in
the office or Personnel
Services, Sparks Hall, MSU.
NEED FULL and part time
stock boys. Apply in person
at Owen Food Mkt. 1407 W
Main.
PART TIME delivery driver,
7-12 am. Must be 21, call 753
0212.
STATION ATTENDANT
wanted. X Cel Oil Company,
403 Sycamore, Murray. Must
be over 18 years old. Appear




AN. Immediate opening for
R. P., AR RT. to work in Trigg
County Community Hospital,
Cadiz, Ky. eau involved,
inquires treated con -
f ident la! I y, salary
negotiable. Contact Mr John
Sims, 1-5223215 from 8-5 or 1-
924-1160 after 6 pm.
SEWING MACHINE
Operators. Sewing ex-
perience prefereo but not
necessary. full time. Apply





benif its, no experience
necessary but helpful Call




Full time - part time at
Minnens, Bel-Air Cen-
ter. Apply in person,
Mon. 1-9, Tues. 10-5.
An Eqwel Opp. implow
WANTED MAN for morning
hours. Fine for a retired
man. College Cleaners, 1411
Olive Blvd. Call 753-3852.
WANTED MAID. Full or
r:Irtustipmlaen,, PmaePriltypay, classb In person
at Regal 8 Inn 517 S. 12th. No
phone calls please..
WANTED MAINTENANCE
man full or part time. All
aspects of remodeling, some
cleaning. Apply in person at












S12,000 per year. Do you hove a family? Do you
wont and need more income? We hove a 5'2,000
per year port time business opportunity for you. No
investment. Regional expansion program. Call or
write NATIONAL SAFETY ASSOCIATES, 3637 Park
Ave., Suite 210. Memphis, Tn. 38111 Coll collect:1-
800 238-5329 or 1-901-4.58-331S
&
For Sale By wners
Shown By App tment
Call
1-442-7848
NEW 3 BR Rock Veneen home in Fairviea Acres
Subdivision. This is near completion. Well built
of high quality material on lot 128' x 256', 3 miles
from Murray off 121 Hwy. SE. It has large living
room, kitchen and dining area separately, 11,4
baths, and enclosed garage. Possession with
deed, at price you can afford. Low 40's.
LOTS, LOTS, LOTS to 1 acre lots some of the
finest in this area. Located on Old Salem Rd,
with beautiful trees, and lots of shade. These lots
are priced to sellat $6,000. Fine open lots in Fair-
view Acres and Lynnwood Estates are $4500,
convenient to Murray. See these for a ,,ite to
build your dream house.
TWO BR MOBILE HOME located just %est of
Lakeway Shores. Completely furnished on lot
100' x 200', has porch. 10' x 5', storage building,
storm cellar, also plenty of room to plact
another mobile home or building on lot. Priced tip
sell at $11,000.
New Three BR Brick veneer home in l,: wood
Estates. This is a home of large rooms on :,)t lOra
x 200'. We want you to see this home an com-
pare. Price $43,500.
LET US DISCUSS THIS-development taainess
with you. 20.9 acres of prime development
property, 1/2 mile S of Oaks Country CIO This
property is clatted for 34 lots. Recorded in the
County Clerk office and approved.
A LARGE 3 BR BRICK home on 121 Haa Iasi
of I.ynnwood Estates on large lot of 141 acres.
This property has a large like-new swimmingtat •
pool. Owner will include pool at price of 547,000
or without for $4j,000. This home has three
--besroinii,--p-rus one great room, iia7ircii1ly new.
Fuhonloung
Realty
2 miles SE on Hwy. 121
Tel. 753-7333
Affer Hours Coll
Forest H. Shoulders 753-8071
Stanley Wilson 753-7133
Fulton E. Toon 753-4946
6. HELP WANTED
WANTED custodian.
Monday through Friday, 8
am 5 pm. Experience
preferred. ApptV at Roses,
Central Shopping Center. An
equal opportunity employer.
WANTED. Reliable middle
aged woman for house work.
Call after 12 noon, 753-5814.
WANTED: Hair dresser. Be





Apply in person after 2 pm.
Trenholms Resturant, 1206
Chestnut.
YORK SPRING Co. Will be
hiring the month of Sep-
tember. Apply at 203 S. 2nd.
St. or call 753-6646 between 7




available. Write C. Hudson, 3
Tandy Center, Ft. Worth,
T. 76102, or call 1-817-336-
3030.
IMMEDIATE OPENING In
Murray area. Age 21 or over;
no over night travel.
Excellent fringe benefits and
opportunity for promotion,
above average earnings, no
experience necessary. Call 1-
247-6867, Mayfield, Ky., 8:30
am to 4:00 pm, Monday
throught Friday.
THE COMMERCIAL AP-
PEAL has route openings in
the City of Murray. Contact
Ray Armatys at 901-587-6673.
11. INSTRUCTIONS
AM LOOKING for guitar
students - all styles - all
ages. Contact Monte Fisher
at Chuck's Music, 753-3682.
12. INSURANCE
HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND




front, three bedroom, two
bath or larger brick home.
Will pay cash or terms. Up to
200 acres adjoining or
seperate location also
desired. Write Thomas
Patton, 252 E Bolivar Or.
Baton Rouge, La. 70815. No
Agents.
WANT TO BUY good used
hay bine, and 10 to 12 ft.
hydraulic
dISc. Call 753-6316 after 5 pm.
WANT TO BUY. Used sliding
glass doors. Call 753-5595 or
-753-5000.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUE RADIO, table
lamps- with matching end
tables, 2 coach lights for
home. Call 753-4736.
BED, Chest, dresser, stove,
refrigerator, table and
writing desk. Call 753-1303.
20-B DOZER with two blades
and rake, a Phelan low boy
wttri truck. Call 901-235-2704.
12 Cu. ft. refrigerator, two
small chest of drawers, black
and white portable tv. 753-
4736.
COLORADO Flagstone










pants, skirts and shirts. Jr.
sizes 5 and 7. Call 753-4763.
FOR SALE: Encyclopedias,
call 435-4426 after 5 pm
LARGE DOG house Big
enough for a German
shepherd dog Not even a
Year old. Also an EUREKA
vacuum cleaner with at
tachments, 14 months old.
Call 753-2746.
4 NEW MAG. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L 60 14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160
Phone: 7537393.
1973 REBUILT Chevy Luv
motor and transmission, plus
may extra parts. Sell all for
$310. Call 753 9400.
SMITH &WESSON model 13-
4" heavy barrel .357
magnum. New in box $145.
Nop_hone so drop a card with




refrigerator. 2 wheel trailer
with metal bed Cali 753 9553
after 5 pm.
TIN 11115110MAIAll I ClICOCI POIINl
PRINTING,• ,•.,•_
102 N. eh 753-5317
FOR ME PHONE RESULTS
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
30" WHITE Norge electric
range, $40. Call 436-5840.
WEED BURNING fence
charger and ideal band
castrator. $30. both. 753-2695.
11/2 X 23 living room carpet,










Service in Paducah call 1-
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
19. FARM EQUIP.
FOR SALE Tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 489-2126.
MURRAY FORD Tractor
has several used tractors,
farm equipment, cars,
trucks, buses, and combines
at discount prices. We will
trade for anything of value.
NEW IDEAL, one row corn




organs, used pianos. Lonarcto
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN.
GIBSON EB-3 bass guitar
with case and Peavey bass
amplifier, 400 series. Also 2
Kustom p.a speaker




piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons age 6
and up-beginners to ad-
vanced. Rental purchase







not be beat anywhere. Shop
for yourself and see. Open





grain fed-aged beef. Front
quarter 79 cents a pound
whole or half 89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter 95 cents
a pound hanging weight.
Food stamps accepted. We
also do custom slaughtering.
Paris Meat Processing, 642-
8201. One mile north of Paris
on old Murray road.
26. TV-RADIO
JUST RECEIVED 30 color tv
sets, console and portable
and 20 black and white
console and portables. Also a
load of refrigerators and
deep freezers. 759-4895
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1970 MODERN AGE 12 X 602
BR, mobile home in fair
condition on extra nice 100 X
175 lot. Has tin storage
building. Priced S7,500. Call
753-6086 after 41 pm.
TRAILER AND lot for sale. 4
miles on E. 91, turn right at
White Camper Sales, turn
right first gravel road-fourth
trailer on right past curve.
Can be seen anytime.
TWO BR Mobile home, 1/2
bath, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric heat.
All new carpets. Cat 759-4085
or 753-5816
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home on lovely 34 acre
landscaped lot. Great in
vestment at $1000, and take
over payments. Call 753-6736
anytime.
12 X 60 mobile home for sale,
central heat and air. 753-3225.
1975 12 X 60, 2 BR, all elec-
tric. unfurnished, like new.
Call 753-3280 before 5 pm.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
12 X 60 2 BR, all electric
mobile home with special
insulation, furnished on one
acre land with large lieood
storage building. Priced
$10,000 or $3,000 down and
take up payments of 9130
monthly. (1977 Warrior
mobile home.) Call 753-8066
after 4 pm.
12 X 60 TWO BR, utility
room, loads of cabinets and
closets plus coat closet. Wall
paper, big water heater,
excellent condition. Shown
by appointment only. Call
489-2774 lafter 5:30 pm.
12 X 60, THREE BR, gas,
Partly furnished, nice drapes
and carpet, air and ap-
pliances. Extra nice, call 753-
/074 or 753-1877.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
2 BR TRAILER for rent,
natural gas heat, large
fenced yard. 18 Shady Oaks,
753.3735-
TWO BEDROOM trailer,10 x
50, newly carpeted, real nice,
east of Almo. Call 759-401141 or'
753-6791.
10 X 402 BR, all electric, with
air, $70 per month. Call 489-
2595.
29. HEATING & COOLING
LARGE Fisher wood heater.
One year old. Call 753-6065.
31. WANT TO RENT
WANT TO SHARE house
near MSU with adult female
graduate or faculity mem-
ber. Call Rebakah Blaine,
753-8325, 8-5 and 753-6577,
after .5 pm. Available
October 1.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR rent.
Close to MSU, no pets call
753-6564.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
2 BR APARTMENT, no pets,
married couples, partly






rooms furnished. 2 blocks
from university. Call 753-4482
after 4 pm. Prefer boys or
men.
ONE BR furnished apart
ment; carpet, washer and
dryer hook-up, central heat,
and air. 1414 Vine St.
3 ROOM furnished apart
ment. Lots of closets, car
pets, garbage disposal,
central heat and air. Can be
seen at Owen Food Mkt. 1407
W. main.
THREE OR FOUR BR
apartment, unfurnished, $225
per month. Call 753-8731.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
NICE TWO BR, unfurnished
house, close to campus,
family only, $365. No pets,
gas heat, 753-1203.









Ferry Morse Seed Co. desires an individual with
office supervision experience for its plant
located in Fulton, Ky. Responsibilities will in-
clude, supervising order processing department,
and general office management functions. Send
resume and salary history to:
PUNT CONTROLLER
FERRY MORSE SEED CO.
P.O. Box 488
Fulton, Ky. 42041
1911 Pontiac Grand Priv, silver and red, extra
sharp.
1911 Pontiac Firebird Esprit,
trade in.
1975 Chrysler New Yorker, red and ready.
1914 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door, good car, needs
paint.
1974 Mercury Montego Brougham, 4 door, double
power and air.
1914 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme coupe, sharp.
1974 Ford Pinto, air and automatic.
1973 Pontiac Grand Prix, sharp, all the extras,
low mileage.
1912 Chevrolet Impala Coupe, double power and
air.
1912 Oldsmobile 88. 4 door, motor only has 20,000
nit es
1979 Buick Skylark.






016 Peal* • C.adlbe
"Satisfied Customers Ate Our
Ma,,, Concern'
1406 West Main - 713-5315
PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., Sept. 23, 1978-1:00 P.M.
14 ACRE FARM - OLDER HOUSE
To Be Offered in 2 Tracts) Owners reserve right to combine
LOCATION : From Cadiz, Ky. travel highway 139 South l's miles and turn right
on highway 801 & go 5 miles & watch for auction signs.
TRACT NO. 1 Consists of Mouse 4 acre This is an older house and other out-
buildings. Would make a fine place to build a new house.
TRACT NO. 2 Consists of 13 acres more or less and is now mostly in corn
Blacktop road frontage.
TERMS: 15 per cent down & balance with deed Possession with deed after
crop.
AUCTIONEERS NOTE: Folks if you are looking for a baby farm or you just want
oo add to your existing land then you should take a look at this one.
9WOHIS, - .
Being Sold to Settle The Estate Of
Mr. Robert-E. Thomas -
Trigg Co. Farmers Bank & Trust Co., Adm.
Sale Conducted By
Blue Grass Auction Service
105 North Dr., Hopkinsville, Ky. 886-0247
Bill Morgan. Broker, Auctioneer CAI.
Gib Flood, Appr. Auctioneer
Tenn. Lip. No. 954
Main St_ Cadiz, Ky. 522-6653
Butch Morgan, Auctioneer
Maxie Peden, Jr., Broker
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LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICI.
LEGAL NOTICE TO
PUBLIC AND MEMBERS OF
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL ELECTRIC .
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
Take notice that West Kentucky Rural Electric
.Cooperative Corporation will on September 28, 1978 at
9 a.m. Eastern Daylight time at the office of the
Public Service Commission of Kentucky, 730 Schenkle
-Lane, P. 0. Box 615, Frankfort, Kentucky, appear at a
:public hearing for the purpose of complying with the
fuel adjustment regulation contained in 807 KAR2:055.
The purpose of the hearing is to adopt as a part of the
tariffs of this Cooperative a standard fuel adjustment
clause which is required under the regulation
aforesaid. .
All members of the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation ,and the public should be
aware that the Cooperative will also request per-
mission to deviate from the standard fuel adjustment
clause in order to prevent a rate increase for certain
classes of members. If the deviation is not allowed,
then the following classes of members will have their
rates increased as a _result of compliance with the
standard fuel adjustment clause.
The classes of members if deviation is not granted is
as follows; residential, outdoor lighting.
The tariffs are as follows:
T'SC Requirements:
RESIDENTIAL RATE - SCHEDULE gS-6
Availability
his rate shall apply only to electric service to a
:single family dwelling and its appurtenances, where
jhe major use of electricity is for domestic purposes
such as lighting, household appliances, and the per-
Ronal comfort and convenience of those residing
_therein. Any such dwelling in which space is oc-
..casionally used for the conduct of- business by a
person residing therein may be served under this rate.
Where s portion of a dwelling is used regularly for the
-isonduct of business, the electricity consumed in that
portion so used shall be separately metered and billed
• ender the General Power Rate; if separate circuits
are not provided by the customer, service to the entire
;.premises shall be billed under the General Power
Rate.
Character of Service
Alternating current, single-phase, 60 hertz.. Voltage
supplied shall be the discretion of Distributor and shall 
LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
be determined by the voltage available from
distribution lines in the vicinity and-or other con-
ditions. Multi-phase service shall be supplied in ac-
cordance with Distributor's standard policy.
Base ,Charges
Customer Charge: 82.60 per delivery point per month
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatthours per month at 2.447 cents per
kilowatthour+
Additional Kilowatthours per month at 2.445 cents per
kilowatthour+
+As increased or decreased in accordance with
Appendix 1 to the Schedule of Rates and Charges
Minimum Monthly Bill
The customer charge constitutes the minimum mon-
thly bill for all customers served under this rate
scheduled except those customers for which a higher
minimum monthly bill is required under Distributor's
standard policy because of sfiecial circumstances
affecting Distributor's cost of rendering service.
Payment
Bills under this rate schedule will be rendered mon-
thly. Any amount of bill unpaid after due date
specified on bill may be' subject to additional charges
under Distributor's standard policy.
Single-Point Delivery
The charges under this rate schedule are based upon
the supply of service through a single delivery and
metering point, and at a single voltage. If service is
supplied to the same customer through more than one
point of delivery or at different voltages, the supply of
service at each delivery and metering point and at
each different voltage shall be separately metered and
billed under this rate schedule.
Service is subject to Rules and Regulations of
Distributor
GENERAL POWER RATE — SCHEDULE GS-6
Availability
This rate shall apply to the firm power requirements
for electric service to commercial, industrial, and
governmental customers; institutional customers in-
cluding, without limitation, churches, clubs, frater-
nities, orphanges,- nursing homes, rooming or boarding
houses, and like customers, and other Customers ex-




If you're thinking of advertising in the
local newspaper to boost sales ... you've
hit 'the nail on the head! A constructive
ad program here c4n effectively remedy
your business' lagging sales problem in-
expensively. Try newspap,er advertising!
AP the
Murray Ledger 8r Times _
103 N. 4th St
*INCREASED SALES
Ph. 753-1919
LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL NOTICE
Alternating current, single or three-phase, 60 hertz.
Under A below power shall be delivered at a voltage
available in the viciniey, or agreed to by Distributor.
Under B below power shall be delivered at a tran-
smission voltage of 161 kV or, if such transmission
voltage is not available, at the highest voltage
available in the vicinity, unless at the customer's
request a lower standard voltage is agreed upon.
Base Charges
A. If the customer's demand for the month and its
contract demand, if any, are each 5,000 kilowatts or
less:
Customer Charge: $3.60 per delivery point per month
Demand Charge:
First 50 kilowatts, of demand per month, no demand
charge
Next 50 kilowatts of demand per month, at $2.10 per
kilowatt
Excess over 100 kilowatts of demand per month, at
$2.20 per kilowatt
Energy Charge:
First 500 kilowatts per month at 3.879 cents per kWh+ Wh+
Next 14,500 kilowatts per month at 2.979 cents per
kWh+
Next 25,000 kilowatts per month at 2.044 cents per
kWh+
Next 60,000 kilowatts per month at 1.794 cents per
kWh+
Next 400,000 kilowatts per month at 1.694 cents per
kWh+
Additional kilowatts per month at 1.654 cents per
kWh+
—As increased or decreased in accordance with
Appendix 1 to the Schedule of Rates and Charges.
B. If either the customer's demand for the month or
its contract demand is greater than 5,000 kilowatts:
Customer Charge: $1,000 per delivery point per month
Demand Charge: •$1.91 per kilowatt of demand per
month
Additional charge for any demand in, excess of
customer's contract demand: $1.91 - per kilowatt per
month.
Energy Charge: 1.600 cents per kilowatthour per
month for first 20,000,000 as increased or decreased in
accordance with Appendix 1 to the Schedule of Rates
and Charges.
Facilities Rental Charge Applicable Under B Above
There shall be no facilities rental charge under this
rate schedule for delivery at bulk transmission voltage
levels of 161 kV or higher. For delivery at less than
161 kV, there shall be added to the customer's bill a
facilities rental charge. This charge will be 20 cents
per kW per month except for delivery at voltages
below 46 kV, in which case the charge shall be 55
cents per kW per month for the first, 10,000 kW and 30
cents per kW per month for the excess over 10,000 kW.
Such charge shall be applied to the customer's
currently effective contract demand and shall be in
addition to all other charges under this rate schedule in-
cluding minimum bill charges.
OUTDOOR LIGHTING RATE — SCHEDULE LS
Availability
Available for service to street and park lighting
systems, traffic signal systems, athletic field lighting
installations !during prescribed use-period), and
outdoor lighting for individual customers.
PART A — CHARGES FOR STREET AND PARK
LIGHTING SYSTEMS, TRAFFIC SIGNAL SYSTEMS,
AND ATHLETIC FIELD LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS
I. Energy Charge: 2.608 cents per kilowatthour as
increased or decreased in accordance with Appendix 1
to the Schedule of Rates and Charges
II. Investment Charge:
The annual investment charge shall be 12 percent of
the installed cost to Distributor's electric system of
the facilities devoted to street and park lighting ser-
vice specified in this Part A. Such installed cost shall
be recomputed on July 1 of each year, or more often
if substantial changes in the facilities are made. Each
month, one-twelfth of the then total annual investment
charge shall be billed to the customer. If any part of
the facilities has not been provided at the electric
system's expense or if the installed cost of any portion
thereof is reflected on the books of another
municipality or agency or department, the annual
investment charge shall be adjusted to reflect properly
the remaining cost to be borne by the electric system.
APPENDIX 1
(Appendix to Schedule of
Rates and Charges)
The base energy charge in the designated rate





Additional kW— Add (1.00 X A)
Add kWh Sales Add (.829 X A-,488
+Exempt kWh is defined as 550 kWh multiplied by the
total • number of residential customers served by
Distributor during June preceding the beginning of
each fiscal year (October 1-September 30) of ap-
plication.
The amounts applicable for "A" under Energy Charge
per kWh shall be determined for each month by ap-
_plying. data from .TVA's actual operations to the
following formula. 'ffiese calculafed.
published on or about the 15th of the month preceding
the month of application and will be applicdble to bills
rendered from meter readings taken for TVA and
Distributor monthly billing cycles scheduled to begin
on or after the second day of each calendar month
beginning July 2, 1977.
A-
C( B-0.750e F (
.96 D-G)
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Where:
A - Amount of increase or decrease in cents per kWh
for the month of application for changes in the cost of
the fuel and of power and energy receipts from other
electric power systems.
B - Fuel expense in cents per kWh for net commercial
thermal generation for the second preceding month.
C - Total net generation from commercial thermal
generating units in kWh for the second preceding
month.
D - Total sales of energy in kWh during the second
preceding month.
E - Expense in cents per kWh of purchased power and
interchange (billed economy and nonreplacement
energy) received for the second preceding month.
F - Total amount of purchase power and interchange
(billed economy and nonreplacement energy) received
for the second preceding month.
G - Total amount of exempt energy sold under
Wholesale Power Rate WS during second preceding
month.
(1) The fuel clause shall provide for periodic ad-
justment per KWH of sales equal to the difference
between the fuel costs per KWH sale in the base





Where F is the wholesale cost fuel in the base (b) and
current ( m) periods, all as defined below:
(2) FB-SB shall be so determined that on the effective
date of the commission's approval of the utility's ap-
plication of the formula, the resultant adjustment will be
equal to zero (0).
Deviation Requested:
APPENDIX 1
(May 1977 Appendix to
Schedule of Rates and Charges)
The base energy charge in the designated rate
schedules shall be adjusted as follows:

















Add (1.00 X A)
Add (1.10 X A) - .648
Part
Add (1.08 X A) - .636
Add (1.03 X A) - .607
Part "B"
Add (1.03 X Al - .607
Add (1.00 X A) - .589
- IS, Ptrt\A Add (1.06 X A) -
+Exempt kWh is defined as 550 kWh multiplied by the
total number of residental customers served by
Distributor during June preceding the beginning of
each fiscal year (October 1-September 30) of ap-
plication.
The amounts applicable for "A" under Energy Charge
Per kWh shall be determined for each month by ap-
plying data from TVA's actual operations to the
following formula. These calculated amounts will be
published on or about the 15th of the month preceding
the month of application and will be applicable to bills
rendered from meter readings taken for TVA and
Distributor monthly billing cycles scheduled to begin
on or after the second day of each calendar month
beginning July 2, 1977.
C 13-0.750f) + F)E-0.750c)
.95 (D-G)
Where:
A - Amount of increase or decrease in cents per kWh
for the month of application for changes in the costs of
ruei and of power ana energy receipts from other
electric power systems.
B - Fuel expense in cents per kWh for net commercial
thermal generation for the second month.
C - Total net generation from commercial thermal
generating units in kWh for the second preceding
month.
D - Total sales of energy in kWh during the second
preceding mo'nth.
E - Expense in cents per kWh of purchased power and
interchange (billed economy and nonreplacement
energy) received for the second preceding month.
F - Total amount of purchased power and interchange
(billed economy and nonreplacement energy) received
for the second preceding month.
G - Total amount of exempt energy sold under
Wholesale Power Rate WS during second preceding
month.
(1) The fuel clause shall provide for periodic ad-
justment per kWh of sales equal to the difference
between the fuel costs per kWh sale in the base period





Where 1.• is the expense of fossil fuel in the base (b)
and ttrreht (m) periods; and S is sales in the base
(b) and current (m) periods, all as defined below;
(2) FEI-SB shall be so determined that on the ef-
fective date of the commission's approval of the
utility's application of the formula, the resultant ad-




































































































































































1. LEGAL NOTICE 1. LEGAL NOTICE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky,
Calloway Circuit Court
Cumbeiland Volley Metals, Inc.,
Plaintiff
Versus






By virtue of a judgment and order.of sak of
the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the May
26th Term thereof, 1978, in the above cause, for
the sum of Forty-five Thousand Seven Hundred
Sixteen and 13/100 Dollars ($45,716.13), with in-
terest at the rate of Ten Percent (10%) per an-
num from the Ilth day of March, 1976, until paid,
and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of
Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
public auction on the 25th day of September,
1978, at 1:00 o'clock, p.m. or thereabout, upon a
credit of six months, the following described
property, to-wit:
Tract 1.
BEGINNING at a stake at the Northeast In-
tersection of a 40 foot road running East and
West and the State Highway just East of and
paralleling the railroad adjoining the City of
Murray, Kentucky; thence East with North edge
of said road 363 feet to an iron stake; thence Nor-
th 100 feet to an iron stake; thence West 363 feet
to an iron stake in the East edge of Highway;
thence South with said Highway 100 feet to the
point of beginning.
Tract 2.
A part of Section 26, Township 2, Range 4 East.
Beginning at a stake in the East edge of In-
dustrial Avenue, the Northeast corner of Gran-
tee's present 19t; thence North with said
Avenue 86 feet to a stake; thence East 363 feet to
a stake; thence South 86 feet to a stake at the cor-
ner of Grantee's lot; thence West with their line
363 feet to the point of beginning.
These parcels being the same land conveyed to
L. D. Miller to Buel E. Stalls by deed dated Mar-
ch 10, 1970, and recorded in Book 143, Page 309 in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
Erect 3.
The South half of the North half of Lot No. 149 in
Bolen's Enlargement to the Town of Murray,
Kentucky, plat of same recorded in Deed book
"P" at Page No. 117 in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court. The alley on the nor-
th side of the lot herein conveyed and described
to stay an open alley. Said lot herein conveyed
being sixty (60) feet, running north and south,
and about 275 feet, running east and west.
This tract being the same land conveyed by
James Robert Streff and wife, Owen Jeanette
Streff to Buel E. Stalls and wife, Mildred K.
Stalls, by deed dated April 2, 1966, and recorded
in Deed Book 125, page 545 in the Calloway Coun-
ty Clerk's office.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bid-
















$28.00 per hour Call 753-6311
NOTICE
The annual Stockholders meeting of
The Calloway County Soil Improvement
Assn. (Coop) will be held at 6:30 p.m. at
the Colonial House Smorgasbord on Sep-
tember 18th, 1978. Tickets can be ob-
tained at the Coop Store for $1.00 each.
FINANCE MANAGER
Opening in local area, for experienced
loan manager, 3 years minimum ex-
perience. Full insurance program,
profit sharing, bonus and retirement.
Call for an appointment.
W.N. Stein, 753-2325







GLASS WORK. Auto glass
installed, store front work,
custom made picture
frames, tub and shower
enclosurers, storm doors and
windows repair or replace.
Plate glass, window glass,
plex-a-glass, insulated glass
and mirrors. Patio doors
repair or replace. Also small
home improvement work. M
& G Complete Glass, 816











AMVETS POST 45 will have
their family picnic Sunday







I LARRY L. WILSON, am no
longer responsible for any
other debts than my own as








Joyce Mayer is now employed
at the Beauty Box, Dixieland
Center She invites all her
friends to call for an ap-
pointment.
753-7132
WHAT WE oo best is care.
Needllne, 753-6333.
























. CARD OF THANKS
OUR HEARTS were over-
whelmed at the many cards,
gifts and visits of friends at
our golden wedding an-
niversary celebration on
Sunday, Sept. 3. Thank you
for making it such an en.
lovable and memorable day.
The
Tappan Co.
is now accepting applications for houdy employees. Must be willing
to work any of three shifts and be able to preform a variety of job
Persons interested should apply in person at the Personnel Office of
the Tappan Co. Apply Monday through Friday 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. to 12 noon.
The
Tappan Co.
'Appliance Group Murray Operation
Murray, Ky. 42071
An Equal.Opportunity Employer. M/F
S. LOST & FOUND
"LOST" mans' 1977
Calloway County High senior
ring. If found call 7515708.
There is a reward.
LOST, Black male hound
with white chest. Call 753-
0755.
6. HELP WANTED
BRICK LAYERS. 11.1 Jour-
neyman Masons for concrete
block work. Chestnut Hill
Shopping Center, Murray
Ky. First building will be a
K-Mart, pay 50 cents per
hour above union scale. Call
759 4590 between 7 am and
3:30 pm.
CAREER MINDED lady




routine and a history of
stable employment. Good
commerce and office skills
and or strong management
experience. Call for an ap-
pointment at Ky. Candy Co.,
7514953
DESK CLERK, full or part
time, all shifts open. Apply in
person at Regal 8 Inn, 517 S.
12th. No phone calls please.
GENERAL SALESMAN
needed at local store.
Benefits include com-
mission, paid insurance, paid
vacation, etc... Send resume
to P.O. Box 32 Y, Murray, Ky.
42071.
GENERAL WORKERS and
food service. Permanent, full




be in good health. Apply in
the office or Personnel
Services, Sparks Hall, MSU.
NEED FULL and part time
stock boys. Appty in person
at Owen Food Mkt. 1407 W.
Main.
PART TIME delivery driver,
7-12 am. Must be 21, call 753-
0212.
STATION ATTENDANT
wanted. X-Cel Oil Company,
403 Sycamore, Murray. Must
be over 18 years old. Appear




AN Immediate opening for
R. P., ARR T. to work in Trigg
County Community Hospital,
Cadiz, Ky. Call involved,
inquires treated con-
fidentially, salary
negotiable. Contact Mr John
Sims, 1-522-3215 from 8-5 or 1-
424-1160 after 6 pm.
SEWING MACHINE
Operators. Sewing ex.
perlence prefered but not
necessary. full time. Apply





benif its, no experience
necessary but helpful Call




Full time - part time at
Minnens, Bel-Air Cen-
ter. Apply in person,
Mon. 1-9, Tues. 10-5.
An lewd Opp. Implwfw
WANTED MAN for morning
hours. Fine for a retired
man. College Cleaners, 1411
Olive Blvd. Call 753-3852.
WANTED MAID. Full or
Part time, merit pay, class
bonus plan, apply in person
at Regal 8 Inn 517 S. 12th. No
phone calls pleas.
WANTED MAINTENANCE
man full or part time. All
aspects of remodeling, some
cleaning. Apply in person at












512,000 per year. Do you hove a family? 
Do you
wont and need more income? We have a S'2.000
per year port time business opportunity for you. No
investment. Regional expansion program. Coll or
write NATIONAL SAFETY ASSOCIATES, 3637 Park
Ave., Suite 210. Memphis, Tn. 38111. Coll collect: 1-
800-238-5329 or 1-901-458-3315
0410.-




NEW 3 BR Rock Veneen home in Fairview Acres
Subdivision. This is near completion. Well built
of high quality material on lot 128' x 256', 3 Miles
from Murray off 121 Hwy. SF. It has large living
room, kitchen and dining area separately, Pi
baths, and enclosed garage. Possession with
deed, at price you can afford. Loss 40's.
LOTS, LOTS, LOTS 34 to 1 acre lots some of the
finest in this area. Located on Old Salem Rd,
with beautiful trees, and lots of shade. These lots
are priced to sell at $6,000. Fine open lots in Fair-
view Acres and Lynnwood Estates are $4500,
convenient to Murray. See these for a cite to
build your dream house.
TWO BR MOBILE HOME located just vest of
Lakeway Shores. Completely furnished on lot
100' x 200', has porch. 10' x 5', storage building,
storm cellar, also plenty of room to place
another mobile home or building on lot. PrIced to
sell at $11,000.
New Three BR Brick veneer home in I
Estates. This is a home of large rooms on lot 106'
x 200'. We want you to see this home and com-
pare. Price $43,500.
LET US DISCUSS THIS development bil,iness
with you, 20.9 acres of prime development
property, 1/2 mile S of Oaks Country Glut This
property is clatted for 34 lots. Recorded in the
County Clerk office and approved.
A LARGE 3 BR BRICK home on 121 Uw US E
of I.ynnwood Estates on large lot of J3 Acres.
This property has a large' like-new swiii.ming
pool. Owner will include pool at price of S47,000
or without for $41,000. This home has three
beitoom..plus one great Morn. prartieolb 1104._
Fulton Young -
Realty
2 miles SE on Hwy. 121
Tel. /53-7333
After Hours Call
Forest H. Shoulders 753-11071
Stanley Wilson 753-7133
Fulton E. Town 153-4946
6. HELP WANTED
WANTED Custodian
Monday through Friday, 8
am 5 pm. Experience
preferred. Apply at Roses,
Central Shopping Center. An
equal opportunity employer.
WANTED. Reliable middle
aged woman for house work.
Call after 12 noon, 753-5814.
WANTED: Hair dresser. Be





Apply in person after 2 pm.
Trenholms Resturant, 1206
Chestnut.
YORK SPRING Co. Will be
hiring the month of Sep-
tember. Apply at 203 S. 2nd.
St. or call 753-6646 between 7




available. Write C. Hudson, 3
Tandy Center, Ft. Worth,
TX. 76102, or call 1-817-336-
3030.
IMMEDIATE OPENING in
Murray area. Age 21 or over;
no over night travel.
Excellent fringe benefits and
opportunity for promotion,
above average earnings, no
experience necessary. Call 1-
247-6867, Mayfield, Ky., 8:30
am to 4:00 pm, Monday
throught Friday.
THE COMMERCIAL AP-
PEAL has route openings in
the City of Murray. Contact
Ray Armatys at 901-587-6673.
11, INSTRUCTIONS
AM LOOKING for guitar
students - all styles - all
ages. Contact Monte Fisher
at Chuck's Music, 753-3682.
12. INSURANCE
HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE
25% DISCOUNT IF YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE 302 N. 12TH
733-3263.
14. WANT TO BUY
COUPLE WANTS water-
front, three bedroom, two
bath or larger brick home.
Will Pay cash or terms. Up to
200 acres adjoining or
seperate location also
desired. Write Thomas
Patton, 252 E. Bolivar Dr.
Baton Rouge, La. 70815 No
Agents.
WANT TO BUY .good used
hay bine, and 10 to 12 ft.
hydraulic
disc. Call 753-6316 after 5 pm.
WANT TO BUY. Used sliding
glass doors. Call 753-5595 or
753 5000.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
ANTIQUE RADIO, table
lamps with matching end
tables, 2 coach lights for
home. Call 753-4736.
BED, Chest, dresser, stove,
refrigerator, table and
writing desk. Call 753-1303.
20-B DOZER with two blades
and rake, a Phelan low boy
with truck. Call 901-235-2704.
12 Cu. ft. refrigerator, two
smay chest of drawers, black
and white portable N. 753-
4736.
COLORADO Flagstone










Pants, skirts and shirts. Jr.
sites 5 and 7. Call 753-4763.
FOR SALE: Encyclopedias,
call 435-4426 after 5 pm
LARGE DOG house. Big
enough for a German
shepherd dog Not even a
year old. Also an EUREKA
vacuum cleaner with at
tachrnents, 14 months old,
Call 753-2766.
4 NEW MAG. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L 60 14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160
Phone: 753 7393.
1973 REBUILT Chevy Luv
motor and transmission, plus
may extra parts. Sell all for
$340. Call 753 9400.
SMITH & WESSON model 13-
4" heavy barrel 357
magnum. New in box $145.
No phone so drop a card with




refrigerator 2 wheel trailer




182 N. 416 753-5317
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
30" WHITE Norge electric
range, $40. Call 436-5840.
WEED BURNING fence
charger and ideal band
castrator. 630, both. 753-2695.
11/2 X 23 living room carpet,










Service in Paducah call 1-
443-6469. In Murray call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760.
19. FARM EQUIP.
FOR SALE Tobacco and
tomato Sticks. Call 489-2126.
MURRAY FORD Tractor
has several used tractors,
farm equipment, cars,
trucks, buses, and combines
at discount prices. We will
trade for anything of value.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
12 X 60 2 BR, all electric
mobile home with special
insulation, furnished on one
acre land with large wood
storage building. Priced
$10,000 or $3,000 down and
take up payments of $136
monthly. (1977 Warrior
mobile home.) Call 753-8086
after 4 pm.
12 X 60 TWO BR, utility
room, loads of cabinets and
closets plus coat closet. Wall
paper, big water, heater,
excellent conireh. Shown
by appointme t only. Call
49 2774 after 5:30 pm.
12 X 60, THREE BR, gas,
Partly furnished, nice drapes
and carpet, air and ap-
pliances. Extra nice, call 753
4074 or 753-1877.
28. MOB. HOME RENTS
2 BR TRAILER for rent,
natural gas heat, large
fenced yard. 18 Shady Oaks,
753-3735.
TWO BEDROOM trailer,10 x
50, newly carpeted, real nice,
east of Almo. Call 759-4064 or
753-6791.
10 X AO 2 BR, al6ejectric, with
air, $70 per month. Call 489-
2595.
29. HEATING & COOLING
 LARGE Fisher wood heater.
N;'.4ett IDEAL, one row corn One year old. Call 753-6085.




organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN.
GIBSON EB-3 bass guitar
with case and Peavey bass
amplifier, 400 series. Also 2
Kustom p.a. speaker




piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons age 6
and up-beginners to ad-
vanced. Rental purchase







not be beat anywhere. Shop
for yourself and see. Open





grain fed-aged beef. Front
quarter 79 cents a pound.
whole or half 89 cents a
pound. Hind quarter 95 cents
a pound hanging weight.
Food stamps accepted. We
also do custom slaughtering.
Paris Meat Processing, 642-
8201. One mile north of Paris
on old Murray road.
26. TV-RADIO
JUST RECEIVED 30 color iv
sets, console and portable
and 20 black and white
console and portables. Also a
load of refrigerators and
deep freezers. 759•4895.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1970 MODERN AGE 12 X 60 2
BR, mobile home in fair
condition on extra nice 100 X
175 lot. Has tin storage
building. Priced $7,500, Call
7518066 after 4 pm.
TRAILER AND lot for wole. 4
miles on E. 94, turn right at
White Camper Sales, turn
right first gravel road, fourth
trailer on right past curve
Can be seen anytime.
TWO BR Mobile home, 1/2
bath, coppertone kitchen,
eyelevel oven, washer and
dryer, gas and electric heat.
All new carpets. Cal 759-4085
or 753-5816.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home on lovely 3.4 acre
landscaped lot. Great in-
vestment at $1000, and take
over payments. Call 753-4736
anytime.
12 X 60 mobile home for sale,
central heat and air 753-3225
1975 12 X 60, 2 BR, all elec
tric, unfurnished, like new.
Call 753-3280 before 5 pm,
31. WANT TO RENT
WANT TO SHARE house
near MSU with adult female
graduate or faculity mem-
ber. Call Rebakah Blaine,
753-8325, 8-5 and 753-6577,
after 5 pm. Available
October 1.
32, APTS. FOR RENI
APARTMENT FOR rent
Close to MSU, no pets call
753-6564.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
2 BR APARTMENT, no pets,
married couples, partly






rooms furnished. 2 blocks
from university. Call 753-4482
after 4 pm. Prefer boys or
men.
ONE BR furnished apart-
ment; carpet, washer and
dryer hook-up, central heat,
and air. 1414 Vine St.
3 ROOM furnished apart-
ment. Lots of closets, car-
pets, garbage disposal,
central heat and air. Can be
seen at Owen Food Mkt. 1407
W. main.
THREE OR FOUR BR
apartment, unfurnished, $225
per month. Call 753-8731.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
NICE TWO BR, unfurnished
house, close to campus,
family only, $165. No pets,
gas heat, 753-1203.









Ferry Morse Seed Co. desires an individual with
office supervision experience for its plant
located in Fulton, Ky. Responsibilities will in-
clude, supervising order processing department,
and general office management functions. Send
resume and salary history to:
PLANT CONTROLLER
FERRY MORSE SEED CO.
P.O. Box 488
Fulton, Ky. 42041
1977 Pontiac Grand Prix, silver and red, extra
sharp.
1977 Pontiac Firebird Esprit, sharp, new car
trade in.
1975 Chrysler New Yorker, red and ready.
1974 Oldsmobile 98, 4 door, good car, needs
paint.
1974 Mercury Montego Brougham, 4 door, double
power and air.
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe, sharp.
1974 Ford Pinto, air and automatic.
1973 Pontiac Grand Prix, sharp, all the extras,- -
low mileage.
1972 Chevrolet Impala Coupe, double power and
air.
1972 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door, motor only has 20,000
miles.
1979 Buick Skylark.




Oftla P•wthw - Codling
-Satisfied Customers Are Ow
Atm., Concern-
1406 West Ma.. 753-5315
PUBLIC AUCTION
Sat., Sept. 23, 1978-1:00 P.M.
14 ACRE FARM - OLDER HOUSE
IT() Re Offered in 2 Tract-si Owners reserve right to combine.
LOCATION: From Cadiz, Ky. travel highway 139 South 1"7 miles and turn right
on highway 807 1 go 5 miles I watch for auction signs.
TRACT NO. 1 Consists of House acre This is an older house and other out-
buildings. Would make a fine place to build a new house.
TRACT NO. 2 Consists of 13 acres More or less and is now mostly in corn
Blacktop road frontage.
TERMS: 15 per cent down & balance with deed Possession with deed after
crop.
AUCTIONEERS NOTE: Folks if you are looking for a baby farm or you just want
to add to your existing land then you should take a look at this one.
OWNERS:
Being Sold to Settle The Vitale Of=
Mr. Robert E. Thomas
Trigg Co. Farmers Bank I Trust Co., !him
Sale Conducted By
Blue Grass Auction Service
305 North Dr.. Hopkinsville. Ky. 886-0247 Main St., Cadiz, Ky. 522-6653
Bill Morgan, Broker, Auctioneer CAL Butch Morgan, Auctioneer
Gib Flood, Appr. Auctioneer Maxie Peden, Jr., Broker
Tenn. Lie. No. 954
P AGE 14 THE MURRAY, LEDGER dr TIMES, Friday, September
PA(
*PRESCRIPTIONS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LE ADLNIC BRANDS Of COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
o o mar e e
EL PETS-SUPPLIES.
e.KC Cocker Spaniel. one
black, two blonde puppies.
05 each 1 527 8383 after 5
JKC REGISTERED poodle
pples Call 753 7131
OR SALE Toy terrier Fox
rrier pups. Excellent
mpanions for children or
adults. Good squirrel dogs.
Call 753 6505 after Spm
41. PUBLIC SALES
CARPORT SALE. 4 party,
Saturday 8 5, 823 N. 19th St.
S.ots of childrens' and adults
Voting. Good qu-ality all
fifes. Plants, 
glassware,






tember 16 9 am-5 pm.
Miscellaneous house hold
items, books and clothing for
children -and adults.
FLEA MARKET, Sept. 16,
Saturday all day. On Hwy 121
E near New Concord, Ky.
ben left Hwy 280 E about S
miles Watch for sign. Rain
or shine.
GARAGE SALE. Saturday,
Sept 16, 8 am-5 pm at the
Stanley Producton Office,
next to Rib Shack on Cold-
water Rd. Loads of nice
School clothes, new items,
collectors bottles. 9 x 12 rug




.at , all day. Bicycles,
copper tone range hood.
Clothes vallet, clock radio
tots of miscellaneous,
clothing: boys. 6 10, shoes,
t½-7": ladies Et 10, shoes, 6;
iyiens large, shoes, 9
LARGE GARAGE sale'
Saturday, 8-4, 121 S., 3rd road
to right (Neale Road), 3rd




pictures. small oak table
With two chairs, draperies
and bed spreads, sewing
machine with desk cabinet,
laundry tub and stand, toys
and childerns' clothing, and
much Saturday only from 8
2, 1203 Vine St






Dudly, watch for signs.
3 PARTY yard sale,
Saturday, Sept 16, 9-3. Lots
of children clothes, toys,
household items and much
more 106 N. 10th St.
PATIO,SALE. Baby items:
back pack, walker, playpen,
stroller, bed, clothes, (boys'
sizes 0-4), maternity clothes
sizes 10, electric logs, por-
table clothes dryer. curtains.
Winter coats, more. Friday,
12 7, Saturday, $12. Can-




Friday and Saturday, 15 and
16. Williams Body Shop on
industrial Rd. near railroad
track. Will be held again on
Friday and Saturday Sept. 22
and 23.
TAPPAN STOVE,
typewriter, color tv, tires,
drapes, pictures, tape
player, clothes and junk
Friday late after noon, Sat.
10-4. 1202 Dogwood.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday. September 15 and
16 Clothing, toys. dishes,
etc.. 8-dark both days. 1504
Cardinal Dr.
YARD SALE-1309 Sycamore,
8 am-? Friday and Saturday
Chaise lounge, 4 inch
cushions, exercise bicycle, 6




Sept 16, 8 4 pm, 313 N 5th St
YARD SALE, sponsored by
ACTEENS. 1607 Belmont 95
Saturday.
YARD SALE, 907 Vine St. 8
till 5. Lots of new items.
YARD SALE. Misc., in-
cluding tapestry rug, baby
things. Sat , Sept. 16, 1109
Circarama Dr
YARD SALE. Sept. 16, SOO ?
511 S. 8th. St, Infants and
children clothes, coats.
shoes, etc...
YARD SALE. 1619 Catalina
Or Sat., Sept. 16, from 8:30-2
Pm.
YARD SALE Sat., Sept. 16, 8
5, 509 Beale St. Linens,
clothing, baby items, 'bed
miscellaneous
YARD SALE, Sat. Sept 16, 7
miles N. 641, next door to
Thweatt Service Station
Household items, seramics,
cothes, odds and ends 8 3
43. REAL ESTATE
143 ACRES approximately
New Providence area. Paved
road, good water, 72 acres
approximately in row crop.
Small house best -offer. A
Williams, 832 Wendober Rd





lost listed - Oaks Estetes 3
ISO 2 baits home ea extra ler,*
corner let. Casetrul gas heat,
centrel air, herdwaind floors
throiegheost, fireplace, island
kitclieo with doeble 'sews. 3
car wage. WI offside trim is
sionnomewn, egieleelece free
Amens. Ws.
42 Acre term with 3 SR brick
home. 'lusted soot% of
Alleirrey ea black tip. This
f.n Ms good tessilable lewd,
siotieiliTaigs. Reese hes her
hood floors, cemeral gas




F P A CERTIFtErs
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
100 South 13th Street
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Phone 753-3914







Floored mid reedy Up te 12 r 74 Also hewn style, offices. cottiegei
mobile home ad sins end patios or U SUILD, pre cud completely teeth




Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate





5 ACRES inside City Limits
This property Is zoned B 2
and R 2 for multiple uses.
This property has unlimited
Possibilities. The person who
buys this property has built
in hedge against inflation.
Also included is small home




BY OWNER, THREE BR,
brick, two full baths, garage,
drapes, refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, beautiful yard






on large lot, attached YOURiE RI G
garage, fireplace, central
heat and air, and many nice
features. Priced in mid 40's.
Located only minutes from




T.'', 1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc
rArh I 1 ,,d1111
46. HOMES FOR SALE $1. CAMPERS
4BR HOUSE on 4 acres, Lynn WHITE CAMPER
 SALES.
Grove, 530,000. Call 435424. Your local Sta
rcraft dealer,
go-cart. Call 437 9505. 
 only a few 1978 models left at
47. MOTORCYCLES 
omdiscount prices. C mplete
toxic anti-freeze. 3.99 a
gallon. Located 4 miles E. of
line of parts and access. Non
 1...,i%
MINI BIKE, will trade for
 Murray on Hwy. 94. 753-0605.
large) bedroom, 2 bath home





With TN. Frientil Touch
RETIREES
DELIGHT. . . A
delightful setting, 1
acre only 2 miles from
lake, has 2 bedroom










Estate, 105 N. 12th.
Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
South's de Covr, Square
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
HOUSE AND FOUR acres,
fenced, nice setting, 15
minutes to Murray at
Puryear Tn. Call • .ys, 901










gas heat, and 15'x20' brick
storage buildisig are extra
nice features. Price just









LOVELY 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home in Lekeway Shores,
Plush carpeting, nice kitchen
with appliances, lake
privileges for residents, this
home ip tnsulated throughout
wih R 11, R-19, and R 21 and
is one of the best insulated
homes around. A 400 Amp
breaker box Walls are on 8"
center, metal outside storage
on concrete slab Priced








Just Listed -- 3 BR,
1'2 bath, brickhome
located on large
choice lot at the cor-
ner of 11th &
Fairlane. Shown by
lppointment only.
Weekends & Evening' roll
tee ammo 436 5676




nusiness Now available up
1.100 square foot of car
peted, air conditioned,
centrally heated, secured,
'building to develop your own
business. . ideally locate
d ideally designed for
expansion. Oh yes, we have
available financing for YOU
tool Unbetlevable? Try Us!
753 1492 LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS
SELL YOUR FARM through
KOPPERUD REALTY. 111
Main We have had many
inquiries regarding all types
of farm land and acreage
tracts If you have a farm or
acreage tract to sail. contact
us at 753 1222 Also If you
have been wanting to pur
chase acreage, contact us for
an update on properties
listed for sale In Calloway
County We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a complete
range of Real Estate Service
Phone us today
HT, MARY LOU, NOW




5271468 - 753 9625
CALLOWAY County's only
Dodge City apartments.





located on busy highway 94,
12 miles from Murray near
Kentucky Lake. Store has
thriving fresh produce
business, greenhouse for
plant and flower sales,
fishing equipment and bait
sales, trucks for transporting
produce. This is a well-
established business and an
excellent income producer.
All operating figures fur-
nished upon request. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-





901 Sycamore Alarrey, Ky
( 
STUNNING CONTEMPO
RARY Glassed wall In foyer
brings one to the great room
with bricked wall, ample
family sized kitchen,large
master bedroom with built-in
desk and walk in closet plus 2
other bedrooms and two
baths Add one acre land two
miles from Murray and then
call 753-1492. LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.
WE HAVE lust listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a central
location. This is in the
vicinity of 6th and Vine street
close to shopping downtown,
school and hospital. The
home' included the drapes,
refrigerator, stove and dish
washer. Call JOHN C
NEUBAUER REALTOR, 206
N 4th St, 753-0101 or 753-7531





With The Piens* Touch"
WOODED LAKE
LOT: 12 x 60 mobile




Some furniture. This is
an ideal retreat only
one-quarter mile from
the lake. Priced right'
Boyd-Ma jors Real







With The Friendly Touch"
LAKEFRONT -
HOUSE UNDER CON-
STRUCTION . . Good
Water Frontage. Com-
pleted on outside &
completed bath,- rest
of house with studs.
Deep well. Concrete
boat .dock. 2 lots. 3.8
miles from New Con-
cord on Hwy. 444.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
„,.







Just Listed - 5
room. 3 bedroom, 1
bath on 10 acres in-
clhding barn, out-
buildings, pond, cen-
tral heat & air. Only
25,500 Call us for an
ppointment.
W,ek,,0 & lren.nqs (all
Joe Kennon 436 5676
hod 51.11 753 41162
Peel Allinnty 133 11624
Doe ?ticket 753 19.30
44. LOTS FOR SALE
LOTS FOR SALE near the
lake For more Information
call 753 Md.
45. FARMS FOR SALE




CV,CC, Civic, 6500 miles,
priced to sell. Call 759-1207
after 5 pm.
1976 ASPEN wagon special
edition, under 25,000 miles.
Also a high chair, call 437
4420.
1974 AUDI FOX, automatic,
38,900. Also 1976 Mustang II,
4-speed, air, 33,000. Both in





604 South 12th Street
Phone (SO2)753-7114
Wormy, Kentocky 42071
1970 BUICK LaSabre, 4 door,
Power brakes. steering, and
air Good condition. Call 489-
2189.
1976 Chevet, excellent
condition, new tires, good
gas miliage. Call 759-4878.
1971 COUGAR, air and
power, good condition, $995.
Call 753-3440 ask for Bobby
Scott.
1970 CADALIC- DeVille,
56,000, good condition. Call
753 8149.
1972 CHEVROLET. Good
condition, AM FM radio, 8-
track tape, factory air 759-
1072.
1968 CHEVELLE SS. good
condition. Call 437-9505.
1968 CHEVELLE, excellent
conditon. Call 753-8604 after 4
1975 DATSUN B 210, must
sell, will accept best offer.
Call after 5:30, 753-74158.
1976 DATSUN 280-Z, loaded
with extras. Call (502)-1-443-
7115.
1977 FIAT X-19 Calf' 753-
3052.
1976 FORD LTD, for more
information call 759-4459.
1967 FORD Mustang, 125 Can
Am Yamaha. Curtis Mathis
Entertainment Center, 27"






sharp, $2100. Call 753 9828 or
759 1864 ask for Martha.
1973 Montego GT.. 1970 Opal
Cadet, 1974 Cougar XR 7.
Call 767 4479.
1973 MERCURY, low
mileage, air and power,
excellent condition
throughout, S2300. Call 753-
3710 after 5 pm.
1971 OLDSMOBILE, good
condition, $600. Call 753-9297
after 12 noon.
1974 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass
Supreme, 4 door, power
steering and brakes, AM
radio, air, excellent con
dition. 753-2810
1973 PONTIAC Bonneville, 4
40 ACRES of good land. '28 door, vinyl top, air and
tendable acres, some timber, Power, $895. Call 489-2595.
tobacco base, 2700 ft. hwy
frontage, old house, log 1970 STATION WAGON 
(9
smoke house, many nice Passenger) Automatic, air,
$26,000 
753-5124 1974
building spots. 1 mile from nice looking. Best Offer. 753-
Ky Lake, New Concord area 1818 after 5 pm.
B. 
McCuiston  TOYOTA 
Corona SR, 
!FARM MACH IN ER
6.
call 762-6804, or 759-4756 after
low mileage, loaded, 5 speed,
REDUCED $3000 for im-
mediate sale, three bedroom
21/ baths, two car garage,
fireplace 2400 sq. ft. Orl 121
North. Call 489 2727.
TWO BR older home near
downtown Fenced In yard,
upstairs and partial




NEW OFFICE HOURS nosed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 III 5:00
PRICI HAIR CUT $1.50 pima SNAVI $1.23
Pr' Respite! Noose rolls Phone 7534613
wOUt ItItiaCito WAIII to fititilM1141
It C 1121 be done from Ills miort coonlition ranch im tho WHIM el
din 3 nice hinfromms, segioneto Maim reentry sited bet.
then Rem to ceding stows %replete in lin* room. Olowmfml
0,6 flows. KOS *Ore homes room 19004 for • small
sheep* or bashons, •,,, ins se Noway City gas ler beef
owl center& it, is electric. 111111 eppreired A rodA bey irt $37,800.
Cal VS Of yew fet•rite
Ruth Ryan, REALTOR
Located in Aurora
154 11S00 11544 he ISIS
1975 TOYOTA Corolla, $2100.
Call 436-2236
1978 TRAMS AM, white,
factory tape, power win-
dows, tilt, cruise control and
air Call 753-2414 or 759151$.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1977 CHEVY pickup truck,
14000 actual miles, long
wheel base. Call after 6 pm,
436- 5524.
1970 CHEVY Ihs ton, straight-
8 Call 7532266. and after 6,
759 4386
1977 CHEVROLET 4-wheel
drive. Short wheel base, 4
speed, call 753 3938 between
10 am and 3 pm
1966 CHEVROLET long
wheel base pickup truck,
good bed and motor. Call 753-
9688 after 4:30 pm.
1967 GMC pickup, automatic
transmission $600 Good
-cunning condition Call 753
3040 after 4 pm •
1978 JEEP Cherokee, 4-
- SOISTRIT-drIvn,-Ider-lettfwewm,
excellent condition. Call 753
JUR after 5 pm.
$I. CAMPERS
FOR SALE: IS ft. camper.
Call 753-4509.
TOPPER for long bed
Pickup Reasonable 753 4039
gitosTPER dPOIR ft p lc kup,i ed6
rths 
ank out windows,screens,
must see. $250, 753-8563 after
5 pm.
Sat.  Sept.16 lace A.M. Rain or Shirt;
LOCATION: Murray Fair Grounds, on Highway al, Murray, Kentucky
MURRAY FORD TRAWOR is overstocked with tractors and farm equipment and will sell the following
items at Public Auc n This is an OPEN SALE and outside consignments will be accepted No Junk 
Please Few items subject to prior sale 1-4 row Rotary Hoe
2-Set Tanks and Racks



















I-JD brow 7100 Planter
1-1D brow RM Cultivator
1-ME 165 1-JD 6 row 30' Cultivator
1-ME 35 liD 1400 Rotary Hoe with
1-AC D-19 nil D transport
1-11) 730 5-3 Bt. Plow
I-Ford 4000 ni1 3-1D 4 row cultivator
5-8N Ford 6-2 Bt. Plow
1-ME To35 1-4 Bt. Plow
1-ford 601 2•JD 4 row planter
A 1-202 row Planter
I-JD 13 I-JD K BA Disc
1.-M Harris 444 1-1HC Wheel Disc
I -Ili Super A 3-5 Pt - 3 Pt Disc
1-1H Cub wimower 3-Drag Disc
_ 1 -JD G_with_loader 4-3p1. Rotary Cutter












1-1975 Ford 1/2 ton Pickup
1 -Toyota Car
1 -Olds Delta 88
1 -GMc Sprint
I-Dune -Buggy
TERMS: CASH - Settlement must be
made day of sale, unknown buyers must
_havar..acti, cashier's craecli- or- bank- - - -
letter of credit.
This Is only • partial liatino, ales there wIll he for mle «versa new e pt ateRotary Callers. it ft Modes, etc Make your plants.,, to attend the; Wee ale.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT -
753'1412 7S9-46S,










52. BOATS & MOTORS
14 FT. OUACHITA
aluminum boat and trailer,
20 hp Johnson, andsall fishing
equipment, $750 Cali 492
8868.
40' HOUSEBOAT fu
equipped, sleeps nine peplos.
S4950. Call 436 5353.
1977 SUMMERSET ski boat,
161/2 ft., 175 horsepower





Fiberglas, foam, TVA ap-
proved. Kentucky-Tenn.
Insulation Inc., Rt. 7, Box
258, Murray, Ky. (502)-435-
4527
BEFORE WET, cold
weather, white rock and
grade driveways. We have
any size limestone and pea









scaping and painting. Free
estimates, call 436-5570.
BYARS BROTHERS 8. Son'
General home remodeling
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395 4967 or 1 362-4895.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Heegel,




and eft ic lent service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs, call 436
2562 after 5 pm.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
weekly trash pickup. You
throw it away, we'll haul it






estimates. Call 759 4085 or
753-5816
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435
4343
EXPERIENCED interior
and exterior p,,:nters with
references. Call 759-1228.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 733-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
FOR YOUR septic tank and
backhoe work needs. Also
septic tank cleaning. Call
John Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436 5348.
FOR ANNUAL or monthly
pest control sevice, call 753
3914 Kelly's Termit & Pest
Control






753 2310 for free estimates.
GET YOUR order in for lime
early. We haul from Reeds.
Fredonia, and Three Rivers.
Call 1 382 2646. We also haul
sand and rock. Evetts
Trucking Co., Lynnville, Ky.
HAVING TROUBLE getting
those small jobs done? For
all your odd job needs call
753-8056
& L BLACKTOP paving
and repairing. Call 753-1537.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas Installation, wilt do
plumbing, heating. sewer
cleaning. Call 753 7203.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753 0605.
MITCHELL BACKTOPP
ING sealing, patching,
striping. For free estimates
call 753-1537.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753 3682 or 753-
7149 after 6 pm
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
SEPTIC TANKS cleaned,
field lines layed, all types





Also, dealers for Volcano II,
the most efficient wood
burner in America. Solar
King of Mayfield, 247 1253,
607 W Broadway.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Cali
1-527-1836 after 5 p.m.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or night I -
442-7026.
WOMAN WILL clean house.
759-4615.
Se. FREE COLUMN




USED acoustic guitar good
condition, call after 5 pm,
759-4512.
WANTED FARM Tractors,
equipment, and trucks for
our consignment sale at
Murray fair grounds Sep
tember 16. For more in-
formation contact Murray
Ford Tractor, 759-4895. Sale
being held by Hale Auction
Co.Sikeston Mo.
WANTED. Junk cars. Call
474-8838.
WANTED 2 BR house in
country. No more than 6










25% off landscaping plants
10% off
*All In Store Items




It's time for fall planting, so come in and save
SSS - its time for fall fertilizing 8 weed control,




Hwy. 121 North Murray, Ky.
Winter Fuel Oil
Fill Up Today
Avoid Rush & Price Changes
.We Have Fuel Tanks.
TEXACO PLANT
Old Concord Rd. 753-2321











































































2 BR house in



















A. M. Rain or Shill
ntucky
rill sell the following,




























DAVID 1.1117TM me •
314-471-1494




First tell the family you're moving. Then tell a
REALTOR' .
You've got a lot to do between now and moving day. So
spare yourself work and worry you don't need and let a
REALTOR • handle two of the most important items on
the agenda — selling your present home here and finding a
new one there.
REALTORS' are the real estate professionals who
belong to the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS-
' . This is a national organization with more than half a
million members in more than 1,750 local boards in all 50
states, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Canada and
Jamaica.
To find one, look for this familiar emblem. It's a
registered membership mark that only members of the
National Association are authorized to use.
For professional real estate advice and service, see a
REALTOR • . There's one nearby, no matter where you
are or where you plan to be.
Hobby Farm — App. 17 acres most all tillable
bottom land with some nice hornesites. Located
next to new 641 North about 8 miles north of
Murray. This one will not last long , call us now.
Active business owner retiring - Start out in your
own established business rental income also with
this property including very nice living quarters.
Be your own boss, check this one out.
What A Deal - Three yes three houses for the
price of one. This is one of the best investments
around for a quick profit or hold for a steady in-
come.






5th & Main 153-5064 Murray, Ky.
Claude L. Miller Broker 153-3059
Gerald Carter Salesman 753-8298
A PLACE WITH SPACE
3 bedroom home on 5 acres. This home has been
remodeled plus new addition which has 15 x 25
family room with fireplace. Washer-dryer hook-
up, kitchen with stove and dishwasher staying
with home, good well, 26 x 38 garage with con-
crete floor, upstairs could have nice apartment.
Located approx. 15 miles from Murray off Hwy.
121 S. Priced at $38,500.
The Nelson Shroat Co., REALTORS
159-1101
HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS"
FVF,NINGS
Marie Hicks 759-1056 Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shroat 759-1716
Dave McGinnis 753-8538 Sam Harris 753-8061
63 acres near Mt. Carmel Church 20 acres lendable, some good
marketable timber, two spring fed creeks. 510 ft highway fron-
tage_ 987.000
58 acres northeast of Murray near Dexter Mostly good bot-
tomland planted in beans and corn, 40 tendable acres, well priced
at 129,500.
40 acres east of Dexter on Highway 1346, 35 acres tendable with
old house_ Don't miss this good buy. $32,500
31 acres at Almo on Perry Road 20 tendable and in beans. A
place to build on that overlooks whole farm. $22,900
23 acres at Puryear, Tenn '4 acres lendable. the rest in good
young timber. secluded yet very accessible $11,900.
22 acres on Highway NM near lake A nice place to build on Plen-
ty of good big timber Good neighborhood $14,900. 1
17 acres 11 mile ; east 44441111118
14 acres with house and several outbuildings Near Buchanan,
Tenn. $31.800.
3 bedroom housekt 113 North 9th Street Paneled, gAS heat, with
. outside storage, all for $14,000
1 Commercial lot on 121 North 105' x 312'
Waldrop Real Estate
753-5646
John I ,oftis 436-2294
Pete Waldrop 753-7249
Janice Austin 753-8671







Minn iiiiiiii n iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/III iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mom
Expensive? NO. Quality? YES. Located on a cul-
de-sac among many mature assorted trees this
home features 4 bedrooms, 2'2 baths, large com-
fortable den with fireplace, living room,
separate dining room and a kitchen to delight
even the most meticulous homemaker. More in-
formation available by calling today!
J(Cd Souihsifit. (purl Square
Open Dail %tondo -Saturda%
7311-46 137-44;1
Pal Mobley Geneva Giles Susy Welk
713-8938 713-1383
Member Multi-listing Service and Mi. ,
County Board o, Realtor
LIVE IN THE COUNTRY!
Large 3 bedroom brick home with 2 car garage,
dining room, den, wall to wall carpet, good well.
On Highway 80. In So. Marshall school district. If
you like living in the country you will love this





Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Louise Baker 753-2409
Guy Spann 753-7587 T. C. Collie 753-5122
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION!!! Move in with
delivery of deed! This lovely 3 BR, Piz bath home
is located in one of Murray's nicest neigh-
borhoods and is within walking distance of
Murray High School. It also features a chain link
fence help protect the little ones. You'll also
find young producing apple, peach, and plum
trees for your homemade pies an jellies. This
home has a well thought out floor plan for your
enjoyment. No appointment necessary. Just call
when ysitt.wantlo ace_the_home,.Offeresi at guly_
$39,900
JOHN SMITH, RE OR








3 bedroom home on 2 acres. Living rm., kitchen-
family room w/sliding glass doors opening onto
carpeted covered porch. 2 outside storage
buildings, small barn, back fenced for horses,










B. B. Hook 753-2387
Duplex located at 1703 Ridgewood has four
rooms and bath 'each side, new carpet,
refrigerators, vanities in baths, storm door and
storage building. Each side now rented for







412 South 12th St. 753-1651
ELEGANT HOME
Brand new listing in Canterbury Estates Sub-
division. This home will truly impress the most
particular home hunter! Three large, large
bedrooms, formal dining room with wood
parquet floor, outstanding storage areas in-
cluding walk-in closet in master bedroom, lovel
den with fireplace and custom-made shelVes
This home truly has all the extras, and priced
substantially below replacement cost. Phone us













3 BR, 1L2 bath, brick home, located on large








-Countrified". . . 5 acres - lying on 94W - 3
bedroom, den with fireplace, living room, 2
baths... Spotless...
WOW! Looks like a house but has double income
. . This neat duplex will be perfect for a first
home or investment. One side has 3 bedrooms,
- tying root), den,—barnr - the iither s4yit-
bedrooms, 1 bath, Livc.,in either side accorcliU,,,_
to your needs and let the other side help you pay








The funeral for Ralph
Wright of Murray Route
Five will be held Saturday'
at ten a.ni. at the Poplar
Spring Baptist Church,
where he was a member.
with the Rev. Ronnie
Adams, and the Rev. Dr.
Jerre11 White officiating. The
music and song service will
be by the church choir with
Paul Henderson as leader.
Active pallbearers will be
Larry Cherry, Clayborne
McCuiston. Ralph Darnell,
C. M. Scarbrough, Gil
Hopson, and Robert Walker.
Members of the Senior
Men's Sunday School Class
of the church will serve as
an honorary group.
Burial will follow in the
Barnett Cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call until
eight a.m. on Saturday when
the body will be taken to the
church to lie in state until
the funeral hour.
Mr. Wright, age 71, died
Wednesday at 6:25 p.m. He
is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Muriel Wright; one
daughter, Mrs. Dan Kelly,.
Murray Route Three; five
sons, Buford and Robert
Wright, Halls, Tenn., Ralph
A. Wright, Jr., Tampa, Fla.,
and Ronald and Timothy
Wright. Murray; one
brother, Samuel Wright,




Final rites for Dal Adams
of Murray Route Eight are
being held today at two p.m.
at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. James Tharp
officiating and Mrs. Oneida
White as organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
John McNeely, Wayne Flora,
Aubrey Adams, Parvin
Adams, Nate Beal, and
Rudy Barnett. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Adams, age 79. died
Wednesday at ten a.m. at
the Murray-Calloay County
Hospial. He was a member
of the Liberty Baptist
Church. arid was the son of
the late James Buchanan
Adams and Julia Dowl
Adams.





McGlothin, Virden, Ill., and
Marelle Adams; two sons,
Jim Adams, Detroit, Mich.,
and Billy Adams, Murray
route five; three sisters,
Mrs. Logan Bland, Murray,
Mrs Talmadge Smotherrnan






Homer Shackelford of New
Concord died Thursday at
11:15 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He was 89 years of age and
a retired farmer.
He is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Eliza Williams,
New Concord; two brothers,
Brooks and Ronie
Shackelford, both of New
Concord.
Mr. Shackelford was a
member of the New Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church.
Born Aug. 31, 1889, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Carrol Blair
Shackelford and Alice
Grooms Shackelford.
The funeral has been
scheduled for two p.m.
Saturday at the chapel of
the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with burial to follow
in the Shackelford Cemetery.




Owen A. McKinney of
Murray Manor Apartments
died this morning at 7:02 at
the Westview Nursing Home.
He was 82 years of age and
a retired farmer.
Mr. McKinney is survived
by two daughters, Mrs.
Mary Homra, Rockford,I11.,
and Mrs. Iva Johnson,
Detroit, Mich.; one son, J.




The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home will be in





William R. Hall of New Port
Richey, Fla., formerly of
Murray, were held this
morning at ten o'clock at
the Murray 1194iibria1
Gardens with the Ftevi Jack
Jones officiating.
Pallbearers were Walter
King, Dee Lamb, Pete
Farley, George Satterwhite,
Howard McNeely, and Lee
Westerman. The Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home was
in charge of the
arrangements.
Mr. Hall, age 69. died
Monday at the Community
Hospital at New Port
Richey. He is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Daphene Bucy
Hall; three daughters. Mrs.
Linda Elkin, Mrs. Delores
Billing, and Ms. Rita Mae
Hall; one son, Robert Earl
Hall; one sister, Mrs. Lula
Bradley; six grandchildren.
Bible Lands Pilgrimage
To Egypt, Jordan & Israel
Dept. Nashville Nov. 7-17'; all meals & sight-




1023 %met tit .
anrksvilia, TN. 37040
JAY SNITN Willi TRAVEL SERVICE, INC.
Rites On Saturday
For Mrs. Palmer
Funeral services for Mrs
Mavis Cain Palmer of
Paducah will be held
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dossie Wheatley
officiating and Miss Carolyn
Venable as organist. •
Pallbearers will be Bill
Palmer, Charlie Cain,
Lowell, Curtis, Raymond,
and Hugh Palmer. Burial
will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Palmer, age 91, died
Thursday at 12:30 a.m. at
the Parkview Convalescent
Center, Paducah. Her
husband, Will A. Palmer,
died May 23, 1969. She was a
member of the Kirksey
United Methodist Church,
and was the daughter of the
late Samuel and Martha
Jane McElwain Cain of
Calloway County.
Survivors include one son,
W. A. Palmer, Jr., two
grandchildren, Mrs. James




The Rev. Dr. William P.
Muffins, Jr., will speak on
the subject, "T.G.I.S.," with
scripture from Acts 2:42 at
the 10:45 a.m. worship
services on Sunday, Sept. 17,
at the South Pleasant Grove
United 'Methodist Church.
"Dwelling In Beulah
Land" will be the selection
by the Church Choir,
directed by Mrs. L D. Cook,
Jr., with Mrs. Otto Erwin as
organist and Tommy Gaines
as pianist.
At the 6:30 p.m. services
on Sunday, Dr. Mullins will






Williamson, pastor of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will speak at the
eleven a.m. and 7:30 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
Sept. 17, at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church.
"Sunshine In My Soul"
and -Make Me Willing" with
Pam Williamson singing the
solo part will be sung by the
Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs.
Scott as pianist and Mrs.
Jim Neale as organist.
Ronnie Walker, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services. Gerald Cooper,
phone 753-5677, is the bits
driver for September.
Following the morning
worship service, the Susie
Scott Group will have a
potluck luncheon at the
church for high school senior
and college age girls.
The Youth Choir will meet
at six p.m. for practice and








Sunday Scticiol will be at
ten a.m. and Church
Training at 6:30 p.m.
Paul Hodges Speaker
At Church Of Christ
Paul Hodges, . second
minister of the University
Church of Christ, will be guest
speaker in special services on
Sept. 16 and 17 as the church
continues observance of its
25th anniversary. Each of the
former ministers of the
church will be honored guests
Paul Hodges
during weekend activities
throughout the month of
September.
Hodges, a native of Por-
tland. Tenn., moved to
Murray to work with the
University Church in the fall
of 1957. He had previously
worked with the Church of
Christ in Trenton, Tenn. In
1957, the University Church
purchased a minister's home
on College Farm Road and the
Hodges' were the first family
to occupy the new home.
Mrs. Hodges, the former
Pat Morgan of Benton,
received her B.S. degree while
living in Murray. She sub-
sequently received her
masters degree at Western
and has, for a number of
years, been on the library
staff of that institution. The
Hodges' daughter, Ricki,
attended elementary school in
Murray, high school in
Franklin, and received her
B.S. degree from David
Lipscomb College in Nash-
ville Tenn. She now resides in_ _ .
Nashville with her husband
and infant daughter.
Hodges served the
University Church until 1967,
at which time he moved from
Murray to become minister of
the Church of Christ in
Franklin. After serving in this
capacity for a number of
years, he requested that he be
allowed to relinquish his
Ruling Star Lodge To
Hold Meeting Saturday
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
Free and Accepted Masons
will meet Saturday, Sept. 16,
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Joe Jones, master of the
lodge, said this was a very
important meeting and
urged all members to at-
tend.
duties as pulpit minister and
become educational director
for the church. He writes
Sunday School literature for
the church.
Weekend activities will
begin with a worship service
on Saturday at 7:00 p.m. at
which time Hodges will speak.
On Sunday, he will speak to
the combined adult Sunday
School classes in the main
auditorium at 9:30 a.m. and to
the entire church at 10:30 a.m.
At noon, the Hodges' will be
special guests at a church-
wide potluck dinner to be held
in the annex. The weekend's
activities will ,conclude with
the Sunday evening worship
service at 6:00 p.m.
All friends of the University
Church and especially friends
of the Hodges family are in-
vited to attend all anniversary





Special events are planned
at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main on
Sunday, Sept. 17.
Rally Day will be observed
in the worship service at 10:30
a.m. This marks the beginning
of another year of formal
Christian education in the
congregation. In this service,
the children of the Sunday
School will sing and will be
directed by Liz Williams.
Also in this service, the
Church Choir will sing Helen
Meyer will accompany Jhe
choir on the organ.
After the worship service, a
picnic for members and
friends of Immanuel, will be
held on the church grounds.
Special guests will be MSU
students according to the Rev.
Robert Brockhoff, pastor of
the church.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan.
Corp., of Murray, are as follows:
1: !.strial Average -494
Air Products 2111. unc
Arrt moan Motors
Astildnd Oil . 444. -`
American Telephone  
Bonanza MINA
Classier 124 one
Ford Motor 45 -+4
G.A F Ir. -1'4
General Care  171.13 1744A
General Dynamics 1111 +14
General Motors 04




IBM  294 +
Pennwalt 
Qua ker Oats uric
Tappan .  rt one
Wal-Mart
Wendys . 18B 381 A
troaameell1111111W • -4710111111111*-411101111110.9: .
Workers Continue Sifting
Debris In Flood Aftermath
LIME ROCK, Ark. (API
— Rescue workers and
clean-up crews got a break
in the weather today as they
sifted debris for bodies in
the aftermath of torrential
rains that caused at least
815 million in damages and
left 10 peop& dead, including
seven children.
''We're definitely out of
the woods, at least for the
moment,' Robert
McKechnie, a weather
service forecaster, said as
partly cloudy skies prevailed
over the area Thursday
night.
The damage estimate
could double when detailed
surveys have been finished,
city officials reported, and
the state Office of
Emergency Services said it
might have been the city's
worst flood.
Ted Sniegocki, a city
spokesman, . said municipal
facilities suffered $3.8
million in damage, private
property 87.25 million. He
said 400 to 500 homes in






homes at about $5 million.
The number of National
Guard soldiers on duty was
cut from 116 to n Thursday
but guardsmen still were
assigned to patrol one
flooded subdivision over-
night.
Eight people died in Little
Rock and two in Benton, a
community of 17,000 some 22
miles southwest of here.
Seven of the victims were
age 10 or younger. The
oldest victim was a 33-year-
old mother of five.
They drowned Wednesday
after rains of 5 to 13 inches
Robertson To Speak At
KirkseMen's Breakfast
Kirksey United Methodist
Men will have their monthly
breakfast in the social hall of
the church at seven o'clock,
Sunday morning Sept. 17.
Following the business
Gus Robertson, Jr.
session and special an-
nouncements, Gus Robertson,
Jr. will be the featured guest
Murray Lodge Plans
Past Masters Night
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons
will hold Past Masters Night
on Monday, Sept. 18, at 7:30
p.m. at the lodge hall.
Walter King, acting
master, urges all master
masons to attend. Refresh-
ments will be served.
speaker.
Robertson and his wife,
Mildred live on their farm on
the Lynn Grove Road. Mrs.
Robertson has for many years
worked with farm programs
as an employee of the
Calloway County Soil Con-
servation Service. He has a
large farming operation
growing wheat, corn and
soybeans.
He is an active lay member
of the First Baptist Church at
Murzay and serves as a
deacon and a member of the
Church Choir. He is much in
demand as a vocal soloist for
many special occasions. He is
an active member and sup-
-porter of several farm
organizations and various
community activities.
All members are urged to be
on hand and guests are invited
to come. A meal will be
prepared at the church kit-
chen by member chefs, Hal






torrents that swept out of
their banks.
Little Rock's eight dead
were in a two-mile area
along Rock Creek.
As water receded, rescue
workers checked a 30-
squareblock residential area
for bodies in the wreckage
emerging from under six
feet of water.
"We hope we don't find
any more (bodies), but
we're afraid we'll find a few
more," said U. Ed Ethridge
of the Little Rock police.
In Benton, 7-year-old
Darrel McCutcheon and his
brother, Paul, died while
walking home from school.
Their bodies were found in a
railroad yard.
The other victims included
Linda Millirons, 33; Ronnie
Cole, 3; Lisa Michelle
Scarver, 1; Justin Talley, 3;
Gwen Robinson, 8, and her
brother, Carlo Robinson, 5;
Marjorie Zaloudek, 22, and
Marjorita Green, 18, all of
Little Rock.
Gov. David Pryor asked
President Carter to declare
the area . a disaster area,
which would make it eligible
for federal assistance under
several programs.
Heavy rains inundated
east Texas Thursday wih 15
inches drenching Center
before noon. Flash flood
warnings were hoisted for
parts of east and south
Texas, especially along six




Federal State Market News Service Sep-
tember 15, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hoe Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts Act: 520 Fat 925 Barrows It
Gilts 75-1 00 higher Sows steady to 50
higher instances 81 00 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 848.50-49.00 few 49.25
US 1-3 200-2401bs 141.2041.51
US 2-4 240-250 lbs 547.25-4025
US 3-4 280-200 lbs.  546:25-47.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lb. $41.00-42 00
US 1-3 300-500113a. W 00-4) 00
US 1-3 450-300 lbs.  842.00-43.00
US 1-3 MAO lbs. . . 543.00-44.00 few 44 50




The Community Center on
Ellis Drive will be open
every Tuesday night from
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. for
Senior Citizens (60 years and--
over) recreation, starting
Tuesday, Sept. 19.
Lee Gamble a Murray
State University student will
direct the recreation.
At present transportation






Bel Air Decor Store
- Sept. 20 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
You Must Sign Up In Advance
Cei-1-753-3-64-2Dr Come frrto Regts-ter
Bel-Air Decor tore- Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
Farmers
We have diesel fuel. Good selection top
quality oils, greases, lubricants, anti-





To Better Serve You.
On Sept. 5, 1978, we opened our new full service branch on
100112th Street for your convenience. You will find the same
courteous service as offered at the Main Office, 7th & Main
Downtown.










715 So. 12th St.
753-1214
Hours Of Operation
Monday-Thursday 9:00 alln.-3:00 p.m.
Friday 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
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